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PRICE e59,9€ - S3,50 P&P.

STANTON AL500 GOLDR tic GS50
PRICE E'15 99 - 50D P&P e= CE ra - - l:. PtP

Supplied ready built and tested

Now enioy a wodd'wde repulanon lor qualrty, re rabilry and

perlormance at a rea shc pn@ Four models avalable lo surl the needs of the prolesronal and hobby market, I e lnduslry'

LeEUre lnskumenlal and HLFr etc when mmpannq pnces, NOTE all models nc ude Torodal power supply, lnLeqral heat slnk

Gla$ ibre P C B , and Dr ve orcurc lo power @mpalble Vu meter Open and shoi circull pr@l

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

0MP100 Mk 11 Bi-Polar Output power 110 watts
R [,] S into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 15Hz -
30KHz-3dB,T H D 001%,S.N R -118dB,Sens for
Max output 500mv at 10K, Size 355 x 1 15x65mm
PRTCE C33.99 + f3.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MOOULES

OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts H.M.S.
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3d8, Damping Factor, >300, Slew Rate 45V/uS,
T.H.D.Typical0.002%, lnputSensitivity500mV,S N R
-125d8. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE e39.99 + t3.00 P&P.

OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts F lvl S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz

3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Bate 50V/uS,
T H D Typical0 001%, InputSensitivity500mV,S N R

-l30dB Size 300 x 155 x 'l00mm

PRTCE c62.99 + e3.50 P&P.

s R.M.S.
1 00KHz
60V/uS,
500mV,

S N B 130d8 Size 330 x 175 x '100mm

PRTCE [79.99 + C4.50 P&P.

Vu iTETEB Comp four ampliliers detailed accurate visual

display employrng es (7 green, 4 red) plu on/otf indicatol
Sophisticaled logic for very fasl rise and dec rculded plastic

case wth tinted acrylic konl Size 84 x 27 x 45mm
PRICE e8.50 + 50p P&P.

THOUSANOS PiJFCHASED
BY PBOFESS.IONA- iJSEHS

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER A[!PUFIEBS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 - :,:',,. - - 

--','.
MXF400 (200w * 20Owi MXF600 :,-,1'^ - j: -'',,

All O'rne- -a:':': - r!'/ ' --- : ---:
FEATURES:*irde6r6sr:1,*9'-.-:: ii^---^: : - -r -:-: i-- -;:-,.:l:ary
indendedlevelconlros*lllumrnalecai:--.^.:-t1-:;':r-311-'i='-:-:- ::.,::-:.:snort
circuitproottLatestMos-Felsro's:'ess!**lc^a':a,:-, -i:,-; i- :{'-rt-'::i,;'rol!
distortjon r AIUT.-'JT Ca5g5 r \rt:iX :;- l;t +: ^: _- _ _:_:==: :-: -- -i: .'
USED THE WOBLO OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS. CINEHAS }SC3-( :-:

SIZES:- &lXF 200 W19 xH31,,, (2U) ,011
MXF 400 W19 xH51Z (3U) , Dl2
MXF 600 w19 xH5% (3U) .D'!3

MXF2m t171 35
PRICES: MXF400.228,85

MXF600 e322,0C
SECURICOR DELIVERY E12 ]: 1T _

LABGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH FRE.
OUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE S.A.E. (30p
STAMPED) FOB COMPLETE LIST.

RES, . FREO, RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 865.79 + e3.50 P&P
tz's 23O0GP HIGH POWER BASS L , KEY lSco,.ETQr -- ---AES, .FneO,ReSp,rOsxUz.SeruS, e87.sl +l3.soP&P
15".I 51OOBS BASS GUITAR, LOW F P,A.,
RES, FREO, 4OHz. FREO. BESP, TO sKHz. SENS, 98dB PFICE S55.05 + 84 00 P&P
15'2OO WATT C152OOBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS,
RES,FREO,4oHz.FREO,RESP,TO4KHz. .. ................PRICEE75.10+E4.q,P&P
15'250 WATT C1525OBS VERY HIGH PO
nfS,rhEO,+OHz.rnEO.RESp,TO4KHZ. ....... .......PB|CEf82.54+C4.50P&P
15'/OO WATT C154OOBS VERY HIGH PO FREOUENCY BASS,
RES, FREO, 40Hz. FREO, RESP, TO 4KHz. SENS, 1 02dB. .-.... --.-.....-r ..-PBICE E96 47 + e4.50 P&P
18'4OO WATT C184O4BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FBEOUENCY BASS.
RFs FREO 27Hz FREA RESP TO 3KHz SENS.99dB PRICE e172.06 + e5 00 P&P

BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND
8" 50 WATT EB&50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI.FI, IN.CAR
RES,FREO,40Hz FREO,RESP,TOTKHZ SENS,97dB PR|CEeS.gO+8200P&P
1O'50 WATT EB1O.5O DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHI,I 8A65, HI.FI, IN,CAB
RES,FBEQ,40HZFREO,RESP,TO5KHzSENS,99dB PR|CEe12.O,0+e2.50P&P
19, 1OO WATT EBlGlOO BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO
RES,FREO,35HzFREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS,96dB PR|CEe27.76+e3.50P&P
12'60 WAIT EB.I24O BASS, HI.FI, STUDIO
RES,FREO,2SHzFREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS,92dB PB|CEe21.0O+e3.00P&P
1z, 1OO WATT EB12.1OO BASS, STUDIO, HI.FI, EXCELLENT DISCO,
RES,FREQ,26Hz.FREO,RESP,TO3KHZ SENS,93dB. .... .... . PR|CEe3875+E3.50P&P

FULL FANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE; FOLLED SUFROUND
5%" 50 WATT EB5{oTC (TW|N CONE) Hl-Fl, MULTI-ARBAY DISCO ETC.
BES,FREO,63Hz.FREQ,BESP,TO20KHz.SENS,92dB.................... PR|CEe999+e1.50P&P
5%" 60 WATT EB660TC (TW|N CONE) Hr-Fl, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES, FREO, 38H2. FREO, RESP, TO 20KHz. SENS, 94dB. .. . PFICE el 0.99 + e1.50 P&P

I-FI, MULTI.A ISCO ETC.
Hz.SENS,89 . ...............PR|CEt12.99+Cl.50P&P
HI-FI, MULTI DISCO ETC.

Hz. SENS,86 PRICE 816.49 + e2.00 P&P

THEVERYBEST IN OUAUTY AE . L]E

POWER RATINGS OUOTED IN WATTS BIIS FON EA+ }"3iI€-

oMP 12-100 (lU)W 100d8) PFICE e159 99 PEi =!.F
oMP 12-2OO (200W 102d8) PRICE t2O9,99 PE= =AF

SECURICOR OEL :- t12m ER PlF

-'$ : l-:"=F3 HIGH
rr-,il== -,4a STEREO

=':':-<: Ai{PLIFIERS

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROLA
JointhePiezorevoluton Thelowdynamrcma$ T .::: :.: : ::.-:: \-= :-:.-.- :' -- -:-.slenl
responsew[halowerdlstorttonlevethanordrna',tr,_:-:-a:,,?- -::::r: - EE -r::-E-_:5En
beaddedtoexislrngspeakersystemsoiuptol(n ^..: -,:,- 

--:- 
= -: ==::>-$f:F'-:A.FLETS

SUPPLIEDWITHEACHTWEETER rypE a (sN?r$r , :--: r-:r-=- :..e

PROVEN TRANSTTITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALIW COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

3W il InAilSITTER 80-108MH2, VAFICAP CoNTBoLLEo PRoFESSIoNAL PER-

FoRMANCE, FANGE UP T0 3 MILES, SIZE 38 x 123mm, SUPPLY 12V @ 0 5AMP.

PRTCE t1{,{9 + t1.00 P&P

FH tlcRo TnANSilITER (8UG) 1ml08MHz VARICAP TUNED CoMPLETE WITH

VEFY SENS FETMIC, RANGE 1m-300m S|ZE55 x 46mm, SUPPLY 9V MT'T, PRICE

POSTAL CHARGES PEB ORDER T1 OO MIN\MUM OFFICIAI ORDERS WELCOME FROM

SCHOOLS COLLEGES GOW, BOOIES, EIC, PBICES INCLUSIVE OF VA,T SALES COUNTEB,

VISAACCESS ACCEPTED 8Y POST, PHONE OR FA}.
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Gomponent
Tester
A valuable piece of test
equipment for any experi-
menter. Mark Daniels tells of
how its put together

r8

Solar Power
Solar energy can play an
important role in reducing our
energy bills. Paul Freeman
assesses the current situation
regarding the passive and
active sides to the technology.

2t

High Definition
Television
In the start of a major new
series, Jim Archer assesses the
future of ourviewing habits and
asks if we are ready for a higher
technical quality of television.

Miclowaves
Colin White continues his look
at the technological applica-
tions of elechomagnetic waves
in the SHF region.'

33

Serial or Parallel
loudspeakers
Ronald Wagner presents the
theory and practical details of
Electrostatic loudspeaker
design.

Guitar Pick-up
Keith Brindley constructs this
piezo-electric pick-up for your
acoustic guitar.

4s

The Sony High
Density Linear
Gonverter
Bitsteam is the latest buzzword
in hi-fi technology. Eric
Kingdon reports on the latest
chip from Sony that interprets
serial digital audio at high
speed.

48

Data
Gommunications
2
Mike Bedford continues to give
us afascinating insight into how
computers talk to each other.

54

R4X
Build this miniature Ti.rned
Radio Receiver and impress
your friends with this first
Surface Mount technology
project. Bill Mooney turns his
hand to articulate soldering.
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UPDATE

'Promising Tiials on Cardigan Island'
The story so far: Manx Shear-
water birds have not been seen on
Cardigan Island for some time. To

rectify the situation Dyfed Wildlife
Trust have devised a plan to lure
them back A tape recording of
Shearwaters calling can now be
heard periodically from loud-
speakers on the island. ETI,
amongst many other businesses
have contributed to the project.
Rod Penrose takes up the story:

fhe Amplifier was eagerly
I received from ETI. courtesy

of Andrew Armshon g,/Blueprint
Column. It was uncased as

expected, and quite obviously
needed protection from the
severe maritime environment and
extremes of temperatures causing
condensation. West Hyde Devel-
opments Ltd on hearing of our
project, donated a die-cast
aluminium enclosure. This
enclosure is hose-proof to
environmental protection
standard IP65 and is extremely
rugged, offering good mechanical
strength and electrical screening.
The ETI amplifier was mounted
onto an aluminium chassis plate
and fixed into the case by the
6mm screw fixings provided in
the base.

Good quality weatherproof
connectors were now needed. A
quick scan through various elect-
rical catalogues revealed, to my
mind that the Bulgin Buccaneer
series, for wet or hostile environ-
ments, was the most appropriate.

We asked AF Bulgin and Com-
pany PLC for their advice, they
were extremely helpful supplying
free of charge all the connectors
we needed including those for
mating to the recorder. With the
transit caps fitted to the con-
nectors I felt confident that the
finished cased amplifier could
survive the extremes, even being
dropped overboard!

The timer for the equipment
was designed using the excellent
Easy PC CAD system which was
also donated to the project by
Number One System Ltd. After
the air-lift in August the equip-
ment remained on the island
under-going trials untilit was shut
down for the winter. Luckily a

second air-lift by the Rotary
Wing Test Sqn. from A+AEE
Boscombe Down was arranged
to ferry sand bags over to hold the
equipment down. This insurance
paid off as the storms of the
1989-90 winter were incredibly
severe. On the 25th of January a
wind speed indicator on the
mainland at nearby Aberporth
weather station recorded gusts of
up to 110mph until the power
lines supplying it were brought
down. The switch-on was
planned for February but it wasn't
until March that the sea swell had

subsided sufficiently {or the
launch of our borrowed dinghy.

Early morning on the 13th
March we approached the equip-
ment after a steep climb on the
east side oI the island. The
equipment is in an extremely
exposed position with no shelter
and had obviously been sublected
to very severe conditions. One
speaker had suffered an impact
with something, causing a hole
through the side of the plastic
horn. Salt water picked up by the
winds had washed the grease
from the adjustable legs of the
cabinet leaving a red coating of
rust. It had coated everything with
sand, dirt and salt. We were
amazed, when, after opening ihe
cabinet and pressing the test
button the equipment sprang into
life with everything functioning
correctly. The circuit breakers
were reset and the equipment
was now up and running in
earnest.

The Manx-Shearwater has
enforced nocturnal habits, it is an
anti- predator, and to monitor
the effects of our bird sound on
passing Shearwaters, (Shear-
waters can be seen passing to and
fro close by on feeding runs from
Skomer island), Ferranti defence
systems loaned us a pair of

aviator's night viewing goggles
that turn night into day. These
goggles allow you to see to the
horizon in total darkness. To
enhance this device, STC defence
systems have given us an infra-
red Laser Illuminator This is

invisible unless viewed through
the night viewing goggles. Armed
with these sophisticated devices
we should be able to update and
change the bird-call transmissions
to the best advantage.

200 polymer concrete Puffins
will shortly be joining the equip-
ment on the island to try and lure
this species back. Puffins and
Manx-Shearwaters both require
similar habits and are often found
in close proximity. ACO of
Shefford, world leaders in poly-
mer concrete castings, have
lcndly offered to cast these free of
charge, their normal products
being road and airport runway
drainage systems and complex
machine castings. This polymer
concrete is a durable and
immensely strong engineering
material. A simil:rr project on Egg
Rock off the coast of North
America also used 3D decoys
and proved to be successful
resulting in the re-colonisation ol
the island by puffins.

6 ETI OCTOBER I99O



Sunday 24th June, New Moon
Q unday 24th June was chosen
\Jas the nighltime stop-over.
there was extensive cloud cover
making it very dark, just the way
shearwaters like it. We positioned
ourselves 20leer (6m) down the
steep grassy slope from the
equipment, and scanned the sea
with the night viewing goggles
and laser. Owing to limited funds
being available for this project, the
Solar Voltaic system is not large
enough for our fullrequirements,
therefore a timer in the equip-
ment turns the bird-call on and off
every 3 minutes throughout the
night to conserve power. After a
period of perhaps twenty minutes
a Shearwater was heard coming
in fast and low following the cliff
edge about 30 yds (28m) in front
and below us. This was fantastic,
we had expected to watch the
reactions of birds several hundred
yards out to sea. Had the trans-
missions already had an effect
since March ! The Shearwater
cleared the island and stopped
calling. The equipment started up
but it was too late! The bird was
now out of range and the sound
was drowned by the strong winds
and crashing sea. This was most
frustrating as it happened some 5

times.
At about 1 otlock in the

morning a Shearwater approa-
ched us. It called out, and
coincidentally the equipment res-
ponded. What happened next
was beyond our wildest dreams,
the bird changed course and
rapidly tanded 7 ft. (2m) to our
left, we turned stunned, while a
second shearwater just missed
the top of my head and landed
6ft. uphill from us. The grouping
was impressive, obviously making
for the source of the sound. This
was repeated, confirming to us
that the positioning of the
equipment and the bird-call were
correct. Although it's a long way
from re - colonisation, the results
witnessed were incredibly en-
couraging. The thought of this
activity happening un-monitored
on most evenings is most frust-
rating. If ETI is working on a
marinised radio controlled 12 volt
intensi{ied video camera capable
of transmitting a couple of miles
please let us know !

Many many thanks to the fol-
lowing companies, who without
their help this project would not
be showing such promising
results: - ACO Polymer Pro-

ducts, Andrew Armstrong, BP
Solar, AF Bulgin + Company
plc, John Lawrence of Cilgerran
TV, Creft Cwmderi, Cresta Hold-
ings, St David's Assemblies,
Deta/kda, Douglas Gill Inter-
national, Draper Tools Ltd,
Electronics Today International,
Ferranti Defence Systems,

Graphic Facilities, Number 1

Systems Ltd, Otter Controls,
Papst Fans, Racal Recorders, The
RAF, Royce Thompson Electric.
STC Defence Systems, Weir
Electronics and West Hyde
Developments.
Rod Penrose.
Dyfed Wildlife Trust

RADIO
ALARM

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SOUND BROADCASTING EOUIPMENT

SOLAR VOLTAIC PANELS
REG ULATOR

" STORAGE BATTERIES* LIGHT OPEFATED SWITCH. TIMER. BIRD-CALL MEM STOBAGE. AMPLIFIER 55 WATT- HORN SPEAKERS
CASE TEMP CONTFOL

" COOLING FAN
" RADIO TAMPEF ALARM
" CABINET. DIE CAST AMP CASE. CONNECTORS

SHEARWATER PROJECT

BP SOLAR LTD
BP SOLAH LTD
DETA/LEDA SOLAF BATTERIES
ROYCE TI]OMPSON ELECTRIC LTD
RSP
RACAL RECORDERS
ELECTBONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
CAFDIGAN ELECTRONICS
OTTEB CONTROLSiST DAVID'S ASSEMBLIES
PAPST MOTORS

OTTER CONTFOLSiST OAVID,S ASSEMELIES
WEST HYDE DEVELOPMENTS LTD
A F BULGIN & COMPANY PLC

- DONATIONS
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capacitance meter measuring

/AT
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SAME DAY DESPATCH.0992 444111
Cirkit Distribution Ltd.
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts. ENlO 7NO
Tel. Enquiries (0992) 441306 Fax. (0992) 464457
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O ssrn5 like European plans to have our own form
lrJof high definition television systems have been
boosted recently with the formation of a consortium
to promote its benefits above those of rival systems.
In a long and winding story comparable to TV soaps
of epic proportions, European HDTV is never ending,
and summarising the current situation is like rewriting
and editing a Jeffrey Archer novel - over and over
agarn.

In the beginning the Japanese created a word;
and that was Muse - Multiple sub-Nyquist Sampling
Encoding. Obvious really! - a sunrise adaptation of
the Japanese existing television system to give a field
frequency of 60Hz comprising pictures of 1125 lines
and an aspect ratio of 16:9. Since then, Muse has
become hi - vision and European manufacturers and
broadcasters alike have argued against its acceptance
over the continent. Hi-vision became a commercial
reality and is now marketed in Japan and appears to
be doing acceptably well.

H-vision, mind you is incompatible with all
existing systerns. In other words, no existing television
is capable of receiving a hi-vision signal and displaying
it as a picture; new and highly expensive televisions
need to be bought!

Stateside of the Pacific, the hi-vision system
looked set to be a standard. too. Manufacturers there
seemed, dreamlike, to accept its consequence readily.
Last year however, the eagle awoke and realised if it
standardised on hi-vision, all its TV manufacturing
base would be undermined by the new, incompatible
system

Here in Europe, thanks to the IBA mainly, an
incompatible system has always been reviled. Yet, until
recently, no comparable system had been shown to
be viable. The Eureka 95 project, was set up to
develop a compatible system, which it has done.

Developing the accepted MAC (Multiplexed
Analogue Component) television standard which is

to be incorporated into direct broadcast satellite
(DBS), Eureka 95 now has a high definition system
which is acceptable to all European manufacturers
HD-MAC comprises pictures of 1250 lines, with the
required 16:9 aspect ratio and our European 50 Hz
field ratio

To promote the HD-MAC system, the
consortium briefly mentioned before, made up of
manufacturers Philips, Nokia, Thomson and Unitel
along with broadcasters including BBC, BSB and
Thames Television, has been set up to shou,, European
HDTV system is feasible Known asVision 1250, the
consortium aims to demonshate a European standard
should be based on European research, development
and production: not Japanese.

In a parallel, ITT has plans to develop a single
integrated circuit to replace ali chips currently inside
its television circuits Single-chip TVs can thus be
expected, within a year, while CMOS low-power
versions are expected shortJy after lTl' mutti-MAC
decoding chips are to be used, colncidentally by
Thomson in its new 16:9 screen ratio rvide-screen
television receivers

The Rock Island Line?
A few years' ago British Telecom's monopoly on the
national telephone system (excluding existence of
Hull's private localtelephone network) was challenged
by Mercury. I've reported on how the Mercury
network can be used to ef{ectively reduce telephone
charges - I have a Mercury phone which I estimate
saves me a considerable amount each year This year,
though, the resultant duopoly between BT and
Mercury looks set to be shattered by Government
approval of other network operators. One of a likely
set of candidates is British Rail, whose own
communications system may be used as the basis of
a private network; supplying public telecommunica-
tions needs. British Rails existing communications
link-up is in fact. the UK's largest existing private
network.

But that's not all! British Aerospace wants to do
the same and is currently lobbying the Government
to break the BTlMercury duopoly. Other, smaller
organisations are putting on the pressure. too,

In November a review of national telecom-
munications policies is to be undertaken by the
Department of 

-liade 
and lndustry, and it is perfectly

possible one of the conclusions will be to demand
other network operators join BT and Mercury.

BLUE

ROSE

SURFACE MOUNT COMPONENTS

Surface Mount Technology makes circuit fabrication
easier and quicker and is "the" construction technique of
the'90's.

ELECTRON ICS cw 2-pore rirrer, pcB & al comps.. 15.50

SMD KITS: A growing range of PCB kits to get you into surface 
H,TJFO* KtT L|ST
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'l'he new Imatronlc LDM135
I module from Lambda Photo-

m€trlcs comprises a laser dlode,
colllmatlng optlcs and drive
electronics ln a single compact
houslng measurlng 16mm dia-
meter by 49mm. Power (from 3
to 5.25V DC) is applied via two,
colour-coded {lytng leads.

Although preset to produce a

parallel beam, the iocal length is

easily adjusted to focus the beam
to a fine spot.

There are [our basic versions
in the range offering powers of
0.5mW, 1mW, 2mW and 3mW at
660-685nm.

The circuitry includes output
power stabilization by means of
an internal monitor photodiode,
and TTL logic level compatibility.

This compact unit is suitable
for applications which would
have used He:Ne lasers and may
sometimes be better, as it is
rugged and small.

All of these LDM135 modules
have an MTBF of more than
10,000 hours when operated
within their maximum ratings.

The 0.5mW and 1mW ver-
sions cost f 195, one off the 2mW
version costs f 225, and the 3mW
t2.90.

Contact Lambda Photo-
metics Telephone 0582 764334.

f CI ls investlng [100 mtllion In
Ian lnnovative research pro-
grammc to find alternatlves to
product6 lmplicated in ozone
depletlon. Alternatlve products to
replace these solvents will need to
repllcate the unlque propertles
whlch make them such highly
effectlve cleaning agents and the
industry standard ln the elect
ronlcs, cRglneering and dry-
cleanlng buslnesses, as well as to
mcet exactlng envircnmental and
health standards.

ICI has a full portfolio of
solvents products.'Triklone',
'Perklone' and 'Methoklone' are
not lmpllcated in ozone depletion
and ean be substltuted where
appropriatc,

ICI ls also lnvesttgatlng the

ETI OCTOBER I99O

potentlal of HCFC 123 in clean-
lng appllcations and the design ol
new cleanlng plant with which to
use thern. Other HCFCs with
promislng characteristics include
HCFC 225 and HCFC 1111.

ICI's tesearch has also
identified a number of novel
solvents whose performance
could ptove supetior to the
compounds of which we are
already awate. Further reseatch
into these Chemicals and the
development of aqueous based
cleaning systems will be a high
priority in the comlng months.

For futher information contact
DIanne Nevin, ICI Chlor-
Chemicals. Telephone: 0928
513065.

Iremarkable new study not
r ronly removes the mystery
behind the low status of Britain's
engineers, but identifies a low-
tech bverculture' as the main
source of our economic ills. The
report was sponsored by the
Institution of Electrical Engineers
and researched by three 'Engi-
neering and society' students
f rom Worcester Polytechnic
lnstitute, Massaehussetts.

The low status of UK tech-
nologists stems from their
involvement in the extensive
social and political changes oI the
Iast century, the report argues.
Engineers helped to extend the
franchise and have been viewed
with suspicion eversince Instead.
we now have a low-tech bver-
culturel a top echelon of adminis-
trators with no training in tech-
nology. Many of thern are proud
of this situation. which is unique
to Britain. The top two civil
service grades contain one
englneer.

Britain has a quarter as many
engineers in polltics as France or
Germany. Accordlng to the re-
port, the ovetculture damages
not just the engineerlng pro-
fession, but industry, educatlon
and the worklngs of Government,
Particularly destructive ls the
failure to check hostlle takeovers
and the growth of short-termlsm
in the City.

Coming ten years after Fln-
niston, the report looks at the
work of the Englneerlng Council.
Although progress has been
made, a braln drain after 1992 ts

still predicted.
Finally it advises engineers to

speak out on the environment,
Demanding tougher pollution
laws would not only help Brltain's
image, but increase public respect
for technologies and create more
jobs. 'lndustry must change lts
image from the monster who
created the envitonmental prob-
lems to the hero who can help
solve them', say the authors.

fhe latest kit from Maplin is

I Digital Speech Record and
Playback module which can store
speech digitally and then can be
played back at the push of a

button The kit is based around
the UM5100 digital voice
recorder and playback IC.

Digital recording has the
advantage over tape recording in
that there is no mechanical wear
and tear Applications include
voice message pads, security
systems and telecommunica-
tions. The board-mounted 32K
SRAM memory will store bet-
ween 5 and 20 seconds of speech

': ie't
l::-!ai::,

(tlepending on the sample rate) ,

The module can be further
expanded with an EPROM pro"
grammer module, whtch will
allow non-volatile storage of
speech in EPROM, An addittonal
playback-only module ls avall-
able, which does not ineorporate
the record circuitry, and ls
intended for use with speeeh
stored in EPRoM.

A complete kit of parts ls
available at 135,95 Cat,No.
LMSOB

##l-
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A new board repair and
Adiagnosis system capable of
handllng the engineer\ night-
mare - intermlttent faults - has
been lntroduced by ABI E,lecl
ronlcs. Known as the Board=
Master 4000, the system uses

loop testlng to enable these
eluslve faults to be detected.

The BoardMaster ls designed
to test digital lcs ln or out of clrcuit
and can handle deviees with up
to 40 pins - lncluding surface
mount packages. In addition, the
system's manufacturing defects
analysis (MDA) capability allows
rapid location of PCB production
faults.

By attaching the test clip to the
device under test, typing in the
component number and initiating
the test sequence, the operator is

provtded with detailed informa-
tion about the device and the
circult conditions surrounding it.

lf the device is unmarked, the
BoardMaster's'search mode'
feature enables it to identify the
pdrt and give a functionalequlva-
lent for replacement,
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The system lncludes a com-
prehenslve llbrary of test
programs for standard devlces,
and this can be readlly expanded
as new devlces appear.

In operatlon, the BoardMaster
tapidly determlnes whether le
pins are connect€d to each other,
to the supply or ground ralls, or
are undrlven and eleetrleally dis-

connected. It also provides quick
identification of components
which have been inserted
incorrectly.

Test threshold levels can be
adjusted to suit user require-
ments, and a'save and compare'
Iaclltty allows results from a
known-good board to be saved to
floppy dtsk via the integral drive
unit for later comparison with a

suspect board.
For more informatlon, contact

Andrew Myers on 022635OI45.

tFhere are sharo contrasts
I b"t*nun manufacturing in-

dustry in the Far East and lts

counterpart in the USA and
Europe. The popular view is that
whlle the Western world leads in
deslgner creativity and design
lnnovation, it is the Eastetn
hemlsphere which reaps the profit
and benefits in its manufacturing
industry. Although the popular
view may un{airly present the
dtfference as a matter of black and
whlte there are certainly elements
of truth to it.

ln efforts to correct this
situation, American and Euro-
pean manufacturing industry has
begun to look at the methodo"
logies it employs for getting
innovative new products to
market quickly, profitably and
wlth levels of qualtty to match or
exceed those of the East, 'Design
for Manufacturel (DFM) is the
term colned to describe the
corporate strategies which are
beginning to be adopted and the
methods being employed in the
design departments to brlng
aboui these lmprovements,

The key point of a DFM
strategy ts that whereas manu-

facturing problems have classlc-
ally been addressed by improvlng
or re-tuning manulacturlng pro-
cesses, they are now better
addressed by deslgntng or rede-
signing products to take the
capabllittes and llmltatlons of
those ptocesscs lnto account at
an earlier stage.

The beneftts are clear. An
example often cited b that of an
automoblle manulacturer who
wished to reduce the manufac-
tured cost of a partlcular model,
tike many before hlm, he
embarked upon a series of
expensive studies of assembly
processes which led to a maJor
lnvestm€nt programme for new
automated assembly tools. After
spending mllllons ol dollars, he
got the manufactured eosts down
by 6 percent.

The next year he re-deslgned
the car to use 42 percent fewer
parts. Uslng the same manu-
facturing system, his manufac-
tured costs fell by 30 percent, The
cash spent in the design of the
new car was far less than that
spent the year before on pro-
duction hne equipment. This
observation led consultant

Geoffrey Boothroyd of Booth-
royd-Dewhurst Inc, to make the
comment thatr 'Whlle design is a
mlnor faetor tn the total cost of a
product, the destgn process fixes
between 70 percent and 95
percent of all eostsi In other
words, by puttlng the emphasls
on the deslgn process rather than
on maRufacture, great benefits
can accru€ ln terms of reduced
product cost,

The DFM strategy coRtalns
elements whlch have implications
for the way buslnesses arc orga-
nlsed and budgeted. In partlcular,
englneerlng department heads
have to be prepared to accept a
brtef whte h may be wider than the
one they have had ln the past;
they must be prepared to acccpt
responsiblllty for the manu-
facturablllty and testablhty of thelr
destgns. The approach of havlng
deslgners deslgn, production
engineers carry d€slgns lnto
manufacture and test engineers
flgure out how to test the designs
ls not sustalnable. ln this area the
Japanese have shown the way for
some tlme; a project team in
Japan typlcally includes produc-
tlon and test engineers from its
inception,

The decislon to adopt a DFM
strategy is ltkely to be made at a
very senior level because of the
organisational and budgetary

implications. Nevertheless, lt is
possible for an engineering
manager to adopt elements of the
DFM strategy unilaterally, pro-
vlded he has the tools to support
hts decision,

Electronlcs manufacturing
benefits far more than the auto-
moblle industry from a DFM
strategy because of the relatlve
ease with whlch component
counts can be reduced by greater
levels of integration, but thls is

clearly only a part of the story. A
key lssue in electronlcs ls that the
principal product cost beneftts
accru€ from the ablllty ol the
engineer to innovate new tech-
nologies, new clrcuit techniques,
new dense board and IC manu-
facturlng methods and new test
technologies, and to do this in an
environment which provides the
necessary securtty to ensure that
products can be manu{actured,
tested and shipped with the
minimum of delay.

Racal-Redac, a unit of Racal
Electronics plc, has announced a

software product suite, VISULA,
which supports the product
design cycle from architectural
design entry, simulation and
computer modelling, to test
generation and manufacturlng
output,

Q outh Thames College,
IlWundsworth, london Is run
ning an evening course entitled
'lnhoduction to sound recording,
It is aimed at audlo,/video,/eleel
ronlcs enthusiasts, and was so
popular last year that they are
intending to run several of them
this year.

The course covers multl-
ttacking, using microphones,
effects units, etc., as wcll as
looking at digital audio and MIDL

Courses will run once a w€ek
for ten sessions, commeneing ln
September, on Monday, Tues-
day, and Thursday evenings and
Wednesday afternoons. The
course fee for ten sessions is f,50,

Those lnterested should con-
tact Des Lyver or John Dodd on
081 870 2241, ext,340 or 405,
or 0732 354555.
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formlng-the baekbone of a ten

week expedition in the raln forests
ol Venezuela. The Orinoco Infor-
mation Technology Project is

exploring new methods of using
inlormation technology to distri-
bute endangered knowledge.

The team consists of eight
Cambrldge undergraduates and
a hained medical officer. They are
using the GRiD laptop computers
to record inlormation on how
tribalpeople use the forest around
them and their customs. The
information wlll then be made
available to schools, colleges,
environmental groups and indi-
viduals around the world via a
Venezuelan relay centre.

GRiD field computers were
chosen because they were the
only product capable of of{ering
the processing power required as
well as the ruggedness to with-
stand the trip. They have taken
three GRiD 1520 computers with
magnesium alloy cases.

The team hopes to discover
and record which plants are used
as medicines and bring samples
of these back to the UK for
analysis.

The information will be col-
lected and stored on the laptop
computers in both structured and
'free text'formats. The 'free text'
is essentially a transcript of the
hibespeoples' descriptions of how
the plants are used.

It is particularly important that
western views do not distort the
data, something Iilling in the
blanks on forms automatically
does.

Thls information willbe trans-

mitted between the three field
groups and the Venezuelan data-
base using a'packet radio tech-
nique, developed by radio
amateurs.

From Venezuela, information
will be exchanged with the UK.
This will allow experts to check
the data and advise the field
teams. This know-how is multi-
plied as organisations around the
world will have access to the same
database.

The expedition has reieived
help from the Chatback Project,
a charity for disabled children,
which will put the GRiD com-
puters and their information in
direct contact with hundreds of
schools all around the world.

The project is the first to visit
this remote region making use of
such sophisticated technology, as
James Delap, expedition leader,
explained: "lf we achieve our
aims, less than 20 minutes after
we enter any data almost anyone
around the world can access it.
We will be making our exper-
iences of the rain forests
immediately accessible. It is
important people and especially
schools can share this information
with us. lt makes a while topic of
our environment and what we are
doing to help it off the television
and lnto peoples' lives," he
continues.

Further information, contact:
Mike Daly, GRiD Computer
Systems Ltd. Tel: 037260266

,Fhe Universities of Bath and
I So.tr* are to be the co-

presenters of the 1990/91 IEE
Faraday Iecture, Entitled '[ode-
stones to Load Carriersi the
Lecture will visit 16 towns and
cities in the UK.

The Faraday tour will begin in
Brighton on 17 October and end
in Bath on 14 March 1991. The
kcturing team will be led by
Professor Fred Eastham (Univer-
sity of Bath) and Professor 'Jay'
Jayawant (University of Sussex).

The Faraday LBcture was
inaugurated by the Institution of
Electrical Englneers (lEE) in 1924
to promote public interest in elec-
hical science and technology and
to commemorate the life and
work of Michael Faraday as the
Yather' of electromagnetism and
a pioneer in the {ield of electricity,
hls work laid the foundatlon for
many of today's advanees.

This years presentation will
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trace the history of electro-
magnetism from the discovery of
the magnetic properties of lode-
stones and the lnventlon of the
compass to the applications oI
modern magnetic materials in
such exciting developments as
high speed levitating trains and
space exploration with the use of
video, slides and live on-stage
demonstrations of electrical
machines, suspenslon systems,
linear propulsion and levltation
'Lodestones to load Carrlers' will
both inform and entertain.

The one-hour presentation
will end with an excitlng look at
further advances predlcted for the
21st Century,

Admlssion to the lecture is free
and by ticket only, Morning and
afternoon performances are for
schools.

Further information from
Chrlstina Dagnall IEE: Tel:
o7L-240 t871,

f he new, highly versatile mini-
I mum,/maximum tempera-

ture module from Maplin Elect-
ronics, features LCD display and
circuitry on one small PCB
mounted on a battery holder,
wtth a 17 way edge connector.
The module uses an external
probe to display temperatures in
the range -10"C to +110"C
with a resolution of one tenth of
a degree, in centigrade or
fahrenheit.

The module records the

highest and lowest temperatures
measured by the probe, being
stored and updated and dis-
played on screen when requlred.
The max/min threshold values
are fully programmable.

Also included is a 12 hour
digital clock, 4kHz alarm output,
separate outputs for relay drivers
or similar connections, The
external probe is included
togelher with a conrprehensive
manual The temperature
module retails at f9 45.
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A new plug-in board to turn any
fltaujPf .ompatible into an
intelllgent digital multimeter, data
logger and chart recorder has
been launched by Btue Chip
Technology.

The Digital Multimeter -Vlrtual Instrument Product

(DMM-VIP) uses the PC together
with a special plug-in card and
software package to reproduce
the functions of a digital multi-
meter, data logger and chart
recorder. It utilises the data
storage, intelligence of graphics
capability of the PC in addition to

providing all the functions of a
traditional bench-top instrument.

The screen display re-creates
a picture of a multimeter front
panel complete with push
buttons, range selector switches
and display A mouse is used to
operate the buttons on the screen
to select volts, amps, ohms,
decibels or capacitance measure-
ments. The result is displayed in
4.5 digit resolution in the display
window.

The DMM-VIP will measure
AC or DC voltages up to 300 volts
with four selectable ranges. Input
impedance is 11 megohms on the
DC range, and measurement
timing can be synchronised to the
mains frequency for improved
stability.

Other ranges include AC/DC
current up to 2 amps, resistance
up to 20 megohms, capacitance
up to 2 microfarads and decibels
up to +55 decibels. Allranges are
protected against overload by
thermally operated self re-setting
fuses. Calibration data is held ln
EEPROM allowing the card to be
re-calibrated by the user at any
time.

Below the digital multimeter
display is the chart recorder
emulation This section of the
screen shows buttons to start and

stop the recorder, zero the
readings and select a sample rate
as well as a display area showlng
the analogue trace. Once started,
all data may be logged to disk and
displayed graphically on the
screen. Recorded informatlon
can be recalled and displayed at
any time and a matrix printer can
be attached for a continuous hard
copy prlnt-out,

For users wishing to make
more of the DMMVIPfunctions,
external scanning units are avail,
able which allow up to 32
channels to be used. Each of the
channels can be set up via the
DMM display for different func-
tions and ranges. These can also
be used by the chart recorder to
display the values and log the
readings to disk at intervals up to
25 per second.

Applications for the DMM-VIP
include simple bench-top mea-
surements, Quality Assurance
(where measurements need to be
stored), low cost automatic test
(ATE) and data logging. It can
also be used to replace an
intelligent DMM already linked to
a PC via an lnterface card,

The DMM-VIP package costs
t399.00 and is avallable from
Blue Chip Technology, telephone
0244 520222.

f f your lab or workshop is short
lof space, instruments which
combine several functions are
very useful. One instrumeni with
four separate test and measuring
systems ls now available from
Alpha Electronics. DOA 141
combines a DMM, Function
Generator, Frequency Counter
and Power Supply into compact
instrument.

An auto ranging 3Yz disit LCD
multimeter features both AC and
DC voltage and current. Other
functions include Ohms, Diode
test and Continuity check with
audible alarm. A bastc DC
accuracy of 0.5% is enhanced by
Measured Data Hold and
Memory Mode for relative mea-
surements. The power supply
displays both voltage and current
on a dedicated 3% digit LCD,
Tilple outputs are 0-5V at 0.5A,

15V at 1A and 5V at 2A. Full
over current protection is
provided. Measuring from 1Hz to
100MHz, the eight digit freq-
uency counter is housed at the

top of the centre section with a
best resolution of 0 1Hz and a

sensitivity of 15mV. The LED
display also indicates units of
measurement with ann unciators
and the 10MHz reference oscil-
lator has a stability of less than
Sppm. Bottom centre is the
function generator covering from

0.02H2 to 2MHz with up to
20Vpp output. Waveforms
include sine, square, trlangle,
ramp, pulse and TTL, This
adaptable signal source also had
both lin and log sweep modes.

For further informatlon tele-
phone 0756 799737.

stable over a wide
temperatures.

range of applications.

N ;x,. fl fl :l-" H,#:';iill:
sian reslstance and thermal
stabllity than others belore are
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now available in the UK from IG
Technologies Ltd.

They also have a greater
coercivity, making them more

Combined with suitable pro-
tective coating, the new Nd-Fe-B
grades will give deslgn engineers
greater scope in advanced electric
motor and computer peripheral

The materials - new grades
of neodymium-lron-boron (Nd-
Fe-B) - marketed under the
name UGISTAB have been
developed by IGs parent com-
pany Aimants Ugimag,
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The contacl sleeves extend
from one plate surface to the
other and ensure good contact
between the PCB and the plug

A w€b shaped PCB pan Iorr;s a

The pug Iits through the
perforations in th6 poly
urethane frame and PCB

The central opening allows
passage of the anchoring
screw thai connects the plug
uoit, seal, and plug socket.

Printed circuit board (PCB,

spring beam that ads against
lhe insened plug to insure
continuous electrical contact.

The LED is positioned near
lhe edg6 of the seal so it
is visible from the outside

Light-emifiing diod6s

Electrical input

Anchoring screw

NEWS
strteside

seal
Light emitting

fn a new patented invention
llight-emittrng diodes and

printed circuit board are sand-
wiched within a seal that is both
a gasket and a power-indicator
light for a solenoid-valve as-
sembly. The sealfits between the
plug and its socket. An anchoring
screw extends through the socket

and threads into the seal and
plug.

The PCB within the seal
contacts the plug, causing the
LEDs to light whenever the
power is on, indicating that the
valve is operating. The seal as-
sembly requires no wiring and
eliminates the need for hard-

wired solenoid indicator lights.
Called the Light Emitting Seal

it is made by the Aro Corp, Bryan,
Ohio It is constructed of a flexible
polyurethane gasket that snaps
together over the PCB. The light
diodes are positioned in the
corners of the PCB and are sup-
ported in recesses inside the seal.

New form of
solid matter

A ::ili1r;:fi[1.:g:::
lead to a host of materials with
special industrial and electronic
applications.

For centuries, scientists
thought there were only two
types of solids: crystalline and
glassy. In crystalline matter, such
as diamonds, atoms are arranged
in a regular, repeating manner. In
glass solids, which range from
some metal alloys to window
glass, atoms are randomly
arranged The atoms in quasi-
crystals are ananged in symmehic
pentagon-shaped patterns, which
scientists previously assumed
could not fit together in an orderly
manner.

The breakthrough resulted
Irom advances in materials pro-
cessing that yielded high-quality
crystals for the first time, accord-
ing to research workers at AT&T
Bell Laboratories of Murray Hill,
New Jersey. Quasicrystal exisl
ence was confirmed by compar-
ing images of the solid, obtained
with a scanning-tunnelling micro-
scope, to high-resolution atomic-
structure measurements taken by
X-ray diffraction.
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It is reported that compounds
of the material made of alumin-
ium, cobalt, and copper are
extremely strong, hard as quartz
and resistant to surface wear, and
maintain a constant electrical
resistance over a wide range of
temperature variation. "The
electrical conduction mechanism
is not understood' says Refik
Kortan, a researcher in the
Materials Interface Research
Department at Bell Labs, .but

now that the atomic structure is
known and high-quality samples
are available, we are eager to
perform additional experiments
and construct new theories."

The work is part of a pro-
gramme that focuses on unusual
intermetallic compounds and
alloys for electronic applications.
Initial research indicates that
quasi-crystals may someday be
useful as fuse links and high-
quality electrical resistors.

Aluminium-air
fuel cell
A new svstem for use as an
fa emergency power supply
combines lead-acid batteries for
short-duration outages and
aluminium air fuel cells for longer-
term power generation. It was

developed as backup power for
telecommunication networks, but
the technology can be used for
other applications, including
electric vehicles and boats.

The aluminium-airfuel cell, a

spin-off from technology devel-
oped by Alcan's Kingston,
Ontario, Research and Develop-
ment Centre, generates electricity
by the electro-chemical reaction
between aluminium and oxygen.
An alkaline solution or saltwater
is used as an electrolyte. The
caustic electrolyte is pumped
through the cell stack between
the aluminium anodes and air
cathodes.

Electricity is produced as the
aluminium oxidizes, and alumin-
ium hydroxide is formed as a by-
product. The aluminium hydro-

xide precipitates out and is
collected in a sump. An air stream
is blown through the cell stack to
supply the oxygen for the electro-
chemical reaction.

Because the aluminium is
eventually consumed, the cell is
recharged by replacing the alu-
minium anode plates; the electro-
lyte is replenished at the same
time. Aluminium hydroxide can
be collected and recycled back
into metallic aluminium, making
it a clean and non-polluting
renewable power source

The lead-acid battery is used
for power during the 30-minute
period required for the alumin-
ium-air battery to reach full power
output Once operating, the
aluminium-air battery can supply
continuous power for 50 hours or
more By using a modular
approach, reserve systems with
capabilities of up to 250 hours are
possible For example. aluminium
air modules would be activated
sequentially at 50-hour intervals.
The system has a potential
storage life of 10 years.

A possible application for the
telecom m unications power-sup-
ply system is as a range extender
in an electric vehicle. The
aluminium-air battery's energy
density of approximately 159 W-
h/lb is comparable to that of an
internal combustion engine
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LETTERS

HowlroundForum
f can understand the frustration
I"*p.".."d by Mr. Metherell in
the August Read,/Write regarding
'howl-back'on PA systems. It is a
problem which plagues every
sound engineer, and unfortun-
ately has no'magic-formula' cure.

'Howl-back' or as it is more
commonly known feedback
occurs because the sound being
emitted from the loudspeakers in
a PA system, is picked up by the
microphones, and re-amplified
by the system. This amplified
signalis then re-emitted, and the
process continues ad-infinitum.

There are many factors which
influence whether or not feed-
back occurs, and if so, at what
frequency. Dips or peaks in the
overall frequency response of the
total system, from microphone
and speakers, the size ofthe room
or hall, the distance from the
microphones to the speakers, the
height of the roof, whether or not
the stage is of the closed-in or
open style, any equalization
which has been made to the
microphone signal, the number
of people in the audience, (bodies

absorb sound!), the material used
to finish the building, (i e. is it
absorbant or reflective?) are a few
of the influencing factors!

Having never been to the
Adelphi Theatre, I cannot com-
ment on the PA system there,
other than to say that Mr.
Metherells estimate of hundreds
of watts is probably very conser-
vative. A few kilowatts would be
more like the thing! In general it
is actually easier to avoid feed-
back in a large theatre than in a

small hall. In a large venue, the
distance from the microphones to
the speakers is comparitively
great compared with that in a

smaller building. This means that
although the volume from the

speakers is high, it has dropped
considerably by the time the
sound reaches the microphones.
More importantly, a large theatre
or production company can
afford to use equipment and
techniques'which minimise the
chances of feedback. They may
employ directional microphones
with a smooth frequency
responses. high quality mixing
and processing equipment, and
good quality amps and speakers,
again having a smooth frequency
response.

If a particular frequency gives
feedback problems, a graphic
equalizer may be used to remove
this frequency from the audio
signal. A 31 band graphic could
remove a specific frequency
without noticeable deterioration
in the overall sound quality. Such
an equalizer could cost many
hundreds of pounds, but this is a
small price to pay for good sound
quality in a professional theatre
production!

Mr Metherell should also take
into consideration that he was
listening to professional per-
formers. Tiained actors and
singers can propct their voices
and produce a considerable
volume without any amplifica-
tion This is very importantfor PA
work because to produce a cer-
tain volume level at the speakers,
less gain is required if the source
is loud rather than quiet less gain
in the system means less chance
of feedback.

There are a number of means
of curing feedback. I have already
mentioned the use of graphic
equalizers. Any materials which
can be used to dampen the sound
will also help, i.e. if a theatrical
production can use carpet on the

stage floor to prevent reflection of
sound, it is of great benefit.
Curtains, suspended ceilings, soft
coverings on seats and other
furnishings also have a great
influence - architects take note!
The sound engineer should
endevour to place his loud-
speakers as far from the micro-
phones as possible - but not to
the extent where he creates a
'hole in the middle effect where
people in the middle-front of the
audience are not covered by the
speakers. Using multiple cabinets
at each side of the stage to spread
out the sound is a useful tech-
nique. Choose microphones
which reject distant sounds. The
Shure SM58 is an excellent tlose-
up'microphone, and in my exper-
ience out performs many more
expensive microphones as a
hand held vocalists mic. Tiy to use
microphones as close to the
sound source as possible.

In suggesting a delay Mr
Metherell is partly correct in his
thinking. This should certainly
reduce the onset of feedback, but
once'ringing' starts, the delay will
do nothing, other than possibly
change the feedback fre{uency.

Remember that the sound
system already has a natural
delay built in. because there is a
finite and significant time for the
sound to travel from the speaker
back to the microphone. Intro-
ducing a very long delay will cure
feedback completely, but then
who wants to hear an actors
words five seconds after he says
them? In any case I would not
suggest the use of bucket brigade
delay lines. The sound quality
would be significantly reduced by
employing these devices. By
todays sound quality standards
they are barely of high enough
quality to use in effects, which are

applied not to the full sound
signal, but to part of it via a side
chain, such as an effects send
from a mixing desk.72 and even
16 bit digital delays are now com-
mercially available at reasonable
pnces.

There are electronic devices
available to reduce feedback, but
these are generally expensive.
The ones which I know of use a

frequency shifting technique to
actually change the frequency of
the sound being emitted from the
speakers. Since the sound
emitted is not the same frequency
as that being picked up by the
mic, feedback does not occur
This technique should be used
with care, since even a change of
a few hefiz in a note can disturb
musicians who can hear the
sound from the speakers, as well
as the natural frequency from
their instruments. If the micro-
phones are too close to the
speakers, a ringing sound,
increasing in frequency, can be
heard which is just as disturbing
as normal feedback. I have used
such a device on one occasion,
and a signi{icant gain in volume
without feedback is possible -
but electronics cannot solve the
problem completely. A circuit for
one of these units was published
quite a few years ago by one of
the hobby electronics magazines

- I actually thought that it was
ETI. (lt was - Frequency Shifter,
March 1978 - Ed).

By now Mr Metherell you
should be totally confused! I am
sony I cant offer a perfect solution
to your problem, however I hope
I have given you food for thought!
Brian Adams,
Ballymena, Co. Antrim

fo reduce the possibility of
I accoustic feed-back or howl

back, may I suggest two areas for
examination.
Speakers, Position and Type
These days, the idea is to create
a natural sound with little echo,
and this is achieved by placing the
main speakers in a position which

14

is similar in distance from the
audience as the performers (or
stage microphones) are from the
audience This way, what the
audience hears is accoustically in
phase with the performers, ie the
time taken for the real sound from
the performers to reach the
audience is the same as that from

the speakers. (The old system of
having smaller local speakers is
used less today because of the
echo effect and unnatural sound
this can have, although, local
speakers with delay lines can be
used in addition to the main
speakers with good effect, this is
by the way).

It is essential that the sound
produced by the main speakers
reaches the audience with good
volume, and good quality, but at
the same time it must not signific-
antly reach the performers. This
is achieved by using special high
quality DIRECTIONAL speakers,
mounted usually quite high, and
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probably each side of the
performers. Directional speakers
will emit most of the sound in a
band or corridor from the front of
the speaker, and outside this
corridor the sound produced falls
off. With the speakers directed
towards the back of the audience,
the main sound reaches the back,
and those towards the front in
theory are out of the corridor and

thercfore hear less from the
speakers and possibly more from
the performers themselves
depending on the situation.

The performers themselves
being well out of the conidor hear
little or relatively little of the sound
produced from the main
speakers, and there is large
volume for the audience, but
insufficient onstage to produce

feed back or howl.
Notch Filter
This is an electronic filter which
can be built into an amplifier
system, and it is designed to
eliminate or attenuate a very
narrow band of frequencies, it is
sometimes used to eliminate
mains hum 50Hzfor example. In
this case it would be set to
attenuate the frequency at which

the speaker is in phase with the
microphone signal, or the feed-
back frequency.

I don't think delay lines in the
main speaker circuits would be an
answer, since it would probably
only alter the pitch of the howl,
and would give a very unnatural
effect.
C. Moore, Reading.

f n answer to the Read/Write,
INon howling mic question,
feedback in sound systems is not
only caused by direct sound
radiated from the loudspeaker to
the microphone, it also involves
reflections of sound from walls,
ceilings, and any other surfaces
within the room. The phase of the
frequencies involved do not
remain constant and depend on
the distance travelled. Therefore
a delay could only remove (by
phase shift) one frequency and its
harmonically related frequencies
from only one of the many feed-
back paths

To avoid feedback, the system
in use must be chosen and used
correctly. This involves speaker
quality, directivity and placement,
microphone choice and place-
ment for the application, and
avoiding excessive boost on tone
controls. A number of methods or
devices are available to the
engineer which help avoid
feedback. The one nearly always
used is the l/3 Octave graphic
equaliser This allows us to not
only equalise the system but to
also take out any peaks in the
system/room response, thus
giving us further gain before the

onset of the dreaded howl.
Ian Grant,
NUREMBURG LIGHT
&SOUND Bolton.

f have always used a frequency
Ishift circuit to cut down the
feedback loop that is the problem
with all PA systems

The idea is that the overall
frequency of the microphone
signal is raised or lowered by a
small fraction. This breaks the
feedback loop as the signal from
the speakers is not identicalto the

original received from the
microphone.

The frequency shift does not
have to be very great or it would
become noticeable by the
audience, it just has to be enough
to counteract the feedback loop.
I have found that a very small
increase or decrease is enough to
give a substantial increase in the
available useable sound level.

The frequency shift circuit can
of course be either digital or
analogue in design.

I hope this is of some use.
J.G. Wilkinson,
Southampton.

f^ orrespondent E.T. Metherall
\zof Longport, Somerset
writes about the problems of
microphone'howl-back and how
can it be eliminated, in August. It
cannot be eliminated, but only
alleviated!

After spending thirty years in
sound reinforcement I can claim
to know just a little about this
phenomena. But first let us look
at the suggestion which is to use
a bucket brigade delay line to put
the sound so out of phase that the
houble would be overcome.'This
is not workable for one reason.
The person speaking or singing
would hear their own voice
coming back with a delay and
research has shown that under
these circumstances the speaker/
singer will quickly dry up!

To tackle the problem of
acoustic feedback, to give it its
correct title, it is necessary to
analyse what is happening and
why. To state a couple offacts, the
sound pressure levels measured
1m from a loudspeaker in the
open air, with no buildings, trees
or shrubs to reflect sound, will be
considerably greater than the
same system in say a village hall
with no furnishings, a solid floor
and reflective ceiling, prior to the
onset of acoustic feedback. Inter-
nal reflections within the hall aid
acoustic feedback.

Feedback will start at some
principal frequency. The actual
frequency will depend on the
acoustic environment and the

quality or otherwise of the
amplifying equipment, including
the mic, amp and loudspeakers.
Equipment used such as a
graphic equalizer willalso have an
eff.ect. The use of any type of
compressor will make it virtually
impossible to eliminate feedback
if reasonably high sound pressure
levels are required. This latter
point is the reason why some
early types of radio mic were
unusable in a live situation. It is
only with the advent of peak
limiterq as opposed to compres-
sors, that radio mics became a
practical instrument. Compres-
sors allow higher gains when the
signal level is low and low gains
when the signal level is high. So
when a performer stops talking
into a mic the gain increases, and
does so quite rapidly, it is this gain
increase which causes the feed-
back. Peak limiters on the other
hand have no effect below a

preset threshold, and only take
effect when that threshold is
reached.

So what about the acoustic
environment? Lett take for
example a mobile discoth6que.
The operator has no idea from
week to week what environment
he will be working in next. One
week a marquee, the next a con-
crete box of a village hall. The
former has little in the way of
reflections as the tent is made of
canvas and absorbs sound or
allows it pass through. The con-
crete box hall, has so much sound

retlected from the walls, ceiling
and floor that it is impossible to
get sufficient sound from a mic
with acceptable quality.

In these latter conditions one
can only do so much. All equip-
ment needs to be top quality with
no peaks in its frequency
response, and the use of a 31
channel stereo graphic equalizer
to filter out the predominant
reflections. In this situation there
is just one piece of equipment
which will assist, it wont cure the
problem but it can help if used
intelligently, and that is a freq-
uency shifter. What this does is to
shift every frequency by a small
amount, usually SHz and so the
fed back frequency no longer
matches the fed out frequency.
This is acceptable for speech, but
out of the question for music.
(See Blueprint - Ed).

In the case of Starlight
Express, which I have also seen,
the reason it works is that the
acoustic environment is excellent.
There are few if any parallel
surfaces (consider the shape of
the auditorium), plenty of plush
furnishings, and bodiesto absorb
sound rather than reflect it. You
can also be sure that all the sound
equipment is top quatity.

Turning now to equipment, it
is highly unlikely that the Tinlid
Microphone from Teipei costing
93.24 wlll work without horrible
results. So what is the difference
between that and an good mic,
which will cost a lot of bread

certainly not less than f 100. The
difference will be in the
smoothness of the frequency
response.

A good mic will typically have
a response which is within a
couple of dB over its full range
from 30Hz to 18kHz. Mics I use
on my roadshow are flat within
ldB from 2OHz to 20kHz.
Feedback with these is much
reduced. At full power I run 2kW
of audio and it is not uncommon
to walk in front of the loud-
speakers within a couple of
metres and still not get feedback.
The use of a unidirectional mic
rather than an omnidirectional
type willminimize the problem. A
unidirectional mic willhave much
less sensitivity from behirid the
mic than from the front, the
response being one with a
cardiod pickup pattern.

The same argument applies to
the amplifier and the loudspeak-
ers. The frequency response must
be substantially flat in order to
achieve these kinds of results.
This quality does not come cheap
and here is the rub, a mic costing
say €350, used with amps costing
1750 and loudspeakers costing
around 12,000 will get you
results. A f25O disco console
with built in 100W power amps
feeding home-brew loudspeakers
is not likely to work at high sound
levels without feedback.
Brian Davies,
Lingfield, Surrey
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f n ETI Augusr, d le.tder asks how to
lstop howlround with microphones
and PA systems This is an interesting
problem, so I decided to look at

1-lossible answers
One standard approach is to shift

the frequency of the sound by a few
Hertz using a pair of ring modulators
This approach is iUustrated in Figure
1. which those familiar with amateur
radio will recognise as a type of single
sideband generator The elfect it has
on the signal is to raise its frequency
by the frequency of the quadrature
oscillator lf the quadrature outputs
were exchanged, the:r the signal
frequency would be lowered instead

How does this help? Well,
howlround takes place at a particular
frequency, determined by the
frequency response of the whole
feedback system including the room
The sgstem has peaks and troughs of
response that would do the Alps
proud, and oscillation normally takes
place at the biggest peak With the
frequency shifter in circuit, the next
time a sound passes round the loop
it will no longer fall on the peak, arrd
so will he attenuated (or at least not
amplified so much) 'Ihts lowers the
effective gain of the oscillatory system
to the average rather than the peak
loop gain, and can easily give 6dB
improvement in stability

Two snags exist The first is that
frequency shifted speech is not natural
sou nding because harmonic relation
ships between voice {requency com-
ponents are not maintained A small
frequency shift may be helpful for
speech, but might impair the sound of
sinqing too much (Would you like to
be 10Hz out of tune?)

The other problem is that it is very
difficult to maintain a 90o phase
difference over a tvide range of audio
frequencies The way to achieve this
is to use two phase shifters which give
a frequency dependent phase shift.

and choose component values so that
the phase shifts start at dlfferent
frequencies and track at a phase
difference of 90o. Elther a Wien bridge
network or cascaded all pass fllters
(using op-amps) will do the job.

Other circuit blocks are relailvely
straightforward to design I have seen
several similar application notes ln lC
manufacturers data books for
sine/cosine oscillators, and double
balanced modulator data sheets give
most of what is required to design the
multipliers The main difficulty is to
keep the dynamic range (between
noise level and clipping level)
adequate {or the purpose

Different
Approaches
Another approach is to use two
microphone capsules in a "noise
cancelling' arrangement The two
microphones are connected in
antiphase, so that any signal arriving
at both microphones with equal
strength is completely cancelled. The
separation of the microphones is such

MULTIPLIER

OUADRATURE
OSCILLATOR
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that the voice of the person using the
microphone is received much more
strongly by one than the other, and is
therefore not cancelled This cancel-
lation is often used in communications
microphones to cut out background
noise,

Room acoustics and loudspeaker
placement are crucial in cutting
howlround, regardless of other
solutions applied The sound level
behind the speakers is less than that
in front of them, and the use of
directional loudspeakers helps still
more

In a very reverberant room, it can
be better to use a number of loud-
speaker banks run at a modest power
to distribute the sound where needed,
rather than a single high power wall
of speakers at one point The former
gets the sound closer to peoples ears
rather than exciting room resonances

If possible, room resonances
should be damped by sound absorb
ing objects, and for this, upholstered
seats and people are both helpful.
Graphic, or even better parametric
equalisers can be used to insert a dip
at the frequency of any really severe

room resonaRce, but this ls only
effective lf one or two resonances are
much worse than the rest.

In hts letter, the reader suggested
the use of a bucket brtgade delay llne
to put the sound out of phase, Thls
would probably help to some extent,
but would, I suspect, prove more
confuslng to performers than the
frequency shifter, unless the delay was
very short. lt might also do llttle more
than sllghtly delay the onset of
oscillation, Ithlnk that the frequency
shift approach ls llkely to be the most
effective in general.

Next month I wtll show detailed
circuitry for the frequency shlfter,
because this ls llkely to be useful ln
many circumstances even when other
approaches to the problem are also
used
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Mark Daniels builds
this project for testing
various tltpes of
clmponent, including

COMPOAIEATT TESTER
any compoRents, such as reslstors
and rectifier diodes, can olten be
adequately testeil ustng an ordinary
multimeter set to lts ohms range.
This, however, only gives a limited

amount of information regardlng the servtceabllity or
speciflcation of a device and may in many cases give
misleading or inconclusive results. Zener diodes can
cause numcrous problems when it becomes neces-
sary to test them; a varlable voltage power supply, a
milli"ammeter and a voltmeter are virtually essentlal
if meaningful results are to be obtalned, In-circuit
testing of zeners is not ordinarily a very practical
proposition usilg conventional test equipment and
substitution ls the method often resorted to.

The Component Tester described ln this article
can perform tests on many modern components and
give information about them that would ordinarily be
missed using more conventlonal techniques and
equipment It is also extremely easy to use on devices
that are still in circuit,

Design Conslderatlons
Most multlmeters, including the more expensive ones,
use no more than about 15V for the ohms test, and
it is this that gives them some of their more severe
limitations. A backward reading, non-llnear scale does
no more than compound the problems associated
with them.

What is needed is a self-powered test meter
whie h can produce a high tesi voltage when necessary
and has a linear, forward reading scale, The Compo-
nent Tester offers these benefits and is portable.

There are many ways of obtaining a high voltage,
each with its own advantages and disadvantages. A
mains derived power supply is an obvious one, but
it restricts the portablllty of the device. High voltage
batteries are not a very practieal proposltion elther,
owing to their high cost and possible problems
obtain!ng replacements A self osclllating inverter
offers big advantages over both of these and could be
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used very effectively with just a 9V battery supply, Thls
mcthod was given considerable investigation during
research for this project and rejected in favour of the
present apBroach, beeause of the lack of ready avail,
ability of suitable pot cores for the transformer and the
hassle of having to wind such a device by hand, The
final ehoice of voltage multiplier may seem a
somewhat unorthodox approach to the problem, but
it offers many advantages. Low cost, low weight, no
transformer (and the attendant magnetie fields to
interfere with the moving coil meter) and readlly
avajlable components, to name but a few,

A voltage multtplier is not wlthout its drawbacks,
albelt minor ones, Firstly, as with transformers voltage
multipliers will not work on DC and we therefore havc
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to produce AC from a battery. Secondly, unless the
operating frequency is sufficiently high a voltage
multiplier can be both bulky and inefficient. Which
means expensive to build and run! However since the
primary source of current is DC, and will therefore
need to be converted to AC, the frequency can be
freely chosen in order to optimise the voltage
multiplier operation.

Construction
Most of the components are mounted on a PCB
which should be etched and drilled in accordance with
Figure 2. The PCB must be assembled in the following

order if difficulties are to be avoided
Fit and solder the socket for IC1 and resistors R1,

R2 and R9 Next insert and solder allthe presets, then
C1 Diodes D1 to D10 should now be fitted and
soldered, followed by capacitors C2 to Cl1. Thke care
to ensure that the orientation of these components is
correct as they are all polarised Each capacitor and
diode should be fitted the opposite way round to its
neighbour in accordance with the layout of Figure 2.
Mistakes here could result in electrolytic capacitors
exploding! So check carefully. Also take care not to
overheat the diodes when soldering them or their
neighbouring components R3 to R8 are mounted
vertically and should be fitted before the remaining
semiconductors

Note that the Q5 pinout is not in the usual order
lor aT092 package and this must be remembered if
fault finding becomes necessary Also it is not possible
to use more common devices such as BC182L as
substitutes, because of their lower voltage rating. Q6
must be a TIP31C or TIP41C and not the lower
voltage versions with an A suffix or no suffix at all

Take care with IC1 as it is an unbuffered CMOS
type, which means that it is more susceptible to
damage by static electricity than the more common
buffered versions, so we recommend that a socket is
used

The remaining components are fitted to the case
lid and the layout should be carefully considered
before any holes are made. No case dimensions are
given as this will largely depend on the size of the
meter used for METERl Before fitting the meter the
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front glass and scale should be carefully removed and
new scales marked on using transfers or very carefully
writing on with a drawing pen and black ink. Replace
the scale and front glass A suggested arrangement
is shown in Figure 3, but remember to allow room for
the battery pack as this is rather bulky If space is at
a premium then a PP6 may be used in place of the
six AA cells and their holder. All interwiring is also
shown in Figure 3. Note that D11 and Dl2 arc
connected across the meter in opposite directions
The battery pack should be well secured before final
assembly of lid to case, as it is rather heavy and could
do considerable damage if left unrestrained!

Setting Up And lbsting
An initialtest can be performed by turning SW2 fully
clockwise and pressing SW1. The pointer of the meter
should move fairly quickly and smoothly across jts

scale and come to rest against its end stop ReJeasing
SW1 will allow the capacitors to slowly discharge
through the meter (and anything connected across the
test sockets) and the reading will eventually fallto zero

lf nothing happens check for incorrect wiring.
bad solder joints or diodes fitted back to front If
METER1 does not fully deflect check the values of R8
and RV6 first, since if these are too high METERl will
read low Also check battery voltage under load as this
can cause low readings (if Ni-Cads are used eight will
be required to give 9 6V) If any of the transistors Q1
to Q2 are faulty this will give a zero o( low reading

lf everying is OK the constant current source may
now be set up. Connect a milli-ammeter across the
output and adjust RV1 to give exactly 5mA while
pressing SW1 Allow the capacitors to discharge
through the milli-amm eter before continuing
Assuming that the constant current has been set
correctly the voltage ranges may be calibrated using
close tolerance resistors Starting rvith the 1V range
connect a pair of 100R resistors in series across the
test terminals and press SW1 Adjust RV2 so that the
meter reads fullscale. Switch to the 5V range, connect

TO BATTERY
TO SK2 BATN

Fig. 2 Component overlay for the Component Tester.



a lk resistor across the test terminals RV3 for full scale.
The 10V 25V and 50V ranges are adjusted in the
same manner with RV4, RV5 and RV6 using total
values of resistance of 2k,5k and 10k respectively.

Using The Component Tester
The unit should be now be fully functional and
calibrated. Its primary design function is the testing of
zener diodes, which may be tested as follows

Connect the cathode of the zener to the positive
terminal of the Component Tester and the anode to
the negative. Select the 50V range and press the test
button The zener voltage may be read directly from
the meter scale. If the reading is toward the left hand
end of the scale select a lower range and test again.
Read the voltage off the appropriate scale. The test
current of 5mA is approximately equalto the current

at which the zener voltage is usually specified for a
400mW device and should give reasonably accurate
results. The 1V range is intended for measuring the
forward voltage drop of silicon or germanium signal
or rectifier diodes. These should be connected the
opposite way round to zener diodes or false readings
will be obtained and sensitive devices may even be
destroyed by excessive reverse voltage.

Resistors may be tested in a similar manner to
zeners and the full scale readings are as given under
the heading 'Setting Up and Testingl The scale is
forward reading and linear. Resistances in the range
20R to 10k may be measured with a fair degree of
accuracy and also below this range to some extent
While zeners and rectifiers may be tested in circuits,
you should not do this with other components as the
voltage may rise high enough to destroy some of the
semiconductors in the circuit under test.

Electrolytic capacitors may also be tested, but
here great care should be taken not to charge them
to a voltage higher than their rated one. An indication
oI capacitance may be obtained by timing the charging
period.

The Component Tester may also be used as a
fairly high impendance DC voltmeter and will
measure voltages up to 50V. Care should be taken
to connect the meter the correct way round to avoid
damaging its internal semiconductors. The test button
should not be pressed when the unit is being used in
this mode.

LIST

HOW
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SOLARPOWER
irect solar energy is there for the taking
in all its abundance and yet we are
only just waking to the fact. The recent
energy crisis of the 70s and the pollu-
ting effects throughout the 80s and 90s

has caused the world to think seriously about
alternative non polluting energy sources. Our free ride
on mother Earth, taking its long term storage of solar
energy in the form of fossil fuels, may soon be over.
And so it is now that we all should be seriously thinking
of the alternatives. So if man can devise and adopt
a technology to use solar energy in real time which
means getting the energy where we want it at the time
of asking or even over the short term converting it
efficiently to other forms through biological growth,
we are well on the way to what the Greens call
sustainability.

Saving energy by using it more efficiently is

actually cheaper than creating the extra supply, in
other words it is actually cheaper to save 1 Watt of
power than it is to make it available say from a power
station And that is where solar energy can be used
passively to make the savings on electricity consump-
tion, be it for industrial or domestic use.

Solar collection and conversion is still in its
infancy and falls into two basic types: Active collectors
will convert the sun's rays directly into another form
of energy, say electricity. The general name for these
devices are called transducers The collection of solar
heat in rvater-piped solar panels is also loosely termed
an 'active' system but should not be conf used with a

transducer. Passive types of solar collector are where
we try to store the heat and use the light directly from
the sun, the most obvious example being a carefully
designed house.

Photo-voltaic cells
Research into active conversion of solar energy into
other forms has not been intensive in the past. Photo-
voltaics, those that convert light direcily into electricity
are still inefficient, only 10% of the suns energy being
converted at peak output and 7 .5'h over a yearly
,,vorking average. They are still expensive to manu-
facture, but cost predictions in the 70s had indicated
that there should be a continual reduction up to the
turn of the century Although partially true, for there
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has been a ten fold reduction in cost in the 10 years
between the early 70s and 80s, the targets so far have
not been met. The general consensus is that mass-
production will produce only a two to three fold
decrease in the present $10 per peak watt of
generated output power, a figure which European
countries still do not consider as being cost effective.
Final predictions are that we should see a ten fold
decrease on the $10 figure per watt for a system by
the year 2000.

The manufacturing process uses more energy to
create the cell than the cell gives back in its lifetime
Life expectancy has increased with its development
and the lifetime of the cell is now around 20 years.

Greatesi experimental use of Photo-voltaics has been
in the US and Japan. California, with its wealth of
resources and open spaces has the most to gain from
solar power. The south-western state receives about
twice as much solar energy over the year compared
to central Europe, so it should come as no surprise
that the technology has been exploited

The single most significant advancement has
been in the reduction in its own weight, a serious

Solar power is a
greatly under utilised
resource. Paul
Freeman looks at the
technology and
highlights some of the
ways in which simple
improvements can be
made.

s
Major glass area

1 ldeal positioning of the house for maximum
passive solar collection.
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Fig. 2 The effect of adding a conservatory to a

house on the southern side,

consideration when photo-voltaics are used as on-
board power sources for transport This most recent
advance in mass reduction has been combined with
ftexibility so that the cells can be curved around into
a tube or around edges. The new materials give typical
power to weight ratios o{ 20Omilliwatts per gram, 10
times that of conventional glass covered cells.

Although extremely useful for satellite power,
photo-voltaics still remain a poor contender for an
alternative large-scale terrestrial energy source and
show little signs of making an economic contribution

CONCRETE

Fig. 4 Heat transfer in concrete and water.

to UK energy needs according to the Department of
Energy, until the cost per watt of generation is reduced
to what is considered to be a cost effectlve level.

Passive Solar Collecting
Passive solar energy collection has been found to be

cost effective and is most economically attractive. If
adopted on a wide scale through a process of
thoughtful house design, it could make significant
savings on the energy consumption of a typical
household. Well planned house design for effective
solar collection of heat and hght would add little or
no extra cost to the building.

Firstly, the general sighting and orientation of the
house is important Maximum collection of the suns
rays in the northern hemisphere is for the main
window area of the house to be southfacing, with
minimum window area on the northern side (Figure
1) This is to take advantage of the real and useable
greenhouse effect, trapping the lower grade energy
infra red waves within the building It should go
without saying, that all standard house windows
should at least be double glazed, trapping the
insulating layer of air between the glass to prevent heat
escape. Latest developments in glass technology has

reduced the radient heat escape still further by
depositing metallic or compound molecular Iayers on
the inside surface of the glass, but it remains to be seen
how long it willtake for this 'high-tech glass to become
af{ordable and standard

The next and most fashionable way to add solar
heating is to integrate a highly glazed unheated area,
more commonly known as a conservatory, to the
south side of the building The conservatory produces
two effects. It minimises heat loss from the house wall
and secondly the greenhouse heating effect can be
used to store the heat within the fabric of the building
over a longer period. Th js evens out the temperature
fluctuations inside the building (Figure 2).

The heat can be taken away from a heated wall-
space by convector vents at the top and bottom of the
wall during the second half of the day It must be

closed at night to preveni a reverse cycle coming into
operation,

If space is at a premium, then an alternative to
a conservatory is the use of a Trombe wall. Designed
by Felix Tiombe in 1967 , the double-glazed thermal
wall is made of a thick, black painted concrete wall
The absorbed sunlight and heat is radiated and
convected by vents throughout the room (Figure 3).
The Trombe house shows lhat 70% o{ its annual
heating requirements are supplied by solar energy.

Water Walls And Roof Ponds
Although unusual, a water wall has many advantages
over a masonary thermal wall for storing heat. A
masonary wall will transfer heat by conduction and

Doutll.i glazing

Well insulated
rool wall and tloor

Fig. 3 Section through house using a Trombe Wall'



takes a long time to heat up owing to its low thermal
conductivity, whereas water willtoansfer heat through-
out itself principally by convection (Figure 4). Water
stirs itself by this method and heats up more uniformly
using all of its mass for storage. It should also be
emphasised that water is a poor conductor of heat and
in certain circumstances willproduce hot spots (when
swim ming in the sea, the body feels these hot spots) ,

but if the container is taller than it is wide, this is not
much of a problem.

Another advantage over concrete is that water
will store over twice as much energy for the same

NIGHT

Fig. 5 Combination of water wall and conservatory
using solar power.

volume and for the same temperature rise. The effect
of this in broad terms means that inside temperature
fluctuations are reduced owing to a larger energy
store. Combining a water wallor a material with high
heat capacity with a conservatory (Figure 5) would
optimise conditions on the south facing side of the
house. It is at this point, building designers might
consider an alternative to brick, having the same
strength and durability but with a higher specific heat
capacity.

Rather than having the dubious task of filling the
cavity wall with large plastic bags full with water and
hoping the seal will not break, is to use drums or
cylindrical cannisters painted black. The tin-can'idea
might be adopted in a greenhouse to reduce tempera-
ture changes from day to night and thus save on
heating bills. A matt black surface will absorb 95% of
solar radiation and surprisingly, blue follows a close
second at around 90%.

A roof pond (Figure 6) can provide some back-
up heating in winter and cooling in summer. Sunlight
is collected during the day in winter to heat the water.
At night when the covers are over the water, heat
escapes through the ceiling by radiation. In summer
the reverse effect can be adopted, keeping the white
insulating covers over by day, the cool water will
absorb heat from the room. The water then releases
its energy to the cool atmosphere at night with the
covers removed.

An essential design consideration for a roof pond
is the shength of the ceiling and the water seal. Ribbed
steel could be used as it serves the purposes of stength
and an increased surface area for re-radiation of heat
into the building. Again it would be advisable to
segment and contain the water in black vessels or bags
to minimise the problems of leaks and to ensure
maximum absorption from the sun. Open water not
only has the disadvantage of evaporation and
deposition from rain but suffers from an unacceptably
high reflectivity, what physicists might call an
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impedance mismatch. A thin blaclt layer over the
surface of the water should go some way to
compensate for this.

Clerestory Lights And Atria
Clerestory windows are vertical windows in roof lines
and provide two functions. They provide much
needed light for interiors of buildings and also passive
solar heat. Much to be gained from the winter sun,
the clerestory is an under-used component in a typical
structure. Figure 7 shows that the winter sun will
provide the light for the room and the heat within a
rear storage wall. A shading lip over the window



Fig. 8 A multiple clerestory arrangement for
efficient collection.

minimises entry of the midday summer sun and the
ratio of L to H is adjusted to give maximum sun
coverage over the rear wall.

Multiple clerestories will gain an extra 9% of
collected energy from the sun in roof structures by
using a sawtooth arrangement (Figure 8). The initial
reflected energy is captured by the adjoining glass.

Simple shading of windows for the noonday

summer sun can be incorporated into a building. A
horizontal projection over the window (Figure 9) will
allow winter sunlight to enter the window and curtail
some of the maximum heat in the peak of summer.

Traditional shutters over windows could be
utilised to reflect sunlight into the house. The same
goes for reflective covers over rooflights (Figure 10).
A finer point when designing houses, can be through

lal

10 Reflective shutters lor solar collection'

sloping the wall above a window (Figure 11). This
increases the available sunlight in winter.

We might also see the rise in popularity of atria
in domestic houses, where considerable energy
savings can be made in electric lighting. By making
central parts of the rool line transparent usually with
structures of glass, the inner parts of the building are
opened up to receive the extra heat and light. Further
innovative research into light-ducting and light.guide,
getting the much needed light into difficult central
areas and underground, would complete a chapter
in saving energy within buildings.

If Britain is to make serious energy savings in the
hope of reducing electric power consumption and
thus pollution, then we need to think carefully about
incorporating carefully designed solar houses as
standard. For the generating companies, it will pay to
conserve in every aspect of electricity consumption,
and delay the day when the 'Greens'say; 'We told you
so' regarding the 'greenhouse effect'.

Length
<_

'(r,
i rr.^

Fig 9 A simple projection to shade a window
from the mid summer sun.

-4

Fig. 11 Wall chamfer to increase solar availability during winter.
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one of the best burglar deterrents is a
guard dog and this kit provides the
barking without the bite! Can be con-
nected 1o a doorbell, pressure mat or
any other intruder detector and pro-
duces random threatening barks
lncludes mains supply and horn

PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT
Keys could be a thing of
the pastwith this new high
security lock. Secure
doors to sheds, garages,
even your home or pre-
ventthe unauthorised use
of computers, burglar
alarms or cars.0ne
4-digit sequence will op-
erate the lock while incor-
rect entries will sound an
alarm. The number of in-
correct entries allowed
before the alarm is triggered is selected by you. Further entries will
be ignored lor a iime also set by you. Only the conect sequence will
open the lock and switch off the alarm. The sequence may easily be
changed by entering a special number and code on the supplied
keyboard. Kit includes; keyboard, alarm buzzer, hi0h quality PCB and
all electronic c0mponents. Supply 5-15V DC. Will drive our Latch
Mechanism (701 150 @ t16.50) or relay directly.
xK131 t1S.95

Only 45x25x1smm, including built-
-in mi (standard FMradio). 300m depend-
ing on ed by 9V PP3
(7mA). ldeal for surveillance, baby
alarm elc. t6.35

SUPER-SE].ISITIVE
MICROBUG

DISCO LIGHTING KITS

DL8000K 8-way sequencer kit wlth
built-in opto-isolated sound to
light input. 0nly requires a box and
control knob t0 complete .... E39.95
DLl000K 4-way chaser features
bi-directional sequence and
dimming 'l kW per channel .. -823.95
DtA/l (lor DL & 1000K)
Uptional op-to input allowing audio
'beavlight response ..............95p
DL3000X 3-rhannel sound to light
kit, zero voltage switching,
automatic level control and built-in
mic. lkW per channel ........E19.55
XKl39 Unidirectional chaser zero
voltage s[,itching and built-in audio

POWEB STROBE XIT

Pro
tis!
van
of1
lncl
PCB, components,
conneclors, sws strobe tube and
assembly instructions. Supply:
240V ac. Size: 80x50x45.
XKl24 STBOBOSCOPE KIT. 817.25

REMOTE CONTROL
DIMMER KIT

rcucH coxrFoL

KIT
Designed for u*with lhe
XK132 and comes
complele with a pre-
drilled box A PP3 I voll
baltery is requir€d- !f
Mk I .....,...,.,,,,,.,..... ...,..,..,........... e4.95

lmagine conlrolling lhe brightnesol your ligtils
or switchingth€m on o. olffrom the comfonol
vour armchairl This kit contains all the
6omponenls lrom front panel to lhe last scrd
b eneblo you lo do jud thal &d littho shdlMs
wall boxes. Max p@r SOOW (nd tluore$enb).
xK132....,.,.............,...,.................,f19.95

IR TRANSMITTER

xK136 TOUCH DI,MER KtT.. .. ,.....812.96

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEM

These kits can siich up to 16 pieces ol
equipment on and of, or control 16 lundions

601 133

SIMPLE KITS FOR BEGINNERS
Especially aimed at the beginner Have fun with your project even after you
have built it and also learn a little from building it. [hese kits include high
quality solder resist printed circuit boards, all electronic components
(including speaker where used) and full construction instructi0ns with
circuit description

@@
SK1 D00RCHlMEplaysatunewhen xK118 TEN EXC|T|NG PRoJECTS FoR
activated by a pushbutton t4.5ll BEGINNERS this kit contains a solder

sl(2 wHtsTLE swtTCH s 
'^#;r3f;3.'Ji.'1ti"1lo,n3relayonandoffinresponsr ice to build ten fascinatingcommand ding a light operated switch;

sKa s0uND GENERAToB rglar alarm and electr.nic

Fo'Un oittffi'soiinoi, 3{flil't?Bor,,;?,1'3ll#f;police/ambulance/firren 'ilyout Oiig-ra;i. h section
and machinesun 

incruoeo, enfsriiiJiii:Ueflir"',Util;5
the circuits'rrith confidence .....817.25

Kit contains a single chip microproc-
essor. PCB, displays and all electron-
ics to produce a digfital LED readout
ot weight in Kgs or Sts/Lbs. A PCB
link selects the scale-balhroom/two
types ol kitchen scales A low cost
digital ruler could also be made.
ESl t8.25

ELECTROI{IC WEIGHIl.IG VOICE RECORO/
PLAYBACK KlT
This simple to construct and even sim-
pler to operate kit will record and play-
back short messages or tunes It has
many uses - seatbelt or light reminder
in the car, welcome messages to visi
tors at home or at work, warning mes-
sages in lactories and public places ln
lact anywhere where a spoken messa0e
is announced and which needs to be changed trom time to time. Also suitable lor toys -why
not convert your daugher's E8 doll to an E80 taking doll!!

Size,....., ,,76x60x15mm
Message time . ,. , ., 1-5 secs normal speed, 2-10 secs slow speed

xK129 t25.95

PROPOBTIO}IAL TEMPERATURE
COilTROLLER KIT

incubators, wine
making, etc

Maximum load 3kW (240V AC).
Temperature range up to 60rc.

Size: 7x4x2.Scms. XKl4{l .........t8.95

TK ELECTRONICS
13 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ
Tel: 081-579 9794
Fax:081-566 1916

ORDERS: 081-567 8910
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The road towards a better system
s there a need for better quality television? It
is probably true to say that most present-day
television viewers are quite satisfied with the
technical quality of their television reception,
although their views on the quality of the

programme material would be very much more
diverse. It is even true to say that most viewers are
satisfied with a quality rather less good than that
provided by the broadcasters. The CCIR grading scale
for the subjective assessment of pictures grades
pictures from one to five, using the following
definitions:

Grade Quality Impairment
5 Excellent Imperceptible
4 Good Perceptible but

3 Fair ffilff;:l'ff,.,
2 Poor Annoying
1 Bad Very annoying

Whereas broadcasters strive to provide pictures
of as near to grade five as possible, and viewers can
usually achieve something better than grade four in
a domestic environment fitted with a good-quality
receiving aerial and properly adjusted receiver, many
viewers are equally happy to watch programmes that
have been recorded on a VHS video recorder The
typical VHS machine provides pictures that are no
better than grade three, and yet viewers regularly
demonstrate that they are content with this quality of
picture by repeatedly going along to the local video
shop and renting a tape, handing over real money on
each occasion. In these circumstances one has to ask
whether there is a demand from viewers for some-
thing better than they have now, and the probable
answer is that currently there is not; the average
viewer, watching television in the living room on a
59cm diagonalscreen, is quite content with the quality
ofthe picture signals received from the broadcasters.

If the size of the television display is increased,
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however, whether by using larger tubes or projection
techniques, even the least expert viewer starts to
notice that the picture quality seems worse; the
scanning lines are visible, and the colour appears
fuzzy. This suggests that it would probably be possible
for the television industry to sell a higher quality
system to viewers, if the assumption could be made
that the screen sizes of future television receivers are
going to be larger than they are at present.

This is not a straightforward assumption, since
fashion and the size of modern homes, as well as the
receivers that are available in the shops, play a part
in the viewer's choice of receiver. When colour
television was first introduced inio the UK in the late
1960s, the colour television receiver was an item to
show off and to boast about, and many families who
could afford a large screen receiver would ensure that
it was placed in a prominent position in the room.

^d'

Fig. 1 Approximate dimensions of a one-metre
diagonal screen with an aspect ratio of 5:3.

Since the tate 1970s, however, there has been a falling
off of large screen (26" or 66cm) sales in the UK, but
it is difficult to decide whether this is because smaller
sets are significantly cheaper, or whether it is merely
that the fashion has changed, and that it has now
become socially more acceptable to relegate the
television receiver to a less prominent position in the
home; rising sales of 14' portable colour receivers
suggest that more and more families are buying
several sets, so that teenagers can watch their own
programmes in their own rooms, for example.

Recent trends from the United States and
demonstrations of larger screen television receivers
in stores and at exhibitions are suggesting that the time
may now be right for an increase in the sales of larger
screen receivers Some European manufacturers have
reported thatthey have sold significant numbersof 32
receivers in the last couple of years, but even so, it is
believed that these sales represent less than one
percent of all colour receiver sales, and most of these
large receivers have gone into hotels and industrial
training areas.

In 1989 the IBA carried out a small survey of
about 1000 people who watched enhanced and high-
definition television pictures on large screen monitors
at an exhibition. It was interesting to find that in spite
of the fact that many people said that they would like
large screens, in general; the viewers placed improved
quality (clearer, sharper pictures) before larger pictures
in their order of pref.erence.

The acceptability of television pictures in terms
of quality is a fairly complex matter, and much work
has gone into investigating it Some of the important
factors, in relative order of significance, are:
1. Programme content
2. Display phosphor resolution
3. Display persistence
4. Viewing distance
5 Numbers of scanning lines

It is interesting to see that by no means all of these
factors are technical; if the programme material is
attractive enough to the viewer, the actually technical
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quality may be disregarded. Examples of this have
been noted when audiences have shown themselves
very willing to watch pornographic material that has
been recorded by amateurs and is of very poor
technical quality, and when low-quality 'pirated'
versions of the latest movies have been available on
the video black-market. Time and again it has been
found that it is the programme content which matters,
and those engineers who are convinced that high
definition television will succeed purely because of its
technical brilliance should continuously remind
themselves of this basic fact.

Satellite broadcasting will provide the first realtest
of whether viewers will be prepared to pay for an
improved quality picture. Viewers in the UK have just
been given the choice between receiving satellite
programmes radiated in the PAL system, and those
radiated using the higher-quality MAC system, and
similar situations are occurring in some parts of
Europe The Astra satellite, a medium power (45
watts) distribution satellite, radiates six PAL channels
in English, and viewers have bben able to buy 60cm
dishes and suitable receiving equipment for about
f199 since early 1989. Since the spring of 1990 the
official UK Direct Broadcast Satellite, Marcopolo I,
owned by the British Satellite Broadcasting company,
BSB, provides five different programme channels
using the higher-quality MAC system, and its film
channel can actually broadcast wide-screen MAC
pictures to the very few viewers who currently have
the necessary special widescreen receivers. The
French company Thomson has plans to make these
receivers more widely available during the next couple
of years, but it seems that they will inevitably be rather
expensrve.

Wide-screen viewers apart, BSB viewers will
have the chance to watch MAC pictures in their own
home, and should be able to take advantage of the

improvements which this system can bring The most
obvious improvement overPAL is the lack of spurious
cross - colour patterns, but broadcasters rarely get any
complaints about this from viewers using the terrestrial
PAL transmitters, and it remains to be seen whether
the better picture quality available will actually make
viewers choose MAC rather than PAL. It seems to me
to be far more likely that their choice willbe made on
the basis of the programmes that the two competing
satellites offer, rather than on any difference in
technical standards.

Fig. 2 Comparison between viewing distances of standard television
and large screen television in terms of screen heights.



HDTV - WHAT DO WE MEAN
Before we go on to examine various possible systems
in detail, it is sensible to ask what is meant by HDTV,
and rather than looking at the various official
definitions, it is perhaps appropriate to ask what we
would expect of an HDTV system that our current
systems do not provide. The four major features that
any HDTV system would require can be summarised
as:
1 Large screen size
2. Wider aspect ratio
3. Better resolution
4. Lack of spurious ef{ects
We shall now consider these points in turn

Large Screen
Although at the present time the practicability of
achieving large screen displays in the home at prices
that the consumer willbe prepared to pay is a subject
of much discussion, those who believe in HDTV are
convinced that large screen displays will become
available. Just how large is another question; it seems
that there may well be two distinct large screen
markets, the first using money-no-object giant screens
for use in the electronic cinemas of the future, the
second using screens of perhaps 1 metre diagonal,
which would become the norm in the living rooms of
the future Most experimenters in the field of HDTV
have chosen this size as representative of what may
be both practicable to manufacture and acceptable in
the home within the next few years. If we assume that
the cathode ray tube display will continue to be the
norm, and that is by no means certain, ihen an
extension to perhaps 1 metre from the largest present
day 68cm tubes seems feasible, and if the develop-
ment of flat screen displays should make screens of
this size practicable within the next few years, then a
'picture on the wall' with a 1 metre diagonal is probably
as large as most people would want If such a screen
had an aspect ratio (the ratio of the width to the height
of the picture) of 5:3, as will be suggested later, then
the screen would be about 86cm wide by 52cm high

Viewing Distance
The size of picture,that is acceptable in the home is
intimately connected with the viewing distance. The
most popular screen size in the UK throughout the
1980s has been 56cm (22 inch), the iigures rep-
resenting the size of the diagonal of the picture tube.
The height of such a screen is about 36cm, and the
aspect ratio is 4:3. In current television systems it is

recommended by the CCIR that for critical viewing
the viewer should sit between four and six times the
screen height (4H-6H) from the television screen
These figures are intended to apply to prolessional
viewers who are assessing the technical quality of
pictures, but a survey in the early 1980s showed that
the average domestic viewer actually watched from
a distance of more than 7H.lf we make the reasonable
assumption that our room sizes are unlikely to change
in the short term. then if larger screens are introduced
into our living rooms we will be unable to avoid
effectively sitting nearer to the screen in terms of
screen heights Practicaltests suggest that if a viewer
is watching a 1-metre screen in the home, the most
pleasing results are obtained when the screen is at a
distance of 3H from the viewer, and interestingly
enough, cinema buffs say that it has long been known
that the best seats in the cinema, the stalls, are those
which are siiuated at a distance of about 3H from the
screen Research into cinema layouts in the USA that
was carried out way back in the 1950s confirms this,
since it showed that the centre of the auditorium was
on average just over 3H from the screen

Wider Aspect Ratio
Those involved in research into HDTV are convinced
that any f uture system must provide the viewer with
an experience closer to that which is currently
obtained at the cinema. Work in Japan showed that
when people were shown a selection of pictures with
different aspect ratios, then, in general, the larger the
screen, the wider the aspect ratio that was preferred
In particular, when viewers watching one metre
diagonal screens from a distance of 3H werc oflered
pictures with various different aspect ratios, they chose
aspect ratios of around 5:3 as the most pleasing. The
first experimental HDTV systems therefore used 5:3,
but following subsequent work in America which also
took into account the various aspect ratios currently
used for cinema film displays, this has now been
superseded by the slightly wider-screen aspect ratio
of 5.33:3, or 16:9. lt is believed that 16:9 will make
the best use of the numerous existing cinema film
formats when these films are used as HDTV source
material

It is interesting to note that the classical artists of
ancient Greece used a ratio of 1:0.618 as the one
found most pleasing to the eye, based upon their so-
called 'golden section', and this ratio turns out to be
just a little over 5:3.

Watching a 16:9 aspect ratio picture at a distance
of 3H gives a far more cinema-like effect than
watching a relatively small screen from 6H.

One other factor about receivers with different
aspect ratios that is relevant to the commercial market,
although rarely mentioned in the technical pages, is
that such receivers will actually look noticeably
different from normal standard receivers. Marketing
people think that this would appealfirst to the 'Super-
Joneses' arrd then to the 'Jonesesl and they like to
think that this will be a significant factor in developing
wide-screen receiver sales; "Widescreen is great -you can tellthe difference even when the receiver is
switched off!" said one salesman at a recent seminar

Better Resolution
Present-day pictures run out of resolution when it
comes to very fine detail, and if 525 or 625-line
pictures are shown on large screen, by projection for
example, this lack of resolution becomes obvious and
annoying We could make use of more detail in
pictures if some means could be found of providing
this.

EXTRA'SIDES'SEEN BY
16:9 WTDESCREEN VTEWEB

Fig. 3 Comparison between 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratio pictures.
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In order to try to calculate the amount of detail
that the human ege/brain combination can actually
make use of, we have to first of all look at the
characteristics of the eye. Under conditions where a

test chart is wellilluminated the resolving power of the
eye is limited to about 30 seconds of arc, or an angle
of one half-minute. This is equivalent to saying that
the eye can resolve about 60 cycles per degree of arc,
which is the more usual method for television
engineers, to measure resolution.

At a distance of 3H from a one-metre diagonal
screen the vertical angle subtended by the eye will be
about 19o, as shown in Figure 4.

If we are to design a television system to match
this resolution on our screen we therefore need 19o
x 60 cycles per degree, which equals about 1140
cycles per picture height In order to display this
number of cycles we need a minimum of two lines per
cycle, so that a minimum of about 2280 lines would
seem to be required for an HDTV system that matches
the resolution of the eye.

Fortunately, it turns out in practice that this
number of lines is not actually necessary. Subjective
tests have been carried out to determine the optimum
number of scanning lines required and these have
shown that, under the viewing condition described
earlier, the line structure cannot actually be seen when
the number of lines is greater than about 1000. Very
small improvements in the sharpness and detail visible
in the picture were noticed when the number of lines
was increased further, but virtually all expert observers
now agree that if a viewing distance of 3H is used, a
figure of just over 1000 lines will be very acceptable.

Picture Frequency -Ibmporal Resolution
A television receiver displays what appear to the eye
to be moving images, but these are actually a series
of individualfields or frames which can be considered
as samples of the complete picture taken at regular
intervals of time. For any acceptable television system.
and certainly for a high definition system, the series
of samples must be capable of reproducing movement
without jerkiness, and must also provide pictures
without flicker and without annoying effects such as
interline flicker, which is caused on an interlacecl
picture by the scanning lines of the two different fields
interacting with horizontal edges in the picture,

For smooth motion portrayal it has been found
that a repetition rate of greater than 45Hz is requireC.
Television pictures to date have used interlaced
scanning to give the effect of a greater number of
pictures per second whilst using a smaller bandwidth
than would be required without interlace. Both the
50Hz and 60Hzlield rates used in the different parts
of the world will therefore satisfy the motion portrayal
requirement under most circumstances, although
some work has been done which suggests that the
relatively long exposure period of each television field
can lead to a form of blurring which is particularly
noticeable when the eye tries to follow moving objects
such as a racing car speeding around a irack In
general, however, the eye/brain combination does
not try to resolve fine detail in fast rnoving objects, so
that the 50Hz and 60Hz field rates should be
satisfactory.
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ANGLE SUBTENDED BY EYE AT 3H IS 2A

TANa = H/2 + 3H = Hl2x 'll3H = 1i6 = 0167

a = TAN-1 0167

a = 946'
2a = 18 92"

4 The vertical angle subtended by the eye when viewing a one-metre diagonal screen from a
distance of 3H is about 19o.

In general, it is found that the sharpest pictures are
obtained when the horizontal resolution matches the
verticalresolution, and the two are usually related by
a simple formula which takes the aspect ratio of the
picture into account.

Chrominance Resolution
Another resolution problem with our present system
comes about as a result of the low chrominance
bandwidth that systems like PAL use. The PAL system
effectively provides a detailed black and white picture
with a much fuzzier colour image superimposed, and
this is a state that the eye normally finds quite
acceptable. There are some occasions, however,
notably when red captions are shown on a green
background, for example, where the chrominance
bandwidth can be seen to be short of something -the edges of the coloured captions appear allfuzzy.
An increase in chrominance resolution would provide
a useful improvement in this case, and in pictures of
flower gardens and the like.
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Large area flicker is a different matter, however,
since tests have shown that for very bright images it
is necessary to use a field frequency of around 80Hz
if flicker is to be completely eliminated. The increased
cost of using 80Hz in terms of bandwidth and the
increased complexity of production equipment have
led most workers in this field to conclude that 60H2.
and even perhaps 50H2, willrepresent the same sort
of workable compromise as did 1000 lines rather than
the 2200 theoretically required. Technical improve-
ments in receivers will soon allow for several incoming
fields to be stored in a semiconductor memory, and
for the actual displayed picture to be read out from
the store at perhaps 100H2, after some processing of
the moving parts of the picture. The display frequency
willtherefore be independent of the transmitted signal
frequency.

Interline flicker, which is seen as a series of small
vertical movements on horizontal edges in interlaced
displays, is noticeable even on 50Hz and 60Hz
displays, and although the annoyance value reduced
as the number of lines is increased it mau well be that
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their own individualproposals. An enormous amount
of work has been put into trying to find a common
standard for HDTV which allthe world's bioadcasters
will be able to agree upon, but it now looks very
unlikely that the members of the CCIR will be able to
reach such an agreement, and the most likely scenario
for the next few years is that there will be three HDTV
standards. These will be the. original Japanese
1125/60 standard, a European 1250-line 50Hz
standard, and an American standard, possibly
1050-line 60 Hz, which still has to be decided upon.
Both the European and American systems have been
designed from the outset to provide a substantial
degree of compatibility with existing receivers, in order
to try to ease the problems of introducing a completely
new high-definition system. The European system
offers a step-by-step approach to HDTV, with the
various intermediate steps providing different
amounts of enhancement to the television picture,
depending upon the complexity of the receiver being
used. In subsequent articles we shallbe taking a look
at various systems, and also considering the ongoing
work to try to bring at least some degree of
commonality to the multiplicity of different standards
that are to be used.

Terminology
We will end with a look at some of the terminology
and definitions which are applied to the various
enhanced and high- definition television services,
although it must be stressed that in such a fast
developing field as this the vocabulary is also changing
fast, and some standards bodies have not yet adopted
exactly the same definitions as others, which can lead
to confusion.

CCIR Definitions:
Enhanced Television
The term Enhanced Television designates a number
of different improvements applicable to 525 / 60 and
625/S0television systems, providing an aspect ratio
of 4:3, either with unchanged or new emission
standards.

Extended Definition Television
The term Extended Definition Television implies new
systems that are based upon 525/60 or 625/50
scanning, but providing a wider aspect ratio and
increased resolution.

High Definition Television
A high-definition system is a system designed to allow
viewing at about three times the picture height, such
that the system is virtually, or nearly, transparent to
the quality of portrayal that would have been
perceived in ihe original scene or performance by a

discerning viewer with normal visual acuity. Such
factors include improved motion portrayal and
improved perception of depth.

This generally implies in comparison with
conventional television systems:
1. Spatial resolution in the vertical and horizontal
directions of at least twice that available with
Recommendation 601.
2. Any worthwhile improvements in temporal
resolution beyond that achievable with
Recommendation 601.
3. Improved colour rendition.
4. A wider aspect ratio.
5. Multi-channel high fidelity sound

Definitions from the International
Electrotechnical Vocabulary:
Enhanced Television System
Television system which retains the scanning
standards of the existing 625 line 50 field or 525 line
60 field systems, whilst providing various
improvements in the quality of the picture and
additional features as a result of new processes of
analysis, synthesis, and signal processing, with or
without modification of the transmission standards.

Extended Definition Television System
Enhanced television system which may include a
change in the transmission standards, to obtain
effectively greater resolution than existing systems.

High Definition Television System: HDTV
Television system in which the scanning standards are
improved over those of the existing 625line 50 field
or 525 line 60 field systems, and in particular the
number of scanning lines per image is appreciably
higher than in these existing systems and, in principle,
higher than 1000.

Definitions from the United States Advanced
Television Systems Committee. These definitions
refer specifically to developments taking place in the
USA, as references to NTSC and to the FCC (Federal
Communications Commission) impty.

IDTV - Improved Definition Television
The term Improved Definition Television refers to
improvements to NTSC television which remain
within the general parameters of the NTSC emission
standards and, as such, would require little or no FCC
action. Improvements may be made at the source
and,/or at the television receiver and may include
improvements in encoding, filtering, ghost
cancellation, and other parameters that may be
transmitted and received as standard NTSC in a 4:3
aspect ratio.

EDTV - Extended Definition Television
The term Extended Definition Television refers to a
number of different improvements that modify NTSC
emissions but that are NTSC receiver-compatible (as

either standard 4:3 or 'letter-box' format). These
changes may include one or more of the following:
1. Wide aspect ratio.
2. Extended picture definition at a level less than twice
the horizontal and vertical emitted resolution of
standard NTSC.
3. Any applicable improvements of IDTV.

HDTV - High Definition Television
The term High Definition Television refers to television
systems with approximately twice the horizontal and
vertical emitted resolution of standard NTSC. HDTV
systems are wide aspect ratio systems and may include
applicable improvements from IDTV and EDTV
Terrestrial HDTV systems must be NTSC receiver-
compatible. This may be achieved through
simulcasting or through the use of an NTSC-
compatible main channel accompanied by an
augmentation channel.
Note that improvements in audio may be incorporated
in IDTV EDTV and HDTV

ATV - Advanced lblevision
A collective term embracing the terms IDTV EDTV
and HDTV described above

j
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MIC
ast month we began our look at the world
of microwaves by explaining the signi-
ficance of this particular frequency band
and indicating some qf the more important
landmarks in its one hundred year history.

Two important applications of the technology were
also discussed: microwave ovens and communication
equipment. This month we will be concentrating on
more applications in such fields as RADAR,
astronomy and medicine, to mention but three. The
article concludes with a somewhat personal prediction
of what I believe the future mav hold for the micro-
wave industry.

Radar
Probably the most famous acronym of all standing Ior
Radio Detection And Ranging It is based on the
position, strength, time delay and Doppler frequency
shift of the return echo of a transmitted microwave
pulse from the target. Radar equipment ranges in size
from the enormous military surveillance equipment
capable of detecting aircraft from hundreds of miles
away, or indeed a bee from hundreds of feet away,
down to portable hand-held equipment used by the
constabulary or, for use at the sharp end of guided
missiles (the radar, not the constabulary!)

The method of operaiion of the radar is funda-
mentally quite simple. [f a pulse of microwave energy
is transmitted from an antenna, and hits some target,
a small fraction of that energy will be reflected back
to the same antenna. By the time the pulse returns
to the antenna, the transmitter is switched off and a
very sensitive receiver is switched onto the antenna.
Analysis of the returned pulse gives us a considerable
amount of information about the target Firstly, we
know the direction of the returned signal. We therefore
know the angular (azimuthal as it is known) position
of the target with respect to the radar. It is also possible
to calculate the height of the target from this infor-
mation Secondly, there will be a time delay between
the transmitted and the received pulses From this the
distance of the target from the radar can be calculated.
Thirdly, there may be a Doppler frequency shift.
Hence one can assess the radial velocity of the target.
Finally, having obtained all this information, the
strength of the returned signal can be measured, and
an estimate of the size, and even possibly the shape
of the target may be obtained.

With regard to military applications, the question
of whether the target is a 'goodie' or a 'baddie' is
obviously of some consequence. The usual method
is to transmit from the radar antenna an additional
signal known as an 'ldentify Friend or Foe' or IFF
signai This takes the form of a digitally coded data
stream which will be recognised by a friend, but not
by a foe The friend re-transmits a return signal which
will be recognised by the radar receiver and any attack
procedure would then be aborted. A simple, but
extreme ly eflecliv e techniq ue

One major advance of the last decade has been
the implementation of Phased Array Antennas in
radar applicaiions. Phased arrays allow the microwave
beam to rotate 3600, or'nod' up and down, electro-
nically. The advantages are enormous. There are no
moving parts like motors or bearings. To appreciate
the significance, consider the case of a ship-born
radar. The rotating joint supporting the half-tonne
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antenna must be able to support the weight as its
centre-of-gravity rolls and yaws with the ship's
movement; any wear in the bearings willreflect in the
inaccuracy of target location. Furthermore, the
bearing must be impervious to salt-water corrosion.
If that is not enough, the joint must carry, simultan-
eously, up to three independent microwave signals
with negligible reflection or loss at the joint.

The phased-array negates these requirements.
The antenna no longer physically moves - only the
beam swings Since it is electronic, the period of
rotation is governed by electronic rather than
mechanical processes. A rotation speed of one turn
per millisecond would be a reasonable expectation
from a phased array system, as opposed to one turn

AR 325 'Commander' RADAR

every four seconds ftom a mechanical system - fast
enough to update a computer memory bank at a rate
at which it would not get bored!

It is not only the direction of the beam which may
be controlled electronically The beamwidth, or how
concentrated the beam is in one direction, can also
be controlled. In a purely mechanicalsystem this can
only be achieved by shrinking, or expanding the dish!
One may be forgiven for thinking that, for radar
applications, the more pointed the beam, the better.
However if this pararyreter can be varied electronically,
we can totally rethink our target search regime Instead
of searching for the target in a sequential manner at
each degree of rotation in turn, we may commence
the search with a Iast, wi.de angle, sweep. When
suspicion falls on a particular area of the sky due to
a weak return signal being detected, a narrower beam
may be used, just to check the suspicious area.
Change of beam direction can take place near
instantaneously - there is no inertia in an electro-
nically swinging beam. By this means, close, fast-
moving targets may be detected quickly, and also the
possibility of multiple-target detection becomes a
reality.

From
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Thematiq Mapper image for the lsle of Wight

The operation of phased array antennae are
conceptually fairly simple to understand. They consist,
not of one antenna, but many (up to 10,000) small
antenna elements, normally mounted on the surface
of a flat plate, each fed from the one transmitter. If
each element is fed with a signal of equal amplitude
and equal phase from the transmitter the combined
beam from all the elements produces a main beam
at right angles to the elements. If the phase of the
signal feeding each element is changed, (achieved
electronically) the resultant beam will then turn to
produce a new equal-phase beam at an angle to the
original beam.

With regard to electronic control of the
beamwidth, we know that a small antenna (with
respect to the wavelength) produces a wide beam-
width while a large antenna produces a narrow
beamwidth We can effectively alter the lize' of our
phased array antenna by attenuating the signals to the
outer elements of the array, thus electronically making
the antenna smaller and hence producing a wider
beam

Remote Sensing
Remote sensing is principally concerned with
attempting io investigate aspects of the earth from
space-borne satellites. The technology matured,
originally due to the United States' desire to have
knowledge of the Russian grain harvest. From this
early requirement, remote sensing has turned into a
series o{ techniques and technology which can
provide low cost detailed information about almost
all parts of the world

Microwave technology forms but one aspqct of
the science of remote sensing. Often three types of
sensors are used The first and main sensor will be
optical. This usually consists of three cameras, one for
each primary colour. This is the only sensor capable
of providing a real colour image. The second sensor
will be sensitive to only the infra-red part of the
spectrum. This camera will detect, primarily 'hot'
objects such as cars, buildings, tanks, or large groups
of people The final sensor, the microwave camera,

(an ultra-sensitive microwave receiver) can pick up
some hot objects, but is especially sensitive to any form
of electromagnetic radiation emissions such as power
lines, radar and communication equipment, or even
telephone cables. The sensors can detect these
emissions within buildings, under water or even from
cables buried underground.

Remote sensing satellites are not usually
geostationary since there's not much interest in taking
pictures of the same spot on the earth's surface! They
are normally in what are known as sun synchronous
orbit, which means they fly over the earth's surface in
such a manner that, to the satellite, it is always the
same time of the day. In other words the satellite and
the sun appear to move around the earth at the same
speed. The time chosen for the Land-Sat family of
remote sensing satellites was 9.30am, this being
considered as providing the best lighting conditions
for the colour photography.

There is much argument over the resolution
capabilities of such satellites, it being reported that
such military craft can read newspapers, recognise
faces, or read the regimental numbers from the
uniforms of earthbound soldiers. I do not propose to
enter into the theoretical capabilities of such systems,
only to report what I have seen. Certainly individual
cars (or tanks!) can be seen, as can large (greater than
30) groups of people River bridges are easily
recognisable, and power cables running under water
and/or land are observable.

The key to the success of remote sensing tech-
nology is not only in the use of high resolution
cameras, but also in the data processing o{ the infor-
mation once it is beamed down to earth (by micro-
wave link, of course!). Firstly, software error detection
techniques are applied to the raw data belore any
attempt is made to display the picture Secondly,
because all the information is held as data in a
computer memory, it can be manipulated in much the
same way as pop video effects. Allthe data from the
various sensors are merged to produce a combined
microwave/infra-red,/optical image in a ratio that gives
the best picture for the required purpose. Computer
generated artificial colouring is often applied to the
picture. Aesthetically, we like the land to be green and
the sea to be a lovely shade of blue for instance. If one
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is particularly looking for a lield of wheat, for instance,
once found, it can bi highlighted in any suitable bright
colour.

'One of the more remarkable data processing
effects, particularly with the advent of artificial
intelligence techniques, is that of pattern recognition.
This enables one to locate, say, all the golf courses in
a particular area from knowledge of the location of
one golf course. The computer merely searches lor
a match in the radiation spectrum profile of the known
area, over the larger search area.

Remote sensing is no longer exclusively used by
the military. It is used to aid weather forcasting, to
analyse crop harvests, as an aid to navigation, and is
also used by city planners and geologists. Recently,
with the increased interest in Green issues, Landsat
IV has been used to monitor pollution levels, assess
levels of fish and livestock and look into the extent of
deforestation. The polar ice caps can be seen, thereby
monitoring the extent of the 'greenhouse effect'.
Landsat IV is in orbit at only 700km and at this height
can even resolve the difference between a field of
wheat and a field of barley - something I'm not
convinced I could even manage at ground level.

Medical Applications
Microwave medical applications employ, in the main,
techniques which were developed from other appli-
cations such as ovens, radar and remote sensing.

Therapeutic applications involve applying
microwave enetgy to patients such that the affected
region of the body warms rather like the microwave
oven. Tieatment falls into two principle categories,
diathermy and hyperthermia.

Diathermy treatment is concerned with the
gentle warming of tissue for the heatment of joint and
muscle disorders, principally rheumatism and arthritis.
The application of heat is a therapeutic procedure
commonly used in medicine. A localtemperature rise
speeds up the metabolic processes, producing a

dilation of blood vessels. An increase in blood flow
results, together with a better irrigation of the tissues,
and a faster removal of wastes and heat. Tissues
warmed up in this mann er receive more nutrients and
antibodies, and the healing process is thus speeded
up. At the same time, the pain is reduced and sedative
effects are noted. Classical ways to apply heat such
as hot packs, baths or paraffin baths reach the surface
only - it takes microwaves to reach those parts others
cannot reach! The power level and exposure duration
are critical factors determined by medical staff with
much experience. The moral: dont stick your tennis
elbow in your microwave oven, skin burns would be
the least of your problems!

Hyperthermia, on the other hand uses higher
powers and is used with increasing success for the
treatment of cancer. Body cells, whether healthy or
malignant, are killed if their temperature is elevated
to 43o for 10-15 minutes. Itfollowsthattumours might
be destroyed by focusing microwaves on them while
cooling the sunounding tissues. Unfortunately matters
are not so simple. If a low frequency is utilised, good
penetration of the tissue is obtained, but as discussed
in the radar section above, efficient focusing of the
beam, so important for preventing damage to the
surrounding tissue, is impossible. A higher frequency
which allows good focusing facilities will not penetate
so deeply due to the high water content of the tissue
and blood. Best results of hyperthermia treatment
have been reported when combined with other, more
established cancer treatments such as chemotherapy
and radiotherapy.

The heat of a therapeutic X-ray machine is that
of an electron accelerator and a microwave generator,
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either a klyshon or a magnetron. The microwave
power helps accelerate electrons to a high enough
energy to generate X-rays when the electrons strike
a target. Electron linear accelerators have been widely
used for radiation therapy and industrial radiography
(a technique employed to detect fatigue and cracks
in industrial materials). Modern therapeutic machines
are used for cancer treatment by using electrons as
well as high energy X-rays.

Microwave MedicalThermometry is a technique,
presently in the early stages of development, of
measuring the patient's temperature non-invasively
(ie without sticking anything into the body!). All
material held at a temperature above absolute zero
(-2730Cl will radiate electromagnetic energy over
a broad range of frequencies centred on a frequency
dependent on the temperature. Incandescant light
bulbs radiate in the visible region for instance. At about
23oC the human body produces measurable radia-
tion in the microwave region which can be detected
using sensitive receivers in a similar manner to remote
sensing satellites Because malignant tissue tends to
lie at a somewhat elevated temperature, this may be
detected without recourse to the more usual invasive
methods such as X-ray or ultrasound.

Photo courtesy Racal Electronics

Into The Future
Having charted the progress of the microwave
industry over the past 100 years or so, I will now
attempt to predict microwave developments up to the
turn of the century, and allowing for some scientific
licence, into the 21st.

In order to consider these aspects it is necessary
to examine in more detail the design and engineering
changes which have occurred in the industry over the
last 10 years. First, and foremost, the use of computers
in the design of microwave circuits and components
has changed from an academic concept 10 years ago
to an essential design tool of the microwave engineer.
Even so, more research mrist continue in this field.
Many fundamental analysis techniques are still not
accurately modellable on PCs. Secondly, microwave
engineers have had to become far more interdiscip-
linary than of old. This trend must continue if we are
to design some of the equipment I will be alluding to
later in this section. Finally, the progress we have seen
in the field of materials technology must continue. The
1980s have seen major advancements in the manu-
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facture of ultra-pure semiconductor materials for use
in microwave integrated circuits and very low noise
devices. Possible emphasis in the 90s willbe on room
temperature superconductor devices, and what have
become known as quantum devices.

On a somewhat pessimistic note, I predict that
the 90s will bring a decimation of the industry. Many
microwave companies will simply not be here at the
turn of the century. The reason for this funereal
attitude is the proportion of the industry which
presently lies in the military sector - currently about
90% world-wide, approximately 80% in Britain.

The military electronic market has been hit with
two blows. The first was the demise of the 'Nimrod'
project. This was an enormous military conhact which
went enormously wrong! The aim was to develop an
aircraft based submarine detection system. However,
after years of overspending and extensions to time-
scales, the government eventually called a halt to the
contract, but only after billions of defence pounds had
been wasted. Following the bad publicity this

Central London from remote sensing satellite
Photo courtesy NRSC Farnborough

produced, the whole military contuacting system was
tightened up. Although in my opinion this was long
overdue, unfortunately as a consequence, less money
became available for research. We are five years on
from the 'Nimrod' affair, but the full repercussions have
yet to filter through and reflect in company profits.

Secondly, the changes seen in the USSR and
Eastern Europe recently will no doubt, result in a
change in attitude in the West which will be reflected
in the amount of money required to be spent on
defence. The massive defence budgets of the
1950-80s could be a thing of the past.

Which companies survive will depend on how
quickly they can change their image, marketing and
sales strategy, as well as how accurately they can
predict the changing popularities of the various
microwave applications. I believe company size will
be no advantage during this atrophy - the larger
companies, in order to survive, must reduce their
administrative inertia and be prepared to plough what
resources they have quickly lnto new and challenging
research ventures. They must be capable of gearing
up for large production runs of tens of thousands of

units within short timescales, then crash them down
at the whim of market forces, ready to begin on other
projects. Production lines for military contracts
typically took many man-hours to set up, were
extremely costly and production runs were often only
tens or hundreds of units. This expense was justified
on the grounds of military reliability requirements.
Each unit was heated, cooled, vibrated, dropped,
subjected to nuclear and thermal flashes, and only
then, if it was still functional, was it shipped. In
contrast, commercial quality control often entails
shipping the wretched thing, and if the customer
moans, exchange it.

Until recently, microwave electronics has been
one of the most expensive technologies. A bipolar
transistor costing 8p in the pages of an electronics
magazine would cost at least f40 when operation at
4GHz is required. A simple thing like a piece of wire,
say, 200mm long, has a negligible cost at dc, but when
operation is required at 10GHz, a length of waveguide
may be required, costing in the region of f10; at
100GHz, getting on for f 100. To be fair, these prices
reflect the research and technology costs and also high
raw material costs. The fact is, the military market
could afford it, the domestic market most definitely
cannot.

There is light at the end of the tunnel. Our
Rupert, bless his cotton socks, has done to the
microwave industy what Sir Clive Sinclair (remember
him?) did to the computer indushy. A Satcom system
for under 1200 would have been totally unbelievable
even five years ago - the fact that the standard of
programmes beamed down are also unbelievable is
a shame, but should not detract from the future
technical capabilities.

Consequently, I see microwave equipment
becoming increasing accessible to the public sector
and not just available to those who deal with the sharp
end of missiles. The question is, are there sufficient
applications to go around once the military market has
been pruned to the roots? I believe the answer to be
positive if the correct attitude is taken by industry and
the Government.

Mostof this article has been paying compliment
to the remarkable achievements of the last century,
but let us stop for one moment and consider what has
not been achieved. Some of the non-accomplish-
ments of science are equally remarkable!

We may, for example be able to detect many
missiles approaqhing a target simultaneously, but a
vacuum cleaner is yet to be marketed which can
successfully detect comparatively static furnishings in
a typical lounge and thereby automate the tedium of
housework. We can monitor troop and tank move-
ment from space, but, as yet, do not have the
technology to warn a driver when he is about to collide
with another vehicle. Using direction finding
technology from space we can locate, to within
metres, an inflatable dinghy in the vastness of the
Pacific, yet 5% of all city traffic, at any one time is, in
fact, lost! Information hansfer of a military, or business
nature is incredible, both in terms of quality and
quantity, but many areas of the third world are unable
to inform us of their plight by any means of
communication.

The secret to be the continuance of a successful
microwave industry lies in reduction of costs, mass
production and research into applications which will
appear in the high street store, not military exhibitions.
Applications to the end of the century will, however,
maintain the methodologies currently used in heating,
radar, remote sensing and communications.

Colin White is a lecturer in microwave
technology at Portsmouth Polytechnic.



SERIAL OR ARALLEL
LOI-]DSPEAKERS

hen the terms senal or parallel are
applied to a loud speaker it is

usually reJated to the speaker's
electrical connections. In this
article, however, the terms are used

to denote the speaker's acoustic output. To clarify this,
most people have heard a speaker system that uses
more than one driver for the same frequency. This
configuration is an example of the parallel function

The reason that most listeners are not familiar
with the serial function is that it is relatively new and
can only be found in speaker systems that use a plastic
film for the moving element To illustrate this tech-
nology, this article will describe the theory, operation
and construction of an electrostatic or ESL speaker.
This knowledge will then be used to show the
advantages of a serial speaker

The primary purpose of a loudspeaker is to
convert electrical into acoustic energy This transfer,
in a conventional or electromagnetic speaker. is a

function of the force produced by a magnetic field.
BasicalIy this type of speaker is made by connecting
a coil ol wire that has been wound on a form, to a
paper or plastic cone. Following this, the coil is
positioned inside a magnetic field that is produced by
a permanent magnet. As the current from an audio
amplifier flows through the coil, it will create another
magnetic field. This fjeld, will either produce a force
of attraction or one of repuision. The cone, which is

attached to the coil. willfollow this movement and the
air molecules next to its surface will be excited by the
moving cone. As time passes this molecular move-
ment willtravel away from the source and be detected
by our ears. Our brain will interpret this motion as a
sound coming from the speaker

While the above method of sound reproduction
is the most common it is not the only type of
iransducer that can shift energy from one form to
another. Many experts in sound reproduction have
discovered the outstanding performance of an
electrostatic speaker

Without knowing anything else about it, the
name implies there is a difference between it and the
electromagnetic speaker. While a conventional
speaker relies on the force produced by a magnetic
field, the ESL uses an electric field to accomplish a
similar task Because the electrostatic forces are
usually smaller than its electromagnetic counterpart,
the material that moves the air molecules is also much
lighter.

Historical
The principles which govern ihe performance of an
ESL have been known for many years. Their
development, however, was hindered by many
problems In the early days (before the second world
war) the limitations were mainly in the materials
needed to make the diaphragm. While this problem
reduceci their commercialisation, it did not stop their
developrnent One inventor solved this dilemma by
making the diaphragm out of a cloth that had been
impregnated with metallic thread

The most significant contribution to the develop-
ment of the ESL was the invention of mylar by the El
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Fig. 1 Electrostatic speaker with
multiple diaphragms. Photo
courtesy of the Sound Lab. Co, Utah

Dupont Corporation This material was patented in
1949 Since that time, most commercial electrostatic
speakers have used it for a diaphragm. One of the first
was a speaker made by Arthur Janszen In the early
fifties Janszen produced an electrostatic tweeter array.
His product was usually paired with a book shell
speaker from Acoustic Research Later Janszen
produced a full range speaker, and it became well-
known as the KLH-9

Another weli-known speaker of that era was the
Pickering Isophase It was produced by the Pickering
Company, which also made the best and most widely
accepted phonograph cartridge. Unfortunaiely, their
electrostatic speaker never enjoyed the same
popularity.

In the United Kingdpm, Peter Walker, of the
Acoustical Manufacturing Company, and DTN
Williamson, of Ferranti Wireless Works, designed the
first Quad electrostatic speaker. This ESL enjoyed
many years of successful production, but it was
eventually replaced (in 1982) by a newer and
improved model called the Quad 63.

Although each of the early speakers had some
unique characteristic, they had trouble competing with
the conventional speaker. Besides their cost, they
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lacked the power neededto reproduce adequately the
bass frequencies. Another factor in their acceptance
was public opinion about what represented good bass
response. Most listeners of that time associated good
bass with the boom boxes that were popular in the
{ifties and early sixties.

Gradually as the public's appreciation for high-
quality sound improved, so did the technology of the
electrostatic speaker. Besides an increase in the
diaphragm area, the Quad 63 uses an electrical delay
line to create a sound field with a spherical wavefront.
Not only is this a significant accomplishment from a
flat diaphragm, but the results closely resembles how
a sound is produced by an ideal source.

In the early 70s the engineers at Koss Inc
up with another interesting idea for improving
performance of an ESL. Their concept was to increase
the number of diaphragms. Many years later in 1985
Harold Beveridge patented a technique for making
a speaker with a multiple diaphragm. Today, the
Sound Lab Company, of Park City Utah, makes an
ESL that uses a multiple diaphram (see Figure 1). It
is this configuration that produces the serialfunction.

Electrostatic Principles
Electrostatics is the science of elechicity that deals with
objects that have been electrically charged. When an
object is charged, it will be surrounded by an electric
field This field in turn produces a corresponding
electrostatic force. If an uncharged object is brought
near one that has been charged, it will be influenced
by the force that surrounds the charged object. When
two charged objects are situated near each other they
will produce an interactive force The direction of this
force is determined by the polarity of the charges, and
it is similar to the force that exists around two magnets
That is, like charges will repel each other and unlike
charges will have a force of attraction.

Electric Charge
People are usually aware that liquids, gases and solids
are made up of many atoms. Every atom, in turn, has
two basic parts. In the centre is the core or nucleus.
It has a positive charge. Orbiting around this core is
one or more electrons. Each electron has a negative
charge. The material's characteristic will determine

came
q the

how many electrons revolve around the nucleus. In
most materials the positive charge on the nucleus is
equal io the negative charge produced by the
electrons, and the atom remains neutral.

One important characteristic of an atom is its
abllity to gain or lose an electron. When it gains an
electron it is called a negative ion. This means that it
will have a negative charge. Similarly if an atom loses
an electron it becomes a positive ion, and it will have
a positive charge

The charge acquired by an object is determined
by the total number of electrons revolving around the
nucleus of each atom. Normally this charge is very
small and it makes them inconvenient to use in
caiculations, To overcome this situation, electrical
charge is measured in coulombs, and one coulomb
is equal to 6 28x 10 I 8 electrons

Electric Field
If a spherical object is electrically charged, there will
be a uniform elechic field sunounding it. This is shown
in Figure 2. The lines spreading out from the sphere

As they diverge,
f the field, at any
r of lines per unit

area. At the inner radius (r1) the electric field is greater
than it is at the outer radius (r2). For any position
around the charged sphere the strength ofthe electric
field can by calculated by:

Fs: (k x Q)/R2
where Fs is the field shength in newtons/coulomb and
k is a value that depends upon the units of
measurement.
Q is the electric charge in coulombs and R is the radial
distance from the sphere in metres

&rpg Produced By An Electric
Field
If an object is located some distance from a charged
sphere, it will be influenced by the force of the electric
field This force can be calculated by:

F:Fsx Q
where F is the force in newtons.

The above formula only applies to a single object
that has been placed in an electric field. It alsoassumes
that the object is small and does not disturb the electric
field produced by the sphere. When iwo charged
objects are near each other the force between them
is equal to:

F:kx (Q1xe2l/R,
where Q1 is the charge on one object, e2 is the charge
on the other object and R is the distance between
objects in metres.

As an example of this last equation, suppose two
spheres are located one metre apart Each of the
spheres has a negative charge of one coulomb. The
force between the spheres is equal to:

F:9.07 x(-1x -U/O),:9.07 newtons
(Multiplying this result by 0.248 will produce an

answer in pounds ) Because both spheres have the
same polarity, the force between them is one of
repulsion. Changing the charge polarity on either one
of the spheres will produce a force of attraction.

Speaker Capacity
In electronics, a device that has two or more plates
and stores energy in an electric field is .uiled a
capacitor An electrostatic speaker is analgous in the
respect because it will store energy in the electric field
between the plates and the diaphragm.

Fig. 2 Electric field around a charged object.
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Storing energy is similar to stockpiling something
in a glass jar. The storage capacity of a glass jar is
determined by the diameter and height of the jar. lts
capacity is measured in such terms as pints, quarts or
gallons. In an ESL the storage capacity is determined
by the size of the plates. and the distance between
them and the diaphragm. This capacity is measured
in an electrical unit called the Farad.

One of the difficulties associated with this unit of
measurement is that it is too coarse, and does not
provide an accurate indication of the storage
capability To illustrate, suppose the measuring system
for the jars did not have a smaller unit. All
measurements had to be made in gallons. A half pint,
for instance, would be 1,216 of a gallon. Such a system
is not very convenient or accurate and fortunately the
other sizes are available.

Because the Farad is also a large unit of
measurement the storage capacity for a capacitor or
an electrostatic speaker is indicated in smaller units
such as the micro or pico farad The rnicrofarad is one
millionth of a Farad, while the picofarad is one
millionth of a microfarad.

The storage capacity of an ESL is also dependent
on the material that separates the plate from the
diaphragm. Usually this space is filled with air, and the
capacity can be determined by:

C:(kxA)/d
:(8.85x10-t,xA)/d

where C is the storage capacity in Farads, k is a

constant that assumes the separation is filled with air
(8.85x 10- '') and A is plate area in square metres.
d is the distance between the plate and the diaphram
in metres.

For a speaker with a plate size of 24by 24inches,
the equivalent area is 0.372 square metres. If the
distance between either one of the plates and the
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diaphragm is 0.0625 inches, this corresponds to
1.5875x 10- 3 metres. Using the metric values the
storage capacity for this speaker is:

C: t(8.85 x 10 - "1x(0.372)/(1.5875 x 10-,)
:2074 picofarads

This is the capacity between the diaphram and either
one of the plates.

At this point most of the basic factors pertinent
to the fields of electrostatic have been defined. This
information can now be used to describe how they are
incorporated into an electrostatic speaker. Before
doing this, however, the following section will briefly
describe how an ESL is made.

Electrostatic Sneaker
Construction
The photograph shown in Figure 3 is an ESL with its
grille cloth removed This particular speaker system
consists of two speaker panels plus some associated
elechonics. Because the two panels are the same, the
following description can be applied to either one.

The easiest way to visualize how an electrostatic
speaker is made is to think of it as a cheese sandwich.
On the outside the bread is replaced by a pair of
conductive plates. In addition to their conductivity the
plates must also be acoustically transparent. This is
accomplished by using a perforated material. The
open area is approximately 50% of the plate area.

The cheese, in the sandwich, is replaced by a
thin, moveable, conductive diaphragm. Although the
cheese and the bread are often separated by butter,
the diaphragm and the plates are isolated by a layer
of air Support for the diaphragm is provided by
stretching it over a set of spacers. They are located on
the outer edge of the speaker panel. The diagram
shown in Figure 4 illustrates the basic construction of
an elctrostatic speaker.

Electrical Characteristics Of A
Speaker
The electrical characteristics of an ESL can be divided
into two parts. The first will cover those factors that
are associated with a stationary diaphragm, and the
second willaddress what happens when the diaphram
ls movrng.

The charge used in an electrostatic speaker is
produced by a high voltage power supply. Its purpose
is to establish a linear electric field between each of
the plates and the diaphragm. Its output voltage is

DIAPHRAGM

Fig. 4 Electrostatic speaker construction.

Fig. 3 Electrostatic speaker with grille cloth removed.
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determined
for instance
separation. I
a mid-range
linear electric field. As shown in Figure 5a, this power
supply is connected between the two plates and the
diaphragm.

Diaphragm Force
When the high voltage, shown in Figure 5a, is
supplied each plate produces a force of aitraction for
the charge on the diaphragm. This force is equal to:

(where a mil is 0.001 inches) and can be calculated by;
E:V/d

where E is the field strength in volts,/mil, V is the
the plates and the diaphragm and
ce between the plates and the
ls.

For a
of 0.0625 i

the field st
significance of this parameter is shown in Figure 6.

Field Strength Limits
limit to the lield strength is
used to separate the charg
ve witnessed an electrical

seen what happens when this material limit is
exceeded two ies haveproduced ic fie strength
of this fie mits rial t[at
separates them, in this case the air, there is a fiash of
lightning.

For an E
the strength
applied acros
between the

a spark willjump between th ed
The maximum voltage that ed
e air gap of an electrostatic 75

The Dynamic Speaker
Although a conventional speaker has been referred,
to as a dynamic speaker, in this instance the word
dynamic is used to indicate an ESL with a moving
diaphragm

The preceding material has described some of
that affect an ESL

. To make the diap
namic performance,

hod for
When

ro, the

voltage increases it will produce an AC ;:t:::
between points a and c in Figure 5b.

. The polarity of the voltage on the plates is
determined by both the transformer connections and
by the AC signal. If the voltage between a and b has
a pos ty, then b an an equal
ampli a negative hen ihe
altern ge shown in reached
its positive peak (Vp) the diaphragm will have reached
the maximum limit of its excursion. In Figure Sb it will
be closest to the plate connected to terminal c of the
transformer. When the voltage reverses itself and the
input reaches its negative peak (-Vp) the diaphram
will be closest to the opposite plate.

boa
deYvofl

states that if an ESL uses a constant potential
difference to establish a force on a moving diaphragm,
it will have a non-linear output. In other words the

produced by the bias voltage, V.
To maintain a constant charge, the moving

diaphragm must not produce a current flow in th!

This equation is similar to the one shown in the section
on the Q in this case is the charge
betwee tes and the diaphragm. Its
value c by,

Q:CxV
where C is the plate to diaphragm capacity in farads
and V is the voltage between the plates and the
diaphragm.

For a speaker with a capacity ol 207 4 picofarads
and a power supply or bias voltage, V, of 3000 volts,
the charge is equal to:

:2.074x10-,x3000
:6.22x 10- 6 coulombs

Inserting this value into the force equation
provides the following result.

F: t9.07x (CxV)l/d,
:22.4 newtons or 5.55 pounds

Because the diaphragm and the plates have opposite
polarities, the force is one of athaction. It tends to draw
the diaphram toward one of the plates. The .status
condition is due to the speaker's symmetrical
construction.

Field Strength
The application of a voltage between the plate and
the diaphragm, produces another important speaker
characteristic. In this case, it is the strength of the
elechic field. This value is usually specified in volts,/mil

F:(9.07 xQl/d,

Fig. 5 DC and AC electrostatic speaker connections.
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resistor. This is accomplished by making the time
constant (RC) very long. The R in this equation is the
value of the resistor and C is the speaker's capacity.
If the time constant is greater than the half period of
the speakers lowest frequency there will be no current
flow through the resistor, and the diaphragm will have
a constant charge.

Afterthe diaphragm has been charged, the AC
voltage between a and c will produce an alternating
force. When this voltage reaches its peak value the
force of athaction on the charged diaphragm is equal
to:

F:ExQ
where F is the force in newtons, E is the field strength
in volts/metre and Q the charge on the diaphragrn.

To obtain the maximum acoustic output the
peak-to-peak value of the AC voltage must be equal
to the field intensity set by the charging voltage
Because the plate-to-plate separation is twice the plate
to diaphragm spacing, the AC voltage must be at least
twice the charging voltage. For a field intensity of 50
volts per mil and a spacing (plate-to-plate) of 0.125
inches, the AC voltage must be 6250 volts This will
make the lield intensity, in metres, equal to:

E:V/d
where V is the voltage difference between the two
plates and d is the distance between the two plates,
in metres.

Therefore:
E : 6250 / (0.t25 x 2.54 x 10 - ))

: 1.969 x106 volts/metre
Multiplying this by the charge on the diaphragm

produces a force that is equal to:
F: (1.969 x 106) x (6.22x10- 6)

:72.25 newtons

Diaphragm Power
When an object is moved over a distance in a specified
time, it requires some expenditure of energy. The
power required to move the diaphragm can be
determined by using the RMS value of both the force
and the distance. That is:p: (F.-, x d,_,) /t
where P is the power required to move the diaphragm
(in watts) and t is the time required to move the
diaphragm

For a frequency of 100H2, this power is equalto:
P : (72 25 / 2x0 707) t(0 725 xZ 54x 10- ) / 2\ x 0.7 071

0.01
:0.486 watts or 486 milliwatts
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Fig. 6 Speaker output against bias voltage.

Wilmslow Audio's NEW ranoe of
speaker kits from Peerless.'

This new range of lour kits utilise
CC technology drive units
for optimum performance

The kit contains all the cabinet
components (accurately
machined from smooth MDF
for easy assembly)

Pictured here the Force 6,
a large floor standing design.

Dimensions.
800 x 275 x 335 mm
Response:
32 HZ-20 KHZ
AMP Suitability: 30-1 20w
lmpedence: B ohms

Price
Force2 f,15!l
Force 4 f179
Force6 8199
Force8-45

Wi I ms low B';U:,':1,:5'n!'..,","

DlYSpeakercataogueEt 50 lEIr Tetephonecredit card q-l
post free (export C3.501 tl4s-'ll orders wetcome lrEl
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ALL PBICES INCLUDE VAT
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ONE POUND BARGAIN PACKS
Allpacksare!1 each Notetheligureontheexlremeleltisthe
packrelnumberandthe nexl ligures sthe quantityof ilems in
lhe pack, trnally a short description

5 1 3A spurs provrde a lused outlet to a nng main where device
such as a clook must not be switched ofl

2 6v lAmainslranslormersuprightmountingwithliring
clamps

TV SOUND DECODER. Nicely cased, mains powered with I
channels Will drire a small speaker directly or could be led into Hl Fl system
etc t12 00 each Ref: 12P22

VIDEO TAPES Thes are three hourtapes of superior quality, made
underlicencefrom thefamousJVCCompany.Ofleredatonlye3each our
rel 3P63. 0r 5 for11l 0ur rel 11P3 0rlorthe really big user 10lor C20 0ur
rcl20P20

ELECTRONIC SPACESHIP.
Sound and impact controlled, responds to
claps and shouls and reverseswhen it hits
anything Kil with really detailed instruc-
tions ldeal present for budding young
electrician A youngster should be able to
assmble butyou mayhave to helpwith the
nthepcb Complete kit€10 Ourref 10P8'1soldering ollhe components 0n the pcb

2KV 500 WATT MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Suitableror
high voliage exp€riments or s a spare ior a micrwaw oren etc f10 00 Ref :

10P93

12" HIGH BESOUTTION MONITOR. Amberscreen,
beautilullycasedtorfreeslanding, needsonlyal2v 1 5ampsupply.
Technical data is on its way butwe understand these are TTL rnput
Brand newin maker'scartons Price: [22 Otdet tel22P2

STC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY 220v ol
ll0Voperaliongiving5Val2A +24at 25A +12al l5Aand +90Vat 4A
t1200each Ret:12P27

COMPOSITE VIOEO KITS. Thesconvertcomposilevideointo
separate h-sync, v-sync andvideo PricetS Our refBP39

BUSH RADIO MlDl SPEAKERS. Stereo pair EASS reflex
syslem usingalull range4indriverol4ohmsimpedance. l\,lounled invery
n rcely m ade black konted waln ut fin ish cabi nets. Cabi net srze applox 8r/2 i n

wide, 14in high and 3%in deep Fitled with a g@d length ol speaker flex and
terminati ng with a normal audio plug Price 15 the pair 0ur lei 5P141

3% in FLOPPY DRIVES. We srill havetwo models in s1@k: Single
sided, S0track, by Chinon. Thisis in lhe manufaclure6 metal ca* with leads
and IDC connectors. Price Q40, rslerence 40P1. Also a double sided, 80
irack, byNEC Thisisuncased Pricet60,reference60P2 Bothalebrand

YUASHA SEAI-ED LEAD ACID BATTERIES 6V 1OAH

only[900 each or2for t1500 Rel: !5PS/.

SINCLAIR C5 WHEELS
lncluding inner tubes and tyres 13" and 16" diameter spoked
polycarbonatewhe€lstinishedin black Onlye6each 13" Iel6P20
16" tel 6P21

PC STYLE CASES 18" x18" x6". Completewithlanandgrill
illuminatedpowerswitch and lECfiltered powerinputplug Pliced alonly
Ql500 Ref:15P38

VERY POWERFUL 12 VOLT MOTORS. 1/3rd Horsepower
Madeto drive the Sinclair C5 electric cil but adaptableto powel a go- karl,
a mower, a rail cal model railway, etc Brand new Pticel20 Ou rc120P22

PC POWER SUPPLIES. Brand new with buill in fan and power

swilchontheback +5 -5 +12 -12 l50wattmadebyAzTEC t2500each
Rel: 25P18

PHILIPS LASEB
This is helium - neon and has aporer rating ol 2mW Completely safe
so long asyou donotlookdirectly intothe beam when eye damage
could resull. Brand new, lull spec, t35. Mainsoperated powersupply
forthistubegivesSkvstrikingand 1 25kvat5mArunning Complele
kitwithcasetl5

OBGAN MASTER is a three oclave musical keyboard lt is
beautifully made, hasfull size (piano size) keys, has gold plated contacts
and is compteie with ribbon cable and edge connector Can be used wilh
manycomputers, requestinlormationsheet Brand new, onlytl5plust3
postage Our ref 15P15

HIGH BESOLUTION MONITOR. 9in black and white, used
Philips tube [424l306W [,lade up in a lacquered frame and has open side
MadelorusewithOPDcomputerbutsuitableformostothers Brand new,
t20 Rel 20P6

12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN. Japanese made The popular
squareshape4'l/2in x y

consumeverylittlecu e
brushtype motorsdo. I
each. OurrefSP2A

MlNl MONO AMP on pc b size4"
Fitted Volume conlrol, The amplifier
has three transistors and we estimate
theoutpulto be 2W rms [.,lole
lechnical datawill be included
with the amp Brand new, perfecl
condilion, ol,ered atthe very low
price of E1.15 each, or 13 lor C12.

NEW MAINS MOTORS, 25 watt 3000 rpm made by Flamco
approx 6" x4" x3" priced at only C4 Ref 4P54

SHADED POLE MOTORS. Approx3" squareavailablein 24V

ACor240VAC, bothwiththreadedoutputshaft and2fixingbolts Priceis
E2 each 24V ref 2p65 240V ref 2P66

MICROWAVE TURNTABLE MOTORS. complete with
weight sensing eleckonisthat would have varied thecookingtime ldeal
tor window displays etc Only f 5 Ref 5P165

SUBFACE MOUNT KlT. Makes a super high gain snooping
amplifier on a PCB less than an inch squarel tZ Rel 7P15

INDUCTIVE PROXIMITY SWITCHES. Made by Honeywell
these unils are brand newand oflered at only tl2each which is a fraction
ol their normal price 10-36V DC model Iel 12Pl9 or main version 12P20

1990 CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE PLEASE
SEND 6" x "9 SAE FOR FREE COPY

BULLELECIRICAL
Dept. ETl,250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 5OT.
MAILORDERTERMS:Cash, POorchequewithorder Pleaseadd t2 50
seryrce charge. Monthly accountorders a6cept from schools and public
companies. Access & Barclaycardorders ale accspted - minimum t5.

Phone (0273) 203500 Fax 2302

POPULAR ITEMS _ MANY NEW THIS MONTH

1 990 CATALOGUE now available - phone Jor copy,

YUASA LEAD ACID BECHARGEABLE BATTERIES.
1 gAH 12V €600 each

JOYSTICKS toreeO, Alari. Dragon. Commodore, C64only.All C5each
All brand new, state which required.

BOSCHERT SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLIEB.
+5at15A +12at3A -12 al2{ +24a124220u ot 110vinput Brandnewand

guaranteed Betail price is t180!l ours t20 Flel: 20P30

SUB-MlN PUSH SWITCHES Not much bigger than a plastic
kansislor but double pole. PCB mounting. Three for t'1. Our ref 80688.

AA CELLS. Probablythe mostpopularof the rshargeable NlCADlypes
41o(14 Ovrcl4P44

20 WATT 40HM SPEAKER With builtintreeter Reallyrell made
unitwhichhasthepowerandthequalityiorhili 6%india Price€5 0urref
5P155 or 10 fore40 ref40n

MlNl RADIO MODULE Only 2in square with lerite aerialand solid
dia tuner with own knob. ltis asuperhetanCoperalesfrom a PP3batteryand
would drive a cryslal headphone. Price 11. Our ref 80716.

BULGIN MAINS PLUG AND SOCKET. Theoldtaithful3pin
with screw terminals The plug is panel mounted and the sockel is cable
mounled 2palrsforEl or4plugsor4socketsforll Ourref 80715, 80715P
or BD7155

MICROPHONE. Low cost hand held microphone with on/off switch
in handle, leadterminatesinone3.5plugandone25plug Onlytl Bef BD71l

MOSFETS FOR POWER AMPLIFIEHS AND HIGH
CURRENT DEVlCESl4ov loowpairmade byHitachi Available in
H pack Rei2SJ99 and 25K343 C4a pair Re,4P51

TIME AND TEMPERATURE LCD MODULE. n tz nour
clmk, aCelc us and Fahrenheitlhermomeler, atoo hol alarm and atoo cold
alarm Approx50 x 20mm with 12 Tmrn digits RequiresoneMbattery and
alewswitches Comescompletewilhfulldataanddiagram Price[9 Our
rel 9P5

REMOTE TEMPERATURE PROBE FOR ABOVE. cA
Our rel 3P60

600 WATT AIR OR LIOUID MAINS HEATER. Smallcoil
heater made for heating a ror liquids Will notcorrode, laststoryears, coil
size3inx2inmountedonametalplateforeasylixing,4india PriceC3 Rel
3P78 or4 lor e10 our ref 10P76

EX EOUIPMENT SWITCHED MODE POWER
SUPPLIES. Various makes and specs but generally 15, 112v, ideal
bench supply. 0nly t8 Our rel 8P36

ACORN DATA RECORDER. Made for Eleclrcn or BBC computer
but suitable lor others lncludes mains adaptor, leads and book t12 Ref
12P15

PTFE COATED SILVER PLATED CABLE. le strands of
45mm copper,willcaryup lo30Aandisvirtuallyindestructable Available

in redorblack RegularpriceisowrQl20perreel,ourpriceonlyC20for'100m
reel Ref 20P21 or 1 ol each lor Q35 Rel 35P2 Makes absolutely superb
speaker cable!

NEW PIR SENSORS. lnha red movementsensorswillswitch upto
1000W mains [JK made, '12 months manufacturerswaranty. 15-20m range
with a 0l 0mrn lrmer adjuslable wall bracket, daylight sensor only e25 00
Rel 25P16

GEIGER COUNTER KlT. tncluoestuue, PCBand allcomponents
to build a 9Voperation geiger counter Only t39 Bel39Pl

BBC JOYSTICK INTERFACE. Converts a BBC jolstick port lo
an Atari type port Price t2 our ref2P261

TELEPHONE EXTENSION LEAD. sM phoneextension lead
with plug on one and socket on the olher White Price t3 0ur ref 3P70 or 10

leadslor only t19l Ref 19P2

LCD DISPLAY. 4%in digitssuppliedwith connectjon datat3 Rel3P7
or5tor t10 Ret 10P78

CROSS OVEF NETWORK. 8 ohm 3-way for tweeter midrange
andwoofer Nicelycasedwithconnectionsmarked OnlyC2 Ourref 2P255
or 10lor 115 ref'15P32

BASE STATION MICFOPHONE. Top quality uni-directional
elecket condenser mic 600r impedance sensilrvity 1G18KHz -68db buill
in chime, complete with mic stand bracket, tl5, Ref 15P28.

MICROPHONE STAND. Very heavy chromed mic s1and, magnetic
base 4in high f3 i, orderedwith above mic our rel 3P80

SOLAR POWERED Nl-CAD CHABGER. 4Nicadl,lbattery
charger charges4 batteries in 8 hours Price t6 0ur ref6P3

MAINS SOLDERING IRON. Pricets ourrel3P65

SOLDERING IRON STAND. Price C3 Our rel3P66

C5 GEAREO MOTORS.Please phone for Price and Availability.

CAR IONIZER KlT. lmprovelheainnyourca(clearssmokeandhelps
preventlatique Case req Pricetl2 ourref 12P8

NEW FM BUG KlT. New design with PcB embedded coil 9v
operation Priced att5 0urref 5P158

NEW PANEL METERS. 50tJAmovementwiththreediflerentsdes
thatare broughtintovrewwith alever Priceonlyt3 Bef 3P81

STROBE LIGHTS. Fil a standard Edison screw lightlitting 24ov
40/min flash rate, availablein yellow, green, completewith smket Pricetl0
each Ref 10P80 (state colour reqd)

ELECTRIC SPEED CONTROL KlT. Suitable lor controlling
our powedul l2vmotors Price 117 Bef 17P3 (healsink required)

EXTENSION CABLE WITH A DlFFERENCE.ltisllaton
one side, makrng iteasyto lix and l@k tidy 4core, suitable loralarms, phones
etc ourpriceonlyt5for50m reel Ref 5P153

METAL PROJECT BOX. ldeal,or battery charger, power supply
etc , sprayed grey, size8" x 4" x 41/2",louvtedlorventilation Priceeg Fel
3F/5

12

2
2

2

5

1

5

1

2

10

1

6

4

6

6

6

1

BO22
BD30

BD32

BO42

B045

BD49

BD56

80180
8D193

80199

BD67

BD1O3A

80120

BD132

80134

D8137
80139

80148

80149

30watl reed swrtches, rt s surpflsing whaty0u can make
withe these - burglar alarms, secret sitches. relayetc etc
25 walt loud speaker two unit cross-overs
Nicad conslant cutrenl charges adapt to charge almost any
nrcad battery
Humidtly swilches, as the air becomes damper the
membrane stretches and operates a microswitch
l3A rocker switch three tag so on/cf l, or change over with
cefltre oif
24hr lrme switch, ex-Electrcity Board, automatically
adl!st for lengthening and shortening day
Neon valves, with seriesresistors, these make g@d night
lights
Mini uniselecto( one use is for an electric jigsaw puzzle,

we giwcircultdiagram forthis One pulseintomolor, mryes
swltch through on pole

Suck or blow operated pressure swilch, or il can be
operated by any low pressurevarlations such as water level
n water lanks

6v7501\,4A powersupply, nicelycasedwlth inputandoutput
leads
Skipper boards each contarns a 400v 2A bridge rectifier
and 14 other diodes and rectiiiers as well as dozens oi
condensersetc
Plaslic boxes approx 3" cub€ with square hole through top
so ideal for interupled beam switch
[.l1olors 1or model aerop anes, spin to start so needs no
switch
6%" 40Hl\4 Speaker 10 wall rating
Microphone inseils - magnetic 490 ohm also act as
speakers
Reed relaykitsyou get l6reedwitchesand4coil setswith
noteson making c/o relays and othergadgets
Sa,ety cover lor 13A sockets - prevent those inquisitive
little f ingers gelting nasly shocks
Neon indicaiorsin panel mounting holderswith lens
5 amp3 pin flush mounling sockels makesalowcostdisco
panel - need cable clips
[,4ains solenoid very powedul has 1" pull or could push il
modilied

80201 8 Keyboard swilches - made for computers but have many
other applicalrons

BD21 1 '1 Electric clmk mains operaied put lhis in a box and pu need
never be late

80221 5 12v alarms make a noise about as loud as a caI holn
Slightly solid bul 0K

8D252 1 Panoslat, controls output of boiling ring kom simmer to boil
8D259 50 Leads wilh push on %" lags - a must for hook ups -

mains connections etc
80263 2 oblong push switches for bell or chimes, these can mains

up lo 5ampsso could be footsrtch il fitled into pattless
80268 1 lvlinilwatiampforrecordplayerwlllalsochangespeed

of record player motor
1 Tubular dynamrc mic with optional lable resl
2 [4iniaturedrivertrans,ormers Bef LT44 20ktolk,centre

tapped
2 35volt relays, each with two pairschangeover contacts
2 4 7u1. non-polarised block capacitors, pcb mounting

Thep aEoerl,000 items in oulcahlogue. llyou wanla complete copy
please rcquesl this when ordering.

PERSONAL STEREOS Again customer returns butcomplete and
with stereo head phones A bargain al only e3 each Our rel 3P83

MAINS OPERATED MICBOWAVE CONTROL
PANEL WITH TOUCH SWITCHES rhis has a4disit display
withabuilt'ln clockand2relayoutputs, 1 forpowerand 1 folpulsed power
level. Coulci be used for all sortsoflimercontrol apphcations. Only e6. Fef
6P18

EOUIPMENT WALL MOUNT. Multi-adjustable metal bracket
forspeak, elc 2 forC5 ourref 5P152

STABILISEDPOWEFSUPPLYKIT. +-+iv20A contains
PCB, lranslormerandallcomponentsexcludingcase, etc 0urprlceis 820
Ref20P25

KEYBOARDS. Brand new uncased wllh 84 keys plus PCB wilh
several los only eS ReJ 3P89

SUB-MlN TOGGLE SWITCH. Body size Emmx4mmxTmm
SBDlwithchromedollyfixingnuts 3for11 Ordelref B0649

COPPER CLAO PANEL. FoI making PCB Size approx 12in
longxSl/2in wi quite thick
(aboul 1/16in)s couldeven
lormachassis relBD633.

POWERFUL IONISER
Generales approx 10 times more loNS than the ETI and srmrlar
circurts.Willrelreshyourhome,workloometc.l\,'lakesyouleel
better and work harder - a ete mains operated kit, case
included C18. Ourrel 1BP2

BEAL POWER AMPLIFIER. Forpurcal ithas l50wansoulpul
Frequency response 20hz to 20Khz and signal 1o noise ratiobetterlhan
60d/b. Has buill in shortcircuil protection and adjustable inpul level to suit
yourexrstingcarstereo mneedsnopr+amp.Worksintospeakersref 30P
described below. A real bargain at only t5700. OrdeI ref: 57P1.

REAL POWER CAR SPEAKERS. Slereo pair oulput 100w
each 4-0hm impedence and consisling of 6% " wooter, 2" m id range and
1' lweeter ldeal to work with lhe amplilier described above Price per parr

t3000 Order rel: 30n

BD3O5
80653

80548
80667
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ICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

E9010-1 Component Tester .... ..... F
E9070-2 Active Contact Pickup .. .. E
E9010-3 R4X LongwaveReceiver .... .... C

PCBs for the remaining projects are avaiiable from the companies listed in Buylines.

Usetheformoraphotocopyforyourorder Pleasefill outallpartsofthe{orm.Makesureyouusetheboardreference
numbers This not only identifies the board but also tells you when the project was published The first two numbers
are the gear, the next two are the month

Terms are strictly payment with order We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice
if required Such orders will not be processed until payment is received.

PCB
TELEPHONE

ORDERS
may be made on

(o442)
66551

ACCESS or VISASERVICE
October

E

C
J

K
N
L
E

D

G

t-
TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS'SERVICES,

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no. Price Code Price Total Price

Post and packing t0.75

Total enclosed t

Please send my PCBs ta (BrocK cAprrArs nLEASE)

Name .

Address.

.. . . Postcode
I CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd. I

L-- _ |

E8909-3
E8909-4
E8909-5
E8910-1
E8910-2
E8911-1
E8977-2
E8911-3
E8911-4
E8912-7
E8972-2
E891,2-3
E8972-4
E8912-s
E9001-1
E9001-2
E9001-3
E9001-4
E9002-t
E9002-2
E9002-3
E9002-4
E9003-1
E9003-2
E9003-3
E9003-4
E9003-5
E9003-6
E9003-7
E9003-8
E9003-9
E9004 1

E9004-2
E9004-3
E9004-4
E9005-1
E9005-2
E9006-1
E9006-2
E9006-3

Field power supply (spec 3)

Micro monitors active filter
Chronoscope auto-reset
Multimeter
MIDI Mapper
Smoke Alarm main board
Smoke Alarm power supply
Frequency Meter (3 boards)
Serial logic Scope
Mains Failure Alarm
Surveilance PCB
Slide/Tape Synch
Pedal Power
Digital Noise Generator ,

20 metre Receiver
Wavemaker FC
Motorcycle Intercom
Low Voltage Alarm
EPROM Emulator
Superscope Mother Board
Superscope CRT Driver Board
Superscope Timebase Board
Superscope Yl input board
Superscope Y2 input board
Superscope switch generator
Business power amp board
Business power supply board
Business pre-amplifier board
Water hole
Super Siren
Val's badge
Bass Amplifier DC Protection
Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser
Bass Amplifier Micro
Quad Power Supply
Business Display
Phone Lock and Logger
Dark Room Timer
Telephone Extenslon Bell
Telephone External Bell

E9007-3 Footstep Alarm
E9007-4 Tiansistor Tester

E9007-5 Decision Maker
E9008 1 AC Millivoltmeter
E9008-2 &mperature Controller
E9008-3 FM Cenerator
E9009-2 Slide Projector Controller
E9009-2 Ultimate Diode Tester ,

E9009-3 The Entertainer

..c
',- F
..c
..H
..M
... F
... F

o
... L
..D
..D
.. E

... L

..K
,'. J

... L

... F

..c

..N
..M
..K
..K
... J

... J
... E

,.. L
... J

... L
..G
..D
... F

.F
... L
.,N
..o

,.. F

..G

..c

..D

..G
.. E

..G

..M

E9006-4 Fecko Box
E9006-5 Bug Spotter
E9007-1 Guitar Practice Amp
E9007-2 Digital Frequency Meter
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Price
code

c

Price
(inc.
vAT)
t1.80
L2.50
f.3.25
t4.00
L4.75
95.50
86.62
L7"20
t8.80

t10.60
f 13.10
t.15.80
L17.90
t21.80
L23.90
825.90
L29.O0
L32.20
f35.80
L37.90
L40.70

D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
a
R
S
T
U
v
W
x
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Interak 1

BUILD YOUR OWN COMPUTER

INTEFAK can be commenced wilh the minimum ot outlay Bare
boards lrom t10.95 Ponents, or buy
'lrom us - all parts a or custom chips
(ie PALS, ULAs, ASI

Go as last or as slowly as your lunds and enthusiasm permii

Made tor those who must know what goes inside Full circuit
diagrams 6nd descriplions are provided And honestly, can you
really use a computer ellectively il you don't know what's inside and
nobody will tell you?

Solid engineering construction
rack mounting, plus in circuii
keeps obsolescence at bay

someihing lo be proud ol. 19" 3U
boards and modular conslruction

Flourishing lndependent Users Group, and newsletter Hundreds of
programes-on diSk at liille or no cosi lrom ihe Users Group
Prooraln in machine code (Assembler), Basic, "C", Forth, etc
Datibase, word Processing, Scientif ic applications

Cassetle tape operation or disk (up to 4 drives, 1 Megabyte 3.5"
available lrdm ui. but you can add 3",5 25",8" i1 you want). Disk
operating system CP/M Plus

Present with Potenlial lor ex 16
ce and Zilog's latest 280280
nowledge to construct, and ily
ou get inlo one.

Availability of personal and indivrdual alter sales servica, rmposs
to obtain {rom large compantes, who are only aller your money
Security ol supply - lrom Greenbsnk Electronics,
in 1970

Greenbank
For more details write or phone us:
Greenbank Electronics, Dept. (T10E), 460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L422AE. Tel: 051-645 3391.

.'l L #J N
A range ol high quality k ts as supplied to l€ading UK security companies, all in-house designed
and produced, not to i .{used ,.,'r "heao imports All kits come lully documented with
concise assembly and so.: , ! ,l ,irglass PCB and all components All transmitters
are lully tuneable and can be monrtored on a normal VHF radio or tuned higher for greater
security Burld-up service available rf required

MfXfulrcro-mrnratureaudotransmlller 17mmx17mm 9Voperahon l000mrange C12,95
W500Hr-poweraudrolransrnrlter 250mWoulpul 20mmx40mm 9-l2Voperahon 2-3000m
range 815 95
VOXTsVorceaclrvaledtransmitler Vailablesenstvrly 30mmx40mm 9Voperallon 1000m
range Cl 8.95
CTX900Sub-carrerscrambledaudtotransmtler Cannolbemonrloredwlthoutdecodertttted

c21.95
OSX900 Su b cariler decoder un i I lor monr tonng CTX900 Connects to radto earphone socket
Provrdes oulpul for headphones 35mm x 50mm 9-12V operalron c21.9s
HVX400 l\.4arns powered audro lransmrtler Connecls d[eclly 10 240v AC supply 30mm x 35

to radro 30mm x 40mm 9V operation 1000m range

mm 500m range el 8.9s
XT89 Crystal controlled audro transmrlter Hrgh performance 100mW output S!ppited wtth
xta lor 108lVHz Others avarlable 10 116NrHz 85mm x 28mm 9V operatioo 2-3000m
range e36.95
TXX900 Tracker/Bleeper transmrtler Transmrts conlrnuous stream ol audlo pulses Var able
toneandrale Powerlul200mWoulput 63mmx25mm 9Voperalron 2-3000mrange 821,95
ATR2I\rrcrosrzelelephonerecordingrnlerlace Connectsbetweentelephoneltnes(anywhere)
and cass€tie recorder Tape swllches automalrcally w th use ol phone All conversahons
recorded Powered lrom Ine 1omm x 35mm El 2.95
TLX700 l\,4rcro m nrature telephone lransmitler Connecls lo line (anywhere) swltches on and
olfwilhphoneuse Allconversatronslransmrtled 20mmx20mm Poweredlromlne 1000m
range El 2.95
XML900FFbugdeteclor Varrablesensilrvrty TnggersLEDandbleeperwhen npresenceol
RF ield Detecls MTX 15-20 [eet 55mm x 55mm 9V operatron E26.95
XL7000 Protessronal bug detector/ ocalor Var able senslttvity Tlvtn mode len segment LED
readoul ol srgnal strenglh wrth vanable rale bleeper Second mode AUDIO CONFIRM
drslrnguishesbelweenloca|sedbuglransmssronandnormallegilrmalesgnalsuchaspagers
cellurar etc 70om . 100mm 9V ope.alton 854.95

UK customers please send cheques PO's or registered cash Please add fl 50 perorder
lorP&PGoodsdespalchedASAPallowinglorchequeclearance Overseascustomers
sendsterlingbankdrcftotEutochequeandaddlS.00perorderforshipment Crcditcard
ordersacceptedon0S2TT144T6.Tradeenquiileswelcome Send30pstamplotfull1990
Calalogue.

AW
HlGH GRADE AUDIO

POWER COMPONENTS
End of Production Run Surplus at

Never to be Repeated Prices
Toroidal Power Tra nsformers

300w Type Qp;Q-38v @ 4 qmp ts-0-15 @ 1.5a ol5 6 200m/a Reg
100/o (wt 3%kg) 165mm Dia x 32mm High

price 818.00
500w Type 12_9-12 @ 5.6a_15-0-15_@ 1.5a O-15 @ 200m/a Reg

6.50/o (wt 4kg) 180mm Dia x 36mm High
Price 822.00

800wType 58-0-58@ 1 @ 1.5a0-15 @2}Omla
(wt 5%kg) P 11St12St24O
163mm Dia price 828.00

1200wType 68-0-68 . 1.5a0-15 @2OOmta
(wt 6kg) St1Zst24O165mm price C35.00

ELECTROLYTICS
15000 MFD 100v dc Screw Terminal 104mm High x 51mm Dia

Price C4.00
13000 MFD 65v Low Profile 32mm High x 65mm Dia

Price C3.00

NOTE:- Altour prices include Delivery and VAT

ELECTRONICS

EDISON ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ST IVES, CAMBS PE17 4LF

rEL: ST IVES (0480) 495868 FAx: (0480) 68012

TEKTFONIX a75 Dua, TBcs 2mMHZ Oday Sm€p Sg
TEnFONIX 465 Dual Trace 1 TDMHZ D6tai Swe€p f{(m

Swssp tomClm-Ctso
CTn CurueTracor .. .. .. ..Ct7S,l:r,1,:lT,*,*::.1:u*1' 

.,.
MABCONITF2{OO EM
MABCONIAFPoW6T rA
MABCONI RFFower

50ohm 425
lHZioMHZSingt€Doubte t0

i Chan 10HZ-SmKHZi

SOdtrBON ro45 Mutinet€r 45dioil LEO30 ra@s 
C75

Auto/Manual
(P&P!7). .. ..!9s

AVOfr446lansrsdAnalFerME Suilcasostvte W$
8an€ros&oporatron nilr*lons p0

LEVELLTM3BACM|C .,. .cmLEVELLTM3BACMrc . .oLEVELLO$ilab.re1 from$sLEVELLOscllalorTGl ...tA
LEVELLOscillaWrelmDMl.SHZiSKHZ.SindSOWds g5
LEvELL D€cads O$ TG6il 0 .2H2.1.22MH2. bwDlslodion trem$

UEEAF COLOUR MF GENERArcF _KG1
6pau€ms(P&Pt4) ontyus

AVOS MULTIMETERS
Goodrcrk ngordil- phFicallynot bitti.nl SuDnd wilh

barcirss 8 leadsOilLYt30
ALL OIHER MODES AVAIUALE

Millivoltm€lerilKHZr5GHZilmv-3mv tm
€mnrcrcslP&PE3l e10

60MHz
De ay wilh maiual, probes lront cover
FUch only!450

THIS ISJUSTA SMPLE _ MANYfrHERSAVAIUBLE
MAECONITF2OI5AM/FM TFZN C4S
MARCONlTF2olsw[houl .. . Z2S0
MABCONITF2016AM/FM wth

1F21n t4OO
MAFCON, T F201 6 w thoL I Synchronrse, TF2 I E I 1 75
FEFROGRAPq BTS2FecordTeslSet komeOO
LEADEH LMVlSSATwo Channsl M thvolm6ter5HZ-ffi KHZ

1mV-30N e100
MAFCONI TF23qA tubma(rc DEbnion MBr€r €0H21 t1O0
MA RCONI TF2700 U NiVEnSAL LCB Br dg€ 8a[8ry trcm ql 25

TEKTRONIX4 1,MO
SYSTFONDO E95O
MAFCONI Siq

Er,000
B s.red S gc t60
H 8520cwilh 

Ê15m
POURADSgG€nlype110sB08-24GHZ t$o
POURADSigGenlype 11068 1.8 4.6cHZ fsm
POUFAD Sig Ger lyp€ 1 1rcA 3 78.4GH 1500
POUBAD SrgGen 120& 895l1GH w rh F,eq

ooJb€r 15.0 15.21GH 1750
POUFAD 1207A SE G€n 3.ru 4cHZw Ih Freq

DoJbe,lSg lGl55GdZ t75O

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM UOuat iacemMHZO6tay
Swsp . ... . ... .. !610
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM203 7 Dual Trece mMHZ
ComFnontT€stsr $i8
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM20s3 Duat Trace mMHZ Digitat
Slorage ..- ..t6t0
All olh€rmodols available - dl oscillo6coFs supptd wilh 2 pobes

BUChSTAH EOUIPMENTIPSPaII UniIs E5)
APO-10 10 - lmMHZCoJnle.T'h€r B€lidtuildtr h€ tnt€frd
etc u2
APOLLO 100- ImMHZ{tuabewilh morc luncrons) gg5
METEOR 1M FREOUENCY COUNTEF IOOMHZ EIG
METEOE M FREOUENCY COUNTEF ffiMHZ !135
METEON 1MO FREOUENCY COUNTEF 1GHZ :I7A
JUPIrcF 5MFUNfrION GENEBArcH O 1HZ.sMKHZ
Sidsqflri .. ... gllo
ORION COLOUR MRGENEFArcR tul,Tvruidm m9
All olh€r Elack Slar Equipmsnt availabl€

HUNGCHANG DMMmm3%dod
lmmpAC/DC01% kc
Aahv€ DMM mlo 0 25% Acc
CarryingCase for&v6

OSCI LLOSCOPE PROBES Switchabt€ x1; xt0
l-wnh ti

ThIs SaVEFYSMA SrcCK
unilsEt s

rE!
Tel: 0734

STE READING FH11OWYKEH NG,BERKSRGG1PL E
68041, Fax:0734 egam-5,30pmMon-Fri(untilspmThurs)
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ro!\rng numbers of acoustic guitars
these days are available with pickups

- usualiy internally mounted -
complete with volume and tone con-
trols The advantages ofsuch pickups

are pretty obvious the main one being lifting the
feedback ceiling which simple microphonic
amplification of acoustjc guitars suf{ers from

Perhaps the most famous acoustic guitars to use
internal pickups and certainly those which give
among the best sounds. are those made by Ovation
Ovation guitars have piezoelectric sensing tranducers
built into bridge saddles, coupled to an internal
preamplifier which gives required amplification and
equalization. These bridge sensing tranducers are
specially made by Ovation.

This Active Pickup follows the Ovation principle,
using a straightforward, commonly available and
cheap piezoelectric transducer (unlike the Ovation
bridge), and coupling it with a purpose designed
preamplifier which allows the same amplification and
equalization controls. Also like the Ovation
preamplifier, the project is designed to be mounted
inside your guitar, with three holes (two for controls),
one for jack socket) allowing volume and tone controls
to be adjusted externally and your guitar lead to be
unplugged when the guitar is not in use

Although the Active Pickup is designed to be
internally mounted in a guitar there is no reason why
the preamplifier couldn't be mounted in a separate
box, away from the guitar. This would be particularly
suitable if you don't feel up to drilling a few holes into
your guitar, and I certainly wouldn't advocte drilling
any holes in any valuable instrument unless you really
knew what you're doing Mounted away from the
guitar, however, you will find the pickup lead itself is
susceptible to the usual knocks and vibrations which
unpreamplified contact pickups suf{er from. If you're
brave enough and up to doing it, best position is
undoubted inside the guitar.

Guitars are not the only instrument with which
the Active Pickup can be used - it wili work with any
instrument which has a soundboard (such as a
mandolin, violin and so on) of any description. For
test purposes, the prototype was used with a guiros
(a South American scraper), a kazoo and a toy
trumpet, working well each time

Power is from a PP3-sized 9 volt battery The life
of this battery is quite exceptional as the Active Pickup
has a minute current drain of around 2.5mA and will
continue to operate with a voltage down to as low as
5 volts A good quality alkaline battery will power the
circuit for over 254 hours' use - long enough to see
you through the world tour Power is automatically
disconnected from the circuit when your guitar lead
is unplugged from the jack socket, so no on switch is
needed.

This low power consumption is because the
project uses a particular type of integrated clrcuit. The
circuit of the Active Pickup is shown in Figure 1, where
the single integrated circuit IC1 can be seen to form
the heart of the project This integrated circuit is an
operational amplifier acting as an equalized pre-
amplifier, buffering the output of a piezoelectric
transducer which picks up the sounds made by the

ETI OCTOBER I99O

Circuit of the Active Pickup.

guitar strings. Output volume and tone are controlled
by potentiometers RV1 and RV2

Construction
Construction of this project is not too difficult, because
the printed circuit board is designed to hold all
controls, directly mounted. This greatly reduces the
amount of wiring you have to undertake and, as it's
often this wiring which causes problems in the first

3JX.."J 
increases your project's chance of first-time

A fairly logical order of assembly should be
followed when making up a printed circuit board. First,
get familiar with the layout of the board and where
all the components are mounted or connected to A
component overlay, showing these and wiring details,
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is given in Figure 2.
Make sure all holes in the blank circuit board are

the right sizes. Component holes are usually 1mm in
Ciameter. However, holes for connection pins of the
stereo lq inch jack socket and two potentiometer
controls should be around 1.5mm in diameter.

Now you can start actual assembly Push-fit the
circuit board pins at all off-board connection points.
'fhere are two for the connections to the battery, and
two allowing connection to the piezoelectric trans-
ducer. Although wired connections can be made
directly to the circuit board, circuit board pins make
a neater and more easily undertaken job of connecting
to the board. Once push-fitted into the board, solder
in the pins to the copper track.

It is conventional (though by no means
necessary) to insert and solder all resistors first,
followed by capacitors, followed finally by semi-
conductors This convention simply aids construction
because the components less likely to be damaged by
heat are soldered first. But as there is only one
semiconductor (lC1) and we recommend use of an
integrated circuit socket to mount it. It doesn't really
matter what order components are soldered in.

Insert and solder jack socket SK1, the two
potentiometers RV1 and RV2, and the integrated
circuit socket.

Once you've completed main assembly of the
circuit board, you can insert the integrated circuit itself
into its socket First, however, a word of warning. The
integrated circuit used in the project incorporates
CMOS transistors in its output circuit. CMOS devices
are susceptible to damage by static discharge in
careless handling, so take care when you insert the
integrated circuit. There are a number of precautions

you can take, like using an earthed mat to assemble
your project on; using a soldering iron with an earthed
tip; wearing a bracelet on your wrist which is earthed
and so on. However most devices won't be so easily
damaged. Just make sure you don't touch the pins
of the integrated circuit. Your integrated circuit should
be supplied in either a small plastic holder or pushed
into conductive foam lf it's in a holder, you can push
it out onto your worksurface with the tip of a pencil.
Carefully pick it up between thumb and forefinger at
each end, so vou do not touch the pins Now check
which way round lt should go and insert into its socket
on the board

Testing
Your project is now in a position to test, but to do this
you need to connect the transducer and the battery,
and have an amplifier to hear the results with.

The piezoelectric transducer used is in fact
designeci as a miniature Ioudspeaker-type of output
device - the sori of thing which produces speech in
toys and dclls. In your Active Pickup, on the other
hand, it is used as an input device. It works perfectly
well in either mode, in the same way that a real
loudspeaker can also {unction as a sort of
microphone

Your transducer wilJ probably be supplied with
a couple of short leads attached. These are, of course,
meant to be connections when in output mode. In
input mode, a screened lead must be used to avoid
picking up interference such as mains hum from
amplifiers and so on So, you must unsolder the short
leads then solder on screened lead.

Be careful here! Piezo transducers of this sort are
easily damaged by heat Hold your hot soldering iron
tip on the solder joint for only the minimum length
of time necessary first to unsolder the leads, then
resolder the screened lead It's best to let the
transducel ccol down after each individual soldering
operation. Connect about a metre o{ screened leai
between transducer and circuit board initiallv - this
is just for test purposes and you can reduce this length
to suit your guitar later. Figure 2 shows the method
of connecting screened and signal wires to the
transducer and board.

Now connect a battery clip to the board as showrr
in the overlay, and connect a battery Set both
potentiometer controls to mid-position. and plug in
a guitar lead between your project's jack socket and
your amplifier. ,{djust your amplifier's volume level to
a suitable position

Test your project simply by tapping the trans-
ducer gently If the project works, you'll hear this
directly through your amplifier. Now use masking
tape, tape the transducer to an acoustic guitar (on the
scratchplate is a good place to start) Play the guitar
adjusting the controls to suit.

Once you've ascertained that your Active Pickup
works you should play around with the transducer,
moving it around the body of the guitar to find the best
spot. As with all contact types of pickup, you'll find
that sound varies greatly with position. My prototype
was tested using a conventional jumbo-style guitar
and a flalnecked 12-stringed Spanish guitar and on
both, taping the transducer to the bridge proved a
good position For the jumbo, another good position
was on the side of the body hips For the 12-string,
though, the best place was found to be around the
scratchplate area,

Once you've found your optimum position, you
need to remove the guitar strjngs to allow you access
to the innards. This is where you need to drill your
guitar body to mount the project The best position
is on the upper shouider of the body, so the controls

Fig. 2 Component overlay for the Active Pickup.



are easy to adjust and the guitar lead plugs into the
socket mounted on the guitar back. So you need to
drilltwo holes for the potentiometers on the shoulder
and one for the socket on the back - a fair bit of
accurate measurement, estimation and good luck is
probably called for here!

Before final mounting of the circuit board into
your guitar, with two or three sticky pads mount the
battery onto the back of the board. Also estimate the
length ofscreened lead you'll need between board and
transducer and cut and resolder to suit. (Resoldering
the board end - not transducer end!) Mount the
circuit board in the guitar and hold it in place with
potentiometer and jack socket washers and nuts.

Next, fasten the transducer inside the guitar body
in a place internally corresponding to optimum
outside position. Instead of masking tape this time,
though, use a sticky pad. Note that once you fix the
transducer on with a sticky pad, you'llprobably never
get it off again in one piece, so make sure it's in the
right position If the screened lead between the circuit
board and transducer is too long, you might find it
clatters against the inside of the guitar body - in which
case get a few self-adhesive cable ties to hold it down
permanently.

Fasten on a couple of control knobs to the
potentiometer spindles Finally, restring your new
electro-acoustic guitar.

HOW IT WORKS PARTS LIST
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ecently the digital to analogue converter,
a key component in digital audio
equipment has been undergoing a series

o{ remarkable technical improvements
Making maximum possible use of the 16

bit data within the compact disc system standard as

originally formulated in conjunction with Sony, has

always been a key aim of the system designer. A major
step forward to this end has been achieved through
Sony's new pulse D/A converter. Musical signals are
represented by a changing density of pulses to achieve
a new level of quality in high sound.

Conventional D/A Converters
Probably the most popular type of D/A converter

is the step waveform type. Here the digital data input

is converted jnto an analogue signal by switching a

series of electronic sw,itches. Each switch is connected
to one of many current sources and the resulting
currents combine to form the signal amplitude or
volume The quality of this type of D/A converter has
been improved but there are some inherent
drawbacks for example, differential non linear
distortion, glitches andzero cross distortion. The types
of distortion generated using a 16 bit DAC will now
be explained

Differential Non-Linear Distortion
ln a 16 bit D/A converter there are 16 different

current sources which can reproduce 216 different
signal levels or 65.536 output levels Evegy slice or
sample of the originaJ signal is piesent in the form of
a 16 bit wide input'word' which can be one of a choice
of 65,536 generating a corresponding output current
level Each current source nlust change in precise
steps and is weighted in the order ol l. 2, 4,8 ... ..

32. 768 [f we consider a 4 bit DAC which has 4
electrical sources with values 1,2, 4 and 8. Putting
these sources together in different combinational steps
varying gives 16 possible levels To express 7, levels
1,2 and 4 are added; 15, will come from 7 + 2 +
4 + 8 and so on I{ each current source is constant
at all times the result is a linear conversion
characteristic shown in Figure 1

However, if the current source with va\ue 2
fluctuates and becomes 2.2then not only step 2 but
all others using that source are eff.ected; step 3 swells
lo 3.2, 6 to 6 2 and on up the scale The linear
characteristics are then lost, shown in Figure 2. This
change disiortion current is called differential non
Iinear distortion

Glitches
It is not possible to turn all sixteen electronic

switches on and off at the same time due to mirruie
differences in timing - for example, when the signal
level changes from step 9 (9 : 7 + 8) to step 5 (5
: 1. + 4l in figure 3, the switching off of 8 must be

LINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OBTAINED
WITH ACCURATE CONVEBSION

Fig.1 Linear characteristics obtained with
acculate conversion.

Fig. 2 Non-linear output when '2' value shifts to
'2.2',

NON-LINEAR OUTPUT WHEN (2)
VALUE SHIFTS TO (2 2)

12345+t
2232

6 7 8 I 1011121314+ +t +
6272 102112 142

A SMOOTH CHANGE
FROM (9) TO (51

Fig.3Asmoothchange
from '9'to '5'

{1) RESULTS WHEN ON TIMING
FOR (4} IS DELAYED

Fig. 4 Results when ON timing
for '4' is delayed.

_______L_L
t1) lrrtl (1,

{13} RESULTS WHEN OFF TIMING
FOR I8I IS DELAYED

Fig. 5 '13' results when when OFF
timing for '8' is delayed.



synchronized with the switching on of 4. If 4 is not
turned on at the correct time, then only 1 is present
momentarily (see figure 4). Similarly if 8 is not
switched off in time, 13 would be momentarily
represented (figure 5). The spike-like noise caused by
such inaccuracies in switch timing is called a glitch and
at low signal levels the glitch to signal value ratio is at
its highest and is at its most severe. Some
manufacturers have introduced deglitchers, but these
create additional linearity problems in the total DAC
circuit.

Tero-Cross Distortion
In a 16 bit system the moment the DAC output
changes from 32767 to 32768 at the halfway point
is called the zero cross point for audio signals.
Consider a simple 4 bit system with 16 levels, the zero
cross point is when 7 changes to 8. At this critical point
electrical currents l, 2 and 4 (I + 2 + 4 : 7) are
allturned off and 8 is turned on. This is the point when
all switches operate and errors due to timing and level
difference are not only more likely to occur but are
more severe. A timing error in a 16 bit system could
result in the momentary leap of many steps away from
the original signal. This causes large fluctuations in
current and switching speeds, considerable differential
r.ron linear distortion and glitches - collectively called
zero cross distortion.

In some step waveform type DAC's these distor-
tions are minimized and operating precision improved
by 'laser triming' during the manufaciure of the IC's
For higher precision semi-fixed resistors are externally
added to control more finely the current intensity of
certain bits. However, none of this can take into
account the effect of component ageing, temperature,
component mounting on circuit boards and physical
vibration. One may conclude that step waveform type
D/A converters have already reached their full
potential in terms of precision.

Plinciples of the I Bit D/A
Conveiter
This new type of conversion is theoretically free of
differential non linear distortion, glitches and zero
cross distortion associated with step waveform type
D/A converters. Also their conversion accuracy can
be increased without trimming or regulation.

Output Section of I Bit Device
ln the typical step waveform type DAC, digital data
is converted into an analogue waveform varying in
amplitude as in figure 6. If these are rotated 90o to
the right, and laid on their side they are now constant
in terms of amplitude as in figure 7. This represents
output waveforms via the single bit method. Analogue
signals can be obtained in the same way as the multibit
or step waveform method after passing through a low
pass filter

Since the ideal single bit D,/A converter has only
a single current source and switch, it is free from
variations in current intensity or switching speed. To
compare between the 1 bit converters, some
measured values are quoted later f.or ref.ercnce only.
Sensibly manufacturers have opted for a variety of
different names to distinguish their particular
approach, for they are certainly different in method
and component, and do rely on the basic principle
of handling a high speed data or bitstream on one
form or another.

The Sony 1 bit pulse DAC uses one electrical
source and one electronic switch to express only two
values 1 and 0 switching them at ultra high speed.
Musical signal levels are expressed by the changing
densities of 1's and 0's. Imagine a tall tank, when a 1
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signal is sent from the digital processor the tap opens
and water is added. When an 0 is received the drain
opens and water is let out When the music starts, a

train of pulses is transmitted so the level of the tank
water will vary constantly. This change in water level
in the tank over a time corresponds to the musical
signal In effect, this type of. analogy corresponds to
the low-pass filter in the actual circuit.

Noise Shaping
Jb convert 16 bit data along the time axis directly using
the single bit method, one would need a clock (the
timer or governer for the electronic outpu_t _switch)
operating at approximately 44.1 kHz x(216 - 3)
Gigahertz !!!

This frequency cannot be produced practically
with todays IC technology However, if the 16 bit data
is reduced into only a few bits, conversion can be
performed using a clock with a frequency in the tens
of megahertz

However, bit reduction in dynamic range but this
problem can be solved by noise shaping. Any error
generated in the bit reduction process is returned to

PRINCIPLE OF 1 BIT OPEHATION

Fig. 6 Step waveform.

Fig. 7 1-Bit operation.

TIME It)

No noise shaping with O.4 input example,

WITH NOISE SHAPING

10

TtME (t)

Fig. 9 Noise shaping wing 0.4 as an input example.
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the input negative feedback to reduce noise in the
audible spectrum, so improving dynamic range. If 16
bits are reduced to a single bit, only two output values
are available 1 and 0, any other value cannot be
expressed even if received. Output resulting from an
input of 0.4 is given in Figure 8, with the help of noise
shaping 2 out of 5 outputs will have the value 1 and
three will have 0 so that a value of 0.4 can be
expressed by averaging as in Figure 9. This feedback
circuit also shifts requantisation noise from the audible
frequencies to higher inaudible ones 'shaping' noise.
(Figure 10).

D/A Converter Operation
Sony has developed a new single bit pulse D/A
converter attaining a high level of conversion
performance. As already discussed, a pulse DAC has
a single current source, and a single electronic switch
to rapidly switch between the two values of 1 and 0,
the musical signals being expressed by the fluctuation
in density of the values. Figure 11 shows that the black
portion of the DACs output waveform corresponds
to the ones and the white to the collection of zeros.

So, a higher signal level along the + axis
corresponds to a thicker black or a greater density of
the 1 value whilst a higher level along the - axis is
represented by a more solid white or high density of
0 value. As this pulse D/A converter changes digital
data into a train of pulses extremely similar to
analogue values, the subsequent analogue low filter

can be of low order (with a gentle roll-off or slope)
showing good group delay characteristics.

Different non-linear distortion and glitches are
also absent from the pulse DAC. As there is only a
single current source, a fluctuation will only change
the pulse height and not the density, so differential
non-linear distortion through variations in several
current sources cannot exist. Similarly any change in
switching speed of the pulse DAC only results in an
overall delay of the whole pulse train. Glitches, from
variations in switching speed cannot exist either.

The new pulse DAC consists of a PLM (pulse
length modulation) convector, a newly developed
Sony extended noise shaper and a direct digital sync
as shown in Figure 12.

PLM Pulse Converter
The converter output is a train of pulses generated by
a PLM type of pulse converter. In this way music
signals can be expressed more accurately if the pulse
density is made higher. A pulse generator operating
at a maximum speed of 50MHz is integrated onto the
CXD2552 Pulse D/A Converter IC. The operating
speed is approximately twice as high as ordinary 'high
speed'CMOS ICs. (20-30 MHz maximum). Thus a
high speed pulse converter modulates pulse lengths
in high density resolution.

Two arrangements are possible: the standard
single mode using one pulse D/A converter, and the
complimentary mode which uses two for higher
performance.

The Single Mode
The PLM pulse converter in figure 11 will output 7
different pulse lengths each consisting of combinations
of 1 and 0 values according to input data. So, the
length between the 1 pulses is modulated according
to input data and the change step is accurately
conholled by a master clock operating at 45MHz
(1,024 times the sampling frequency of CD).
However, harmonic distortion is normally created by
modulation of the pulse length, the main component
being of a secondary type and irrespective of the
parameters of the CMOS device. We think this
distortion is caused by the asymmetrical modulatioh
structures of 1 and 0 when modulation is applied to
the length of the 1 pulses. Noise shaping data

0011 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1000000001 11 1 000000

PULSE D/A CONVENTER OUTPUT

Fig. 11 Output of the Pulse D/A Converter.
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modulates the 1 dtrectly and the 0 is modulated by
a complement of the maximum modulation value."
The result is split into two halves, each one being
added to the two adjacent data blocks equally.

Therefore asymmetry is generated by a type of
hperture' effect caused by the ratio of signal cycle and
pulse width This type of asymmetry normally results
in even number orders of harmonic distortion and is
more obvious when the signalirequency is higher or
the pulse rate is low. This is because of the relativeJy
low number of pulses to each signal waveform In fact
it varies in proportion to the signalfrequency squared
and inversely to the operating rate squared. But, as
the operating rate of this Sony sysiem is above 45 MHz
the secondary distoriion component is kept quite low
around 100dB at 10KHz playback frequency

The Comphmentary Mode
Dlstortion arising in the single mode can be eliminated
in a complimentary arrangement. The common
method of pulse inversion and diff erential
composition cannot cancel this type of distortion, for
pulse inversion alone simply rearranges distortion and
signals in the same orientation. The complementary
rnode, in contrast, cancels distortion by modulating
l pulses using data complimentary to each other and
then composing the results differentially This system
uses two pulse D/A converters (figure 13) and can be
found in the CDPXTTES

Copies of actual waveform analysis, (figure 14)
indicate that waveform C is Iree of distortion,
Furthermore, when combined with the direct digital
synchronisation (see later) the PLM pulse converter
performs conversion without affecting the high
precision of the quartz oscillator. The result is an
extremelylow distortion ratio of 0.001% (THD + N)
or less.

Sony Extended Noise Shaper
The above noise shaper is a high dynamic range

Convontlonal Sony

'Iable 
1

D/A Convertor

fE=frequoncy sample* measurement method unknown
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Fig. 12 Construction of the pulse D/A converter

version of a third-order noise shaping operation using
an EFB (F-xtended Freedback) pass It generates the
input data for the PLM pulse converter Figure 15
shows the input/output characteristics o{ a basic noise
shapel of the Nth order and is given by the equation:

Y:X+ (1-z-l)NQ
and changes when N, the number of orclers, is varied
in Figure 16

The noise, from requantization in the audible
range decreases as the value of N increases, but rroise
increases rapidly outside the audible range This
increase in noise will afiect the burden on subsecluent
analogue low pass follow, so affecting sound quality

A better solution to the problem is to incrr:ase the
operation rate ratherthan the numberof orders This
improves dynamic range in the audible sound
spectrum. Sony's basic policy is to employ third order

New Sony Pulse D/A Converter

Typical
her Grade
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noise shaping while using a high operation rateiI64
times oversampling to move the major noise
component away from the audible range.
Conseq uently, noise is kept below - 100d8 even by
use of an analogue low pass filter oI low order.

However, a problem exists with the arrangement
shown in the last figure, if nolse shaping is adopted
at a third-order or higher, Without alteraflon
operational stability would suffer due to overloadtng

6
!
Uqz -100
4
60
E

BEFERENCE
SIGNAL (10kHzl

2nd HARMONTC
DISTOBTION

WAVEFORMA - 2ndORDER
HARMONIC OISTORTION

-200
000

I
44.10

FBEOUENCY (kHzl
88.20

0

oIrqz-og
oU
E

-200
000 44,10 88 20

FREOUENCY lkHzl

Fig. 14 Spaetral noise of the PLM Pulse waveform.

of AC stability is
ma shaping, (figure
l7l on theiignal in
the of the second
quaniizer is three values or higher, the first stage may
be overloaded.

This problem is solved by providing an EFB
(extended feedback pass). Figure 17 shows that data
is passed from A to B and figure 18 shows the circuit
complete with EFB pass. The first integrator will
receive ordinary feedback data along with data which
passed the quantizer in the first stage, thus the EFB
pass assists operational speed so preventing overload.

The output of the quantizer in the second stage
can have two values giving an improved overill
dynamic range of around 16dB

Flgure 19 shows a copy of the iinal noise
spechum which illustrates a noise distribution of 18dB
per octave, a degree of thlrd stage noise shaping and
greater noise reduction in the lower ranges. Including
such nolse, the final dynamic range is an astonishing
118d8, quite sufficient as they say for the theoretical
values of CD recordlng.

Sony Dlrect Diqital
Syn6hronisatiofi
Last year Sony introduced an IC offering digttal
synchronisation, and was put immediately before the
DAC jitter was eliminated. As the pulse D / A conv erter
creates musical signals by altering pulse density it is
vital that the pulses keep accurate time to give good
conversion,
The digital sychronisation is now integrated into the
IC, permitting dlrect connection of a highly accurate
quartz oscillator master clock to the pulse converter
which outputs the analogue signals. This contributes
to the very low distortion ratio of the PLM pulse
converter.

[he Sony tltgh Density Linear
Uonverter System
The combination of the new CXD-2552 pulse D/A

d an analogue low pass filter
ity Linear Converter system
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the pulse D/A converter is very
accu formance will be limited if the digital
filter it in the data route is of infe;ior
performance level. The HDLC system thus uses a
noise shaping Sony digital fitter (CXD 1244) which

ng
en
gh

The overall noise characteristics of the CXD
1244/CX tion is illustrated in Figure
21. The r tions of the graph show
difference ing a rational distribution
of orders in noise shaping within the audio band

Pulse Converter Characteristics
The greatest advantage of a pulse converter is low
distortion. Figures 22 and 23 show distortion
components from a conventional multibit DAC and
the new pulse D,/A converter. The upper section
shows the output waveform and the lower section

distortlon, both from playing sine waves through the
components. As a conventional DAC produces
differential non linear distortion and glitches, these
copies show a larger version of zero cross distortion.

Random noise is the main component in the pulse
DAC and the output contains none of the described
distortion so detrimental to sound quality.

I hope that this overview of the Sony High
Density Linear Converter System and the rationale
behind its development has been an interesting one
Time does not permit a more in depth view of what
is a most fascinating example of applied research.
Certainly, the new pulse D,/A converter is an
important part of Sony's CD player range, and it might
be worthwhile to listen to any of these models and
hear for yourself the musical appeal of this remarkable
new conversion technology.
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18 Sony extended noise shaping.
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Fig. 20 Sony high density linear converter system.



Mike Bedfard
recently, most home data

communication used asynchronous
serial links, the synchronous world
being the domain of large IBM main-
frames and suchlike. Whereas home

users will still use asynchronous links for connecting
a computer to say a printer, a plotter, a modem or an
EPROM programmer, synchronous communications
is starting to creep into the realm of radio data
communications such as the AX25 packet switching
systems now used by radio amateurs.

Asynchronous serial communications equip-
ment uses a comparatively simple clocking technique
which ensures that the transmitter and receiver stav
in synchronisation for at least the length of one
character, that is 8 or 9 bits (including parity). In order
to achieve the necessary periodic re-synchronisation,
each character is framed by a start bit and at least one
stop bit, these being of different polarity so that re-
synchronisation takes place on the first postive to
negative transition after the end of the previous
character. To refresh the memory about this and to
provide some comparison with what is to follow,
Figure 1a shows the waveform of the ASCII string
ETI? (45H, 54H,49H,3FH) with an even parity bit
transmitted asynchronously with 1 stop bit. The
question mark is there because I needed an example
with at least 5 consecutive binary ls for reasons which
will be revealed later!

In many applications, for example a link between
a VDU terminal and a computer, where the user
periodically types data at the keyboard and couldn't
possibly keep up a 9600 baud rate, the interface is not
100% utilised and the additional start and stop bits
added to each character do not decrease the overall
data rate. Where data is continually being transmitted,
however, lhe 25Vo decrease in throughput is sig-
nificant Furthermore, because of the comparatively
simple clocking methods used in asynchronous
communications, the maximum usable baud rate is

limited to about 38,400. Synchronous communi-
cations overcomes these drawbacks.

Synchronous Communications
As its name suggests, in synchronous communication
the transmitter and receiver stay in synchronisation

for the duration of large blocks of data, notjust for a
single character. This can only be achieved by sharing
the same clock. The simplest means of achieving this
is for, say, the transmitter to generate the clock and
transmit this to the receiver over a conductor separate
to the one on which the data is sent. RS232C does
make provision for such a scheme but since in the
general case of communications via telephone circuits
this is clearly not possible, other means have to be
found.

The next most obvious solution is illustrated as
Figure 2a and is referred to as bipolar encoding. Here,
a binary 1 is represented by a positive going pulse and
a 0 by a negative one There is a transition during
every bit making it possible to extract the clock. [n this
scheme, three amplitude levels are required and this
complicates modem requirements. This method is
also known as RZ (for return to zero).

An alternative NRZ (non return to zero) encoding
method overcomes this three amplitude level problem
and is shown as Figure 2b. In this encoding method,
which is known as phase or Manchester encoding, a
1 is represented by a positive going transition (not a
pulse) and a zeto by a negative going transition, in
each case at the centre of the corresponding time
interval These two encoding methods both involve
combining the data and the clock at the transmitter
and then extracting the one from the other at the
receiver. The alternative approach is analogous to
asynchronous transmission in that the receiver has a
stable clock which is periodically re-synchronised.
However, since there are no start and stop bits, to use
this method it is necessary to encode the data to
ensure there are sufficient transitions in the data
stream for this re-synchronisation io take place. Such
an encoding method is called NRZI (non return to zero
inverted) and is shown as Figure 2c. Here the signal
level changes at the start of each zero bit but stays the
same for a one. This means that so long as we don't
try to transmit long strings of 1s (and for reasons we'll
touch on later this won't happen) there are always
enough transitions to allow a phase locked loop in the
receiver to re-adjust

Now that we've covered the means of ensuring
that the transmitter and receiver remain in synchron-
isation, leit spend a bit of time considering the way
in which data is bundled together in blocks, otherwise
known as {rames. There are two distinct methods,
called character orientated protocols andbit orientated
protocols. Since the character synchronous approach
is somewhat long in the tooth and really only lingers
on in the world of mainframe computers (for example
IBM's BSC protocol) we shall only consider the newer
bit oriented method.

HDLC (High-level Data Link Control), which is
very important as it forms the basis for the X25 packet
switching networks, uses such a bit orientated
approach Essentially, each frame is bracketed by an
opening flag and a closing flag, both these being the
bit pattern 01111110. Receipt of this pattern informs
the receiver that a frame is about to start and then
again that it has terminated. Between these flags is the
frame content which may be any number of bits of
binary data.

The astute will now be wondering what happens
if the data happens to contain the sequence 01111110.
This is where the technique ol bit stuffing or zero bit
insertion comes in. If the transmitting device detects

Fig. 1 Encoding schemes for synchronous transmission.
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a string of five consecutive 1s then an extra 0 is
automatically inserted so if the data actually was
01111110 then it would go out as 011111010. In order
to compensate for this, the receiver, on receipt of a
zero following five 1s, automatically deletes it. This
explains how the dreaded continuous stream of 1s
which would upset the NRZI encoding scheme is just
not possible.

The data between the opening and closing flags
of a frame is usually not all true data in the normal
sense of the word. Of course true data is there, but
each distinct protocol includes additional information
which includes the destination of the frame (for use
in networks), a code to indicate the type of frame
(information frames or supervisory frames which are
used for error and flow control) and error detection
information. A proper discussion of all this takes us
out of the realm of a hardware into the realm of
software so we will call a halt at this point.

[-et's now look at Figure 1 in its entirety This
figure illustrates the difference between asynchronous
and synchronous transmission Note 1b is atypical.
as the waveform has been shown as low for 0 and high
for 1, rather than an NRZI or phase encoded form
which would normally be expected This has been
done to ease interpretation by the reader

L-et's briefly venture once more in to the realm of
software. this time to consider error detection. Most
readers will be aware of the concept of parity whicl't
is a simple form of error detection used with
asynchronous communications. The addition of an
extra parity bit to each character indicates any
erroneous bits, so long as there is no more than one
error in the character. In a block of many hundreds
of bits, the addition of a single parity bit at the end is
virtually useless. Since data is sent at a much higher
rate in synchronous communications, a short burst of
interference is much more likely to wipe out a number
of consecutive bits so a parity bit every 8 bits wouldn't
be very effective either This is where the frame
checksum (FCS) or cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
comes ln.

Frame Check Sums
Generated by use of polynomial codes, the FCS or
CRC takes the form of a block of check bits appended
to the end of the frame. The number of such bits is
variable, but it's a case of the more the better) except
of course that the longer the CRC, the more data there
is to transmit and hence the overall speed decreases).
Normally t6 or 32 bits are used We won't go into a
full mathematical proof of how polynomial codes
work but in essence the following method is used to
generate the checksum:

A number of zeros, equal to the n umber of check
bits to be generated, is appended to the end of the data
block. This is then divided (module 2) by a constant
referred to as the polynomial generator, which is one
bit longer than the length of the required checksum.
The remainder of this division becomes the
checksum.

The choice of polynomial generator is quite
critical and affects both the efficiency ofthe error check
and the types of error which will be detected. The
generator recommended by the CCITT for use with
telephonecircuitsisexpressedasxr u + xr' + x5 +
Xo, which in binary terms means
10001000000100001.

So much for generation of the checksum but
what happens at the other end? At the receiver the
same process is carried out but the starting point is the
received data, including the checksum rather than the
data to be transmitted with a number of appended
zeros. Assuming no errors, the remainder of such a
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diviesion will be zero. A non-zero result is indicative
of an error. At first sight the circuitry to do this
computation seems quite involved but actually this
isn't so. A combination of shift registers and exclusive
OR gates is all that is needed to do the trick.

Networking
The past decade has seen a gradual increase in the
proportion of personal computers compared to the
more traditional mini-computer or mainframe ln the
mini-computer environment a central computer with
disc drives and line printer allowed simultaneous
access to a number of users each operating a VDU
terminal.

A typical senario for the newer generation of PC
users is a small company investing in a personal
computer with off the shelf software As requirements
grow, further PCs are bought. Each user has a
considerable amount of computing power at their
disposal, probably more than that available to one of
say 32 users on a mini. However, unlike the mini-
computer situation, the individual PC users are not
able to work on the same shared data files. an
important consideration to the corporate user.
Similarly, the shared use of expensive peripherals
such as system line printers of plotters is not easily
accomplished. This is where the network comes in.
Although other classifications exist, we shall restrict
our discussion to networks of physically close PCs,
these being known as Local Area Networks (or LANs
to their friends).

The first thing to consider about networks is their
topology, in other words the way in whtch the
individual PCs and other devices are interconnected.
A node is the name given to such a constituent part
of a network.

The simplest form of network to implement is a
star, this being shown in Figure 3a. AJthough this is
conceptually the easiest type of topology to create,
there are a number of practical drawbacks. Firstly,
since all the nodes (except one) connect to one central
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machine (called the f/e server), a significant amount
of cabling is required. Secondly, there is quite a

workload on the file server, even for messages passed
between two of the other nodes. In every case, the
message has to be received by the central machine
and re-transmitted to the destination. On the positive
side, such an arrangment could be made to work with
no special hardware. Although it would by no means
give impressive performance, such a network could
run over ordinary RS232C lines, so the only special
requirement is for the file server to have sufficient ports
to connect to each of the other nodes.

A quick word about file servers. Why was the
central machine in the star network given this name?
We have established that a need to share data was one
of the main reasons for forming PCs together into
networks. Now, if a number of PCs are to access a

common set of data iiles, it makes sense for these to
reside on the discs oI a single machine which serves
files to the other nodes. The other PCs can use their
own hard or floppy discs for local files which are of
no interest to other users, but common files are stored
in the one place.

The requirements in terms of speed (both
processor and disc access time) for this file server are
a lot more stringent than those of a single PC if it is
not to prove a bottle neck to the network. For this
reason, the file server within a network of ordinary
PCs is often based on an 80386 processor and could
easily have a disc capacity of a hundred or more
megabytes and a short access time. The file server can
also be the machine to which expensive common
hardware resources such as hlgh speed printers are
connected, in which case it also acts as a printer
server. ln the star network, the file server is

topologically different to the other nodes, but this isnt
the case in the other topologies we shall look at.
However, the concept of a file server is common to all.

Bus Networks
Turning now to the bus structured network which is
illustrated as Figure 3b, this topology is one of the two
which make up the majority of LANs (the other is the
ring, which we'll look at later).

Looking at the electrical interface requirement,
we now need a multi-drop type so a RS232C, even
if it gave an acceptable speed, could not be used. A
multi-drop interface is one which allows a number of
inputs and outputs to be connected to a single
conductor. The interface used in Ethernest, one of the
most common bus structured LANs, specifies a

coaxial cable and operates at a speed of 10MBits,/sec.
Typical LAN speeds look very high to those whose
previous experience is limited to RS232C but
remember that in a network it's not just a matter of
transmitting user dialogue (VDU traffic) but often
entire file contents.

How is line discipline ensured in a Bus Network.
What prevents the chaos which would result from
more than one workstation transmitting over the
network at the same time? The method is known as

Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection
(CSMA/CD) and is an integral part of the Ethernet
specification.

This is really a 'first come - first served'
approach, so if a PC wishes to transmit it first listens
on the network to see if it senses a carrier which would
indicate that another station was transmitting. If other
traffic is detected it waits, otherwise it starts to transmit
a frame. Now it is quite possible that two nodes could
be going through this process and both start trans-
mitting at the same instant. Such an occurrence is
called a collision. As a node starts to transmit, it listens
to the signal on the network, comparing it with what
is being sent. A mismatch indicates that the signal is

being interfered with and in this instance the detecting
node continues to transmit a jam sequence of random
digits for a short while to ensure that the collision is
recognised by the other node concerned. Eventually
both these nodes will stop transmitting. At this point
a random delay is executed before trying again
Hopefully this time one node will get in there first.

Ring Networks
In the ring topology (Figure 3c), each node is

connected only to those on each side of it in the ring
So, {or a message to be passed from one node to
another at the opposite side of the ring it must be
relayed by allthe intermediate nodes. An implication
of this is if one PC in the network were to be turned
off, then the whole system would fall down To over-
come this, an arrangement of relays is used at each
node so that when a unit is turned off, the relays revert
to their closed position and effectively remove that
node from the ring

Here, discipline is maintained by giving each
node in turn the opportunity to transmit. This method
is called Token Ring as it involves passing a token
around the ring. Only the holder of the token is
authorised to originate a hansmission. Of course those
nodes not holding the token are still able to relay
messages originated elsewhere around the ring There
is an interesting parallel here which was used in the
early days of the railways to allow trains to pass in both
directions over a stretch of single track To ensure that
a coilision could not take place, a train could only enter
the section of track if the driver was holding a token.
This token would be carried along the track and
passed to any train waiting at the other end to use the
track.

Comms Software For The
Home User
Well, so far you may be finding this article very
interesting, but what use can you make of it? Very few
people are going to decide to go out and 'do some
synchronous communicating' but those who are
starting to dabble in packet switching and the llke will
not get very far without this sort of grounding.

On the other hand, it is quite feasible that
someone reading this may decide to start investigating
the world of Prestel, bulletin boards, electronic mail,

lal Star Network

(bl Bus Network

Fig. 3 Network Topologies. (c) Ring Network
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tele-software and the like. We ve said quite a bit about
hardware selection but for those intending to use
modems for the first time a mention of software
requlrements would prove useful.

Essentia[y something relerred to as a com-
munications package is required. I am not in a position
to comment on other computers but quite a range is
available for the IBM PC. Such packages sometimes
come ftee with modems but if not, there are many
avatlable both commercially and as shareware. The
package I have ts called Procomm and is fairly typical
It includes modem support (auto-dial etc), VDU
terminal emulations and protocols for software
downloading,

As far as finding the various services is
concerned, PCW lists UK bulletin boards each month.
A word of warning - telephone charges really do
mount up this way. It would be a shame to have to
sell the modem to pay the first quarter's telephone bill!
One finalcomment on modems, telephone links are
not the only use of modems the home enthusiast
could experiment with, Those with a communications
receiver can explore the world of data on the airwaves
both amateur and commercial, ASCII or Baudot data
and even facsimile pictures are all there to be found.

And finally networking, Why, I hear you asking,
would anyone want to implement a home network?
Untilrecently there would have been no way a home
user could justify the cost of doing so but the launch
of a network for about €30 provides a convenient
solution to flle transfer problems. ln today's confusing
perlod of dual standard floppy disk drives on PCs
(5,25" and 3,5"), users who want to exchange files
have qulte a headache.

So, what aboutthis cheap network and how does
It help? Well, lt certalnly doesn't match up to Ethernet
[n terms of speed, using RS232C ports as the

communications media, but it does manage 115,00
baud. RS232C isn't supposed to work at this speed
but provided that the cables are short it should work.
When the software is installed (and that is what you
get for your money - there is no special int erface and
you make your own RS232C cable) it works like a real
network. lf PC1 has one floppy drive (A:) and one
hard disk (C:) and PC2 has two floppies (A: and B:),
then PCl gains two extra virtual disks (D: and E:)
which are really PC2's A: and B: PC2 gains D: and
E: these being PC1's A: and C: Each PC can therefore
access the disks of the other machine as if they were
its own. To copy a file from PC2to PC1 would only
require a command such as COPY D:FILE.EXE A:
to be entered at PC1. This low cost network is available
for €30.05 (including VAI and Carriage) from Ee
Consultants on 0334 84248.

BAUD RAIE and BITS per
SECOND

Probably most people reading this article will be under the impression

that the term baud is just another name for bits per second in much

the same way that Hertz is synonomous with cycles per second, lf
experience has been limited to say connecting printers or VDUs to
computers using an BS232C interface then this is understandable

since in such an instance the baud rate truly is a measure of the data
rate in bits/second, Inthe general case, however, thetwo terms cannot
be interchanged,

The term baud is defined as the number of signal transitions per

second. This gives a measureofdata rate onlyifthenumberofstates
the signal can take is equal to two, lf the signal can take 4 different
levels then each time interval represents two bits (ie 00, 01, 10 or I 1 )

and accordingly the data rate is double the baud rate. ln general the
following formula shows the relationship betwecn baud rate and data

rate:

Data rate = Baud rate x log, {number o{ levels)
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THER4XL VN.E
RECEIVER

portable flxed frequency receiver was
required which would pullin Radio 4 on
earphones, This is mainly a talkie news
station so the AM long wave transmis-
sion would have adequate quality and

the receiver would not need re-tuning in different
areas of the country, A small pocket recelver was the
aim and this was a good reason to go for Surface
Mount construction. All this leads to the latest
generation of the famous 2N414 IC. The chlp we are

talking about is the 2N416 AM radio supplled in an
SO8 Surface Mount package" This represents a
considerablc lmprovement over the 414 in that tt has
an added audto power amplifier output stage whieh
will drive a pair of 64R headphones wild. The RF
section of this IC ls identie alto the old 2N414 so most
of the published informatlon still applies. The internals
o{ the IC are shown ln Flgure 1 and its main
charaeteristics ln Table 1. Turntng thls lnto a receiver
is a simple matter,

The R4X reeeiver conslsts of a small Surface
Mount PeB on whlch is mounted a 2N416 IC, a

transistor audio preamp to llven things up a bit, and
a handful o{ passlve surface mount devices, Most of
the space ln the R4X ls taken up by the battery and
the ferrite rod aerial, The PCB ls the smallest thing
aboard and the whole thing fits into a 50mm x 37mm
x 18mm plastic box. This is certalnly the simplest
receiver around lf lack of knobs and switches ls any
guide. Not only do we leave out the tunlng control but
also thc volume control. Volume level is affected by
rotatlng the set to adJust the level of signal picked up
by the fenite rod, The 2N416 has a little AGC built
in which also helps. Audio quality ie excellent for
speech and quite tolerable for muslc, The indlvldual
type earphones wlthout a headband are the most
appropriate as they are more effieient. Of course you
don't have to fix tune lt on R4 there are other forms
of life on long wave,

The R4X is a deslrable little radlo as witnessed
by the requests for copies from my teenagc daughter
and her friends who fix tune them on 252kHa, But
more importantly, it ls a simple way to get into Surface
Mount construction, For many who take their first
falterlng steps into Surfaee Mount Devtces (SMDg)

with basic projects like this one the simplicity of this
new technique is soon reallsed. At the same tlme the
huge potential for complexity and miniaturlsation
become apparent. There's no return, you wlll soon
want to make everythlng in SMD and will be ready
for the increasing number of ICs and other compo-
nents some of which are available only ln SMD form,
The excellent artlcle on SMD by Kelth Brindley in the
February issue of ETI makes good background
reading for this constructional project.

Construction And SMD Practlce
Although we refer mainly to R4X here, the comments
should be taken as general advice for hand working
with SMDs.

The circuit of the R4X is shown in Figure 2. It is
implemented using Surface Mount components
whlch although designed and manufactured with
automatic assembly in mind can easily be used for
hand soldering. Several advantages over leaded
devlces will be noted. As can be seen from the track
pattern in Flgure 3, the PCB is very simple and the
tedious process of hole drilling for component leads
is eliminated. The use of a double sided PCB is highly
recommended as single sided board tends to warp
slightly and can put strain on the leadless chips.
Provided there ls no interaction, circuits could be
implemented on both sides of the PCB. Double sided
and hybrid construction is common practice on
commercial boards.

Flg, 1 The 2N414 lC internal Etructuro

SMDs esme in varlous sizes, the more popular
'12061 sizc chlp capacltors and resistors are used for
the R4X as they are the easiest for hand solderlng and
still give an enormous $[ze reductlon, The '0805'chlp
devices are considerably smaller and becomlng more
popular but are not recommended for the beglnner
in the art of hand worklng SMDs. Incidently, multl-
layer ceramic chip capacitors are not marked wlth a

value, although they may have a code letter on, so
don't unpaek them untll you need them, Ceramlc
chips are used for values from a fractlon of a pF up
to 470n or even ly/16V. Hlgher capacitles usually
necessitate the use of SMD tantalum, 'Tants' are far
more efficient than aluminium electrolytlcs of the
same marked value and are the best cholce for thls
type of work, ICs and trahsistors comc in much
smaller slzes also and all eomponents produce clrcults
with wafer thin proflles, It can easily be seen how a
super mini, slim verslon of the R4X would be posslble
when the very low profile of the finlshed surface
mount PCB is consldered,
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Producing the PCB poses no problems Just use
the normal UV exposure and etch techniques. Dry
transfers of SMD footprints are available and for single
or small runs, 1:1 positives on drafting film are very
satlsfactory. The translueent type of drafting film will
take drafting tapes but a 0.25mm or 0.18mm Rotring
drawing pen will work on this media also and give
excellent fine lines when needed. A 0 35mm pen can
be used to ftll in largei. areas where copper is required,
L€ave as much copper on the PCB as possible, indeed
if SOT89 power devices ate used a small area of
copper will act as an excellent heatsink

Assuming you've got your etched PCB, make
sure it's very clean and spray it with a thin coating of
Electrolube solder-through lacquer. Allow it to dry
fully on a radiator for an hour or two before populating
it. The lacquet coat acts as a flux and also reduce the
tendency for the chips to slide about on the copper

In this circuit there is no pre{erred order of
addition of the components but if you place the IC at
an early stage it will make it easier to locate the position
of the passives. The component positions are shown
ln Figure 4. SMDs must be held in place whilst
soldering as they are very light and the surface tension
of the solder will make them play tricks such as

standing on end or going out o{ alignment resulting
in an untidy PCB. tt is importani to ensure that
components with tracks running underneath, such as

R1, are aligned at right angles to the underun. Use a
flne 26 swg (0.5mm) solder and an iron with a fine
tip. Such devices and other SMD working inshuments.
afe readily available. Use the very minimum amount
of solder otherwise the result will look messy and will
be less reliable.

An SMD assembly jig is a real advantage as it
holds the chips in place whilst soldering. This results
in good alignment and a very neat finished PCB.
However a much more important reason for using a
jig is to allow a cotrect soldering procedure.

To solder a component in place it must be held
down by pressing it to the copper footprints with a

toothplck, for example. The soldering iron tip and the
solder must be applied to the joint at exactly the same
tlme. Carrylng solder to the joint on the iron tip is just
not on, because the flux evaporates in a fraction of
a second and you end up applying a blob of very
poorly 'wetted' solder to the joint. A dry, unreliable
contact ls will result. Three hands are there{ore
tequlred to make a good SMD solder connection and
most of us don't have three hands. The jig is therefore
your third hand.

The operation is simple. With the PCB on the jig
base, place the SMD on its footprints, slide the board
gently into place and clamp the chip. lt can now be
soldered correctly. The operation of the jig is shown
in Figure 5. It will take PCBs up to about 50mm and
is ideal for most projects. A lot of electronics will fit
on a 50mm SMD board.

Take note of the line indicating the positive side
of the Tantalum capacitor and solder it in the right way
around. Q1 is a tiny SOT23 device and like other
SMDs is best handled with tweezers. If the tweezers
are even slightly magnetised, they will make mani-
pulation difficult due to the nickel content of the
contacts. A residual magnetisation tends to build up
on most tweezers after a time and is easily removed
with a tape head demagnitiser. Note the use of a zero
ohm jumper Rx, to bring the output connection to the
edge of the PCB. This is not vital here but demon-
strates their use. Zero ohm jumpers will get the
designer out of many a tight spot by jumping one or
two tracks and reducing the need for wire links. When
all is complete give the PCB a second light spray with
lacquer to protect everything from the environ ment.

The construction of L1 is worthy of comment.
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Firstly the rod is easily cut to length by filing a groove
right around its circumference after which it will easily
snap if given a firm tap. Use 42 swg enamelled wire
of the self tinning type. There may be some differences
in ferrite materials and also the winding technique, so
you may have to trim a few tens of turns to get the
required station where you want it. Pile wind the coil
as shown in Figure 6 using a portion of thin card or
piece of plastic as a former to protect the wire frorn
the rod. Make the coil moveable on the rod if you can.
This will allow a coarse tuning control by moving the

rod in or out of the coil. The coil can be held in place
with'Blutac'whilst setting up and a more permanent
adhesive can be substituted later.

When it comes to boxing it up, the simplest
approach is to use a ready made plastic box. lt must
be plastic otherwise the ferrite rod won't work. A
suitable type is the type 1521 from Maplin This is too
deep as supplied and can be trimmed by about 6mnr
To do this mark a fine line allthe way around Cut off
the excess using a junior hacksaw on the waste side
Then file to the line with a fine file. The pillars which

take the self tapping screws for the lid are holed to the
bottom of the box and can therefore stillbe used. Use
countersunk M2 bolts to hold the N type battery
holder. cutting off and filing smooth as required so as
not to obstruct the cell, Use a miniature 2.5mm jack
socket for the output. It will be necessary to reconnect
the earphone leads in serieq to get the required 64R.
The moulded jack plug supplied will therefore have
to be replaced by a normal type A miniature slide
switch is used for the on,/off function. The PCB is
glued to the box lid. There is no need to bolt it down
as it is very light.

Wire up the output jack, battery connections and
on/of{ switch using 1,/0.25mm kynar wire. This wire
is excellent for miniature SMD work but it is solid core
and won't take too much flexing. If you are a com-
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Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of the R4X AM receiver
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Fig. 3 Position of surface mount components on the PCB
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Fig. 4 The SMD assembly jig showing how components aro held in place

pulsive twiddler, leave the connecting wires a bit
longer than necessary so that feconnections can be
made when breakages occur. Connect the coil to the
PCB as indicated, taking care with the 42swg wire.

Getting It Going
Check all wirlng and everything on the P
the headphones in series such that they
(+ to - to +). Now plug in the head
switch on At this stage you should hear some hiss at
least. Bring in the required station using the trimmer.
For setting up, an external variable capacitor of say
500p can be connected across CV1 and turns can bL
added or taken away until the signal ls within the
trimcap range with zero external capacitance in circuit.

With 1.5V applied, the current drain should be
about 4mA. The voltage on Ql collector should be
0.7V approx. lf you get a lot of distortion and whistles,
the thing may be 'taking off due to feedback. This can
ysrglly be cured by movi away from the
PCB end. Strong signals cause clipping
which can be reduced by e ferrite rod to

reduce the sign allevel. The quality should be excellent
when set up correctly.

Mods Hor Rockers
Certain pop stations appear on long wave {rom time

llow a little lon od to protrude
excellent tun . Removing a

o turns willget medium wave
band.

TURNS 42swg

Fig. 6 Construction of the letrlto antonna Ll
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Fig. 5 Position of major elements and interwiring
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Table 1. Characteristics 0f The 2N416 lC

SupplyVoltage .,..'1.1 to1.6V

OuiescentCurrent. ..,,4mA
Frequencyrange,.. ,0.'l5kHzto3.0mHz
lnputlmpedance . .. 4M

Sensitivity ,,.50yV
AGCrange ... ...20d8
Powergain-ZN414RFsection.. . ... ... 72dB

Voltage gain - audio section

Outputinto64ohm,. . . .340mVpp
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tr.5!
t8.67
t9.41)

HS1SSddu3iAllo{SteH tiaad, H[noJal.s nead *ilnercel enlk{-encvlespo"sand
hyp6toliclac6lorboodtapetoheadonuci.... ... tt7.05

Hclll Sto@ Hod. ave oesigr for esY
litmg olarildiedc versalreplacemenl

head anincrcdrble ....... t6,65

HX100 Sp&irl oftd Slw Pom.lloy llerd t2.85

HRP373 Dof,n!trcem ldltor 9r@ Cmbinatid Hqd t44.39

ll055t +lnck Rwd t Plry Permlloy Hsd lor aulo{everee car playe6 or
quadElhonic @ding t'6,rg
H5Sr2{ Sbndard Erue H*d e2,59

S'Ii652/2AC E@tioid, Standard Mount t1260

HSgslor4ShNOCErsH4d tE70
HO75IE 1/4 AD Er,sHsd, facks compatble wilh H0551 €t 06

.LIi{SI.EY 
HOOO {OO SERIES SIJPES HIGH OUALITY AX/FT TUI{ER SYSTE*

REETIO REELHEAOS
gSR Z{ RHrd/Plry lr0mH

298E ,{ E.i$ Hed ! nH
t13 34

tlt 96

TAPE RE@ROER CIRE PRODUCTS

IIABT Itl TEST CISSETTE our lamous lilple purpose lest cassette Sets tape ezimuth,
VU level and tap speed t5.35

oEtl Irim PoEFd T.p€ Hsd Don.gn€lisr, prevents noise on payback due lo

Dsidualheadnagnetiser ....................... e4.08

DEIllS El.ciMic, Crstte Type, dsagNtis t8 61

00r new St,MMEF '90 List is FFEE Send lor your mpy now OveEoas c!slom€rs relcome,
pleasesnd 2 lBCs lo cowr sudace posi ors for Aimail

We now acGpt inland and owrs€6 ordere by posl orlolophone on all Access/Masterch ange
and VisacBdilcards

Please add padcoslol cariaga and lnsuGnc€ as lollowsi

IilLAilD;
0rde6 up lo t20 - tli orders ow. t20 t2 50; Nerl day- tg

OVERSEASI
Plee s6e the ordeilno mlomation
wilh oilrli$r

a@n

Evon lllfiI I a vsldaile inresmnl in

knoviledq€, g el&hn'c lechnrques.

Tslaphoneoi l@IKib mmponenlsand
spscial o,fe6 H6r6 are a few slected itemsi

$aaes. Slave'ild rcnoblo( HsihswntEul tE pN ve nDUlshge ano pow6r re(er are

aldavailabh. AllwMsfitstin ou.sladard420x260x75mn w b malchou 400

RLHI0Foorintsol lalest rtrdroo€sionAmoli{iel anicles ................ . t2.70
Kll(|oCIilABTConstuctonManualwilhiullpanshsts..... .............. !{.51,

Why nol buy he repnnb ano cons[uction manual h$o how 66y I is lo Duild youl Nn
eariDnent the IIAFT way. The FULL @st can bo cGdited against youl subsequenl kil
purchase.

SPECI L OfFEnS FOB THE IIEXT tlot{Ttl All orders lor @mplete kih will get he ALPS

PmEion fo h in lhePasw lnputStaq€rncluded FREE WecanaJsoincludelhenewBelay
Slilched Inpur S1age, normalliC57.2l, tdoly tO!

BLllT Bopilnts otani ng the'Slnchrcdy@ S@bn
ll{S49, Consuuclion Synchodyne AM S€cton . .

FLHS Feprmlsof3 a ing he FM Tuner Seclion

lllgul Consructon Man0allo. FM Soction

Don I lorqel you can ouy he mnstruclon manual and Epilntslose howedy il is and lhe

@sr willte6rediled NFULIwhen pu buy yourkil.

t2.6{t
t2.90
n.70
t{.90

BINDERS

MAGAZINES

al Telephone yout older Er E=E
D (0442i 6655r EJ E

Please supply ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL BINDERS
@ C6.80 each inc p&p

Totale. ...(Pleasemakecheques/postalorderspayabletoA.S.P)

NAME..

ADDRESS

Please allow 28 days for dellvery

Nowbackin5t@k, lmonlhs opots
in values lo @wr r applica l, with

mmmlong6mmd thotatio thlow

track accJGcy ano nalching Edry E ,ncredible g,ving befter tonal balance beheen
channelsand ocksold,mag6 stabilily.valuesavai able aG 10Kand 100K109.100x lnand
10( Spooal Balan@. (zeolo$rn cei1lre pcihon). OuprEosaE incredtDly lowlor polsol

this qualily du€ lo large purdes ,or our quality lits.

OUALITY AUDIO KITS (0691) 652894 ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

OMN! ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 sDX . 031 667 2611

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

UR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL COST f1.50 - TO INCLUDECATALOGUE WILI COST f1.50 - TO INCLUDE

VOUCHERS TO USE AGAINST FUTURE
PURCHASES. TO BECEIVE A COPY, PLEASE

SEND YOUR REMITTANCE WITH YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS ANO TELEPHONE NUMBER

REOUESTING A COPY OF THE 1990/91 OMNI
CATALOGUE.

E o'"" 
= 3X?[#J;'dff-,r:r3o-6'oo E

This mge ol19' lrontpanels(nofixing holes visible),with lhe rear box

I{EW FOR t ggo dard units are 10,, (254mm) deeo.
n the lollowing popularsizes:

19" RACK MOUNTING EOUIPMENT CASES

PROJECTCASES
Type H prie
PU't 1%, €16.50PU2 3t/z' ft8.SOPU3 5Va" ) e2O.5OPU4 7' \ ct2 qn

PU6 iovz, i ir6.5o
EOUIPMENTCASES

U1 17.1(44mm) tm.7o
U2 3%" (88mm) t24.1s
u3 sy4,(1$mfi) 827.60
U4 7'(170mm) Cn.gO

Deliveryincluded (UK onlv).
All pricesincludeVAT.

BLANKING PANELS, BACKING CONSOLES
and RACK CABINETS are also availabte.
Please send SAE fordetails
Tel: 0275 823983 for Accesgvis Sales orcheoue
wilh order lo:

RACKZPRODUCTS
PO Box 1402 Mangotstietd, Bristot, England, Ry

ETI OCTOBER I99O



TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Ben Adewole
0442 66551 Ext 250
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Lineage: 15 words)

i'frfir,'*'
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All aalvertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

DO YOU WANT USED
SCOPES . GENERATORS

POWER SUPPLIES
POWER METERS

DVMs' OSCILLAT'ORS
ATTENUAT'ORS

TEST EQUIPMENT
Contact:

COOKE INTERNAIIONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site,

Main Road, Barnham
Bognor Regis,

West Sussex PO22 OEB
Tel, O243 54511

Fax: O243 542457
g Wide ratge of ite-""t"ru"il"bl" E

FM Transmitter Klts
Also a Telephone Bug oetector Klt

Fedybuill FM ransmi116rcSo0includin9tosl & tucting
Th.E.6 hmmdd xlb-w.de.bct. nle[on ol
sarnhgR@ls[,sbbpbmb.llbd.b4or..tbr

!tuabldluo

9TLEIGH RD, ATHERTON, GT. i'ANCHESTER
Telephone Atherton (0942) 891140 Mail oldor only

SPECIAL OFFER: 15W Soldering
lrons at the amazing price of €4.99;
while stocks last. Plus Free Handy
Tips with every order. Send cheque/
P.O. to: Timecloud Computers, 3
Pebble Close, Amington, Tam-
worth, Staffs B77 4RD (Please
include Cl.00 p&p per order).
40 NEW Components and illus-
tratedCatalogue . . . ReturnAd +
01.- K.l.A. Audio, 8 Cunliffe Road,
llkley.
RACK'EM!! . 60wattRacKE12;
regulated mains power supply and
sockels. - K.l.A. Audio, 8 Cunliffe
Road, llkley.

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCMNCE LIMITED
loMByleWinch€sleF,used,3monthsWy...C42.00each 27128EPROMS......................................e2,50each
5.25"Disk0rives.80Tk,0S0D....................e3{,00each 2rc25e25EPFOMS................................C3.50each
52S"drivecases,roomlordrivePSU&fan C10.00each 256KByteoFAMModules,remvdkomequip a6.00each

0Tk,DSDDUS€d,NoWyql5.00each 61162KByieSBAM...................................81.,l0each
resold onasriclly'as is" basis) 626aOK Byl6 SHAM.......... . l5t3.00eachi2C3.80each
48tpibores0t10.................C3.00b0x 6525632KBylerams.....................................9.00each

40W PSU 5V 3 75A, 1ar' 1 5A -14 0 4A, cased wilh 8K Byle NV 6m chips t3 00 each e10.00 four
on/offswitch E10.00each 2opindillowprofilelcs@kdsfos(l/l0 C4.00/100

BarcsibhmodePSU5V2.SAlAl2A-1N0.14......!7.00 40pindill@prolilelCs@k*t0.6O10..........C5.00each
GouldPSUG30V@SALimitedquanlityonly.145.00each DECLShI/23CPUcadsusedbulworking....C50.006ach

. C2.00each
. E4.00each h
. f2.006ach h
. e4.00each
. C3.50each h

,buyl0ormorelor.-.-...C0.129ach Keyboard,lO0keysonboardLCD&microi/|....q8,009ach
04'08'11'12'1315'm'z'26 Melal proied boxes drilled I painled bul unused
'74'83'96'107'109'122'132 2gx32.5xscm ....... ................ ................... C5.00 each

'136'139'145'l5l'153157'158162163164165 Toroidal mains lransformer 12V 4A & 04A,
'174',191',193',253',257',298',353',365',6D 12-0-121A8 2A,9-0-92A t4,00/1C6.00/2t8.00i3

......C2.00each Smoke ma|1size............................!Z00each
,PDe1.20each;DMAt2.00....C4.50a||4 Smoke large wilh €scap€ light end pauso
Ex-equipment) ....................... C1.00 each lealu .. 813.00 each

2728EPFOMS(Ex.equipmenl) E1.20eachort500/5 VideoTapes,ElSoVHS e2,50each

Pricesincludepostage.Add50p(plusVAT)toordersbelowe500 Allitemsnewunlessstated
Add 150/0 VAT to all prices, Send an SAE for our latest list or for more info

Oept ETI, 374 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 1SU
Tel= 0223 424602 or ()831 43()496 (Please note, MailOrderonly)

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire; HR8 2HS.

-rrrrrrrrlrlr-

-

I I I ELECIBONICSTODAYINTERNATIONAL,
CLASSIFIED ADVEFIISEMENT DEPARTMENT, T
ARGUSHOUSE,BOUNDARYWAY, :
HEMELHEMPSfEADHP2TST I

I

I

.A & G EI,ECTRONNCS 2,7D.
ELECTRONIC COHPONENTS HA L ORDER COHPANY

1990 EA.TA,L@G['E
[S @UT N@W"

Order a catalogue now and we send you a

0.5'ORANGE DUAL LED DISPLAY

Value f, 2.00 absolutelyfree!!!

SEND fl FOR YOIIR COPY Offer fora
limited

TO ADVERTISE
CALL

0442 66551

Turn your surplus
.transistors, lCs etc, into

cash lmmediate settlement.
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete lactory clearance.

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS
Tel: 0945 584188

Fax Number: 0945 588844

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER

SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLY
TOP QUATITY

SURVEITLANCE
AND SECURITY

EQUIPMENT
rhcludlng VHF Transmitr

I Automatic Telephone

lecordere. Recording

- Briefcases, Buq

Deteclo6

Counterlap Unit5

[- -:l';::l:m,r:l-
rncluding miclocasselte recorders, microphones

rec€lve6. ca$eltes and bafl€i€s

CCTV AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

Wite ot phone lot a delailed catalogue lo:

ESKAN ELECTRONICS TtD.
DEPT. EI. I72 CAITDONIAN ROAD IONDON, NI

r.278 L7

IBREVERSIBLE TEMPERATURE
INDICATORS

Minialure labels'!1mm x smmforthemeasurement
I cmponents. Each slrip h6
pornts: 40-43-46'49'C,

88-930C, 99-104-110-116"C,
P1-1n-fi2-138"C, 143149154160oC Supplied in

packetsot45 strips priced ats3.00 plusVAT.

fhese and olher lypes ol indicators up to 260oC
available hon:

Speclallsed Labels, gl
irills, Stanhope StEt,
Tel (0332)382421, Fax

I Rates:Lineage55ppervyod + VATmlnlmumlSwords.Semi-displaytl4.00persingle I
I column cm plus VAT.'No reimbursements tor cEncellations. All ads must be pepaid. I

I Name I

I*01""' . . . I

I
!

I

I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
!

I

I
I
r

II-IIIIIIII
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#m#
N ATIO
COLLEG
TECHNO

NEW VHF MICFOTFANSHITTEH
KIT tun€eble 80-135MH2, 500

this and oth6r klts.

CALL
BEN ADEWOLE

ON
0442 66551

TO ADVERTISE
IN ETI

KITS, PLANS, bullt unlts, mlcro.

05€8 n902.
FLATMATE SPEAKER enhancEd
electronlca kit 849,50 palr, SAE
dotails: Memox Elgctronlcs Ltd, 1

lcknield Cloae, lcklelord, Hltchin,
H6rtB.

Sample 1ur Quality With

AFREE
PRINTED EIRCUIT

BOARD
Single/Double Sided e[cuits

or Plated Thtough Hole

llite to:

PAYNE ELECTROPRINT l,f, D
Mareuo Road, Dunkeewell,

Nr Horiton, Der,on EX14 ORA

t.'
PACKAGED SHORT COURSES

The National College of Gchnology (NCT Ltd)
offers a range of packaged short courses in
analogue electronics, digital electronics and fibres
and optoeleetronics for study at home or at work.
The advantages are that you may.* commence at any time* work at your own pace* have a tutor (optional) and there is no travelling
involved. BTEC certificates are available subject
to the conditions of the award. These highly popular
packed courses contain workbooks, a cassette
tape, eircuit board and components necessary tcr
provide both theoretical and practical tniining.
Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
some experience and simply need updating, there
is probably a packaged short course ready for you.
Write or telephone for details, quoting ETI to:

NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall
S London Road, Bieester, Oxon OX6 7BU

or telephone (0296) 613067 Ext.2O2

ELEGTRONIC OOMFONENTS.

Mail Order only. Prop: N. Farrar.

VOICE/SOUNO ACTIVATEO

W71NL,

Start trainlng now for the followlng
counses. send for our brochure -without obligatlon or Telephone us on

0626 779398 (Ror:Erulo/eo)

Name Tclecomms
Tech G&G 271

Radlo Amatcur
Llcence O&G

Micrc-
p10c€t8or

E lntroductlonto
Televlalon

E

tr

EI

Hadlo & Telecommunlcatlonc Correspond ol
12 Moor Vlew Drive, Telgnmouth, Dovon

dfti a ride rangB ol El€duoniotomponentt el

174 Dalkolih Hosd,
Edlnbulgh EHl6 sDX

Tch 031 667 2611
Op€n: Mdn.Fil 0am.6Fm, get
S€nd 2x180 llrmpS lol latsll

OMNIELECTRONICS PROGRESEIVE RADIO
e7$DrhBtn.t lthOti 2360154
4? Whlt.chlp.l lblr 0ll 236 6400

Llv.rpool 2

'TH E E LECfflON ICS SPEe,/q t/SrB'
Op€n: 1!er.set 9.30"5.30

ELECTFONIC 6OMPONENTS
are be3t e66n at

FRASER ELECTRONIGS
42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (0705) 81 6584
Betclaycad Ac6os6
COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BAY

One nl.
sem ven

p

40 cnrcKLEwooo BRoADWAY, roNDOr{ l{w23ET
Tll: 0t1.450 0tt5l4t2 0101

ALLPAFTS
W I VIOEO BPAHES EMPORIUM

NOWOPEN
lledr rnd Pubtlo Rctlll outlot

FEhG VIDEOHEAOE FHOMfrO'6 
' 

PAilT8OilIC HEAOB FHOM T1O,O5

vtDEo coFt (lIt $ft 0h 80Am KlT s30
tEnovrEEorIMPl/{tnEENoBr00 . lERo vl0E0uMFwtH PruG 30b

IOMMA/8 II'EIS H FIH F{CI(OFTEN

DINECf ELECTHONICS
E L EcT RO N I C S C O M P O N E N T S P EC I ALI SlB

627nOMFOaDHD,
MANONPARK

LANDONEl2sAD
Tel;081-55t 1174

Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Tharc 10-lpm
Wo 6tock e lerue renqe ol TV & Video spares
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Panel Engraving Service

AII you do is fill in the coupon stating clearly the iode number, your
nanie and address and your remitlance made payable to: A.S.P.
Reader Services.

u must add two letters t f the
Black panel. white lene Red* Whitc panel, blaek I R -

custom service but we teekon it's worth it,

Here are some recent popular projects to start this brand new service
on its way, the prices ire inclusive of VAT and postage and paekingl

[ 5.e5
c 8.9-5

ETI Reader Serviccs, Argus House, Boundnry Wny, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

P8910-1 Multimeter
P9007-l Dceision Maker

Signature

Name

Address

TELEFHGNE O ER,S

ffi442 66551
HPz 7ST

Totat g I

I

,q
r ETIRrI HemelrY

Reader Services, Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hempstead, Herts, HP2 7ST

tlow 2E days for delivery

f n thc actlon racked November audlo edltlon of ETI we have a
Icomprehenslve gulde on how a recording studlo ls deslgned and put

together ln order to achleve the best results ln sound recordlng, together

wlth a whole host of muslealtcch ttps for the constructor to experlment
wlth ranglng lrom a MIDI activated nolse gate, to several other Eound

bendlng and modlfytng technlques,

There's a four channel cassette recordet/mlxer for you to bulld
which wlll take you into the wlnter months. We also present the second
part on electrostatic loudspeaker deslgn whlch hlghllghts other methods

of reproduclng sound apart from uslng magnetlc forces.

In the HDTV series, James Archer looks at existlng Japanese

technology {or wide-screen htgh qualtty televlslon togcther with lts

advantages and dlsadvantages,

So make sure of teservlng a copy when ETI enters the market plaee

on October Sth.

The dbaw artlcb, an ln wwnlbn bua clrcumtfinac, m.y il.wnt pubtlc.alon

An the ltEt of ttems featured ln the September lssue were

Lf articlcs coverlng Vldeo eassette recoider tlmers and the
new tee hnology that e ould replace them, mlcrowave
appltcatlons from cooklng to warheads, data communleatlons
and how computers talk to each other and cross'over networks,

y be a necessary t s front, we

a sltde proJeetor e a Y sYstem to
hl=fi around the ho d Some back

copies are stlll available from Select Subscrlptlons.

ADVERTISEHS' INDEX
ARA EIESIRoN|CS,,, ,,,, , , ,,,,,,,, , ,,, 44 MAPLTN ELESIH0N|CS,,,, , ,,,, ,, ,,, oBC

BK ELECIRoNrCS,,,, ,,,, ,,, , ,,,,,, ,,,,, IFC MARoo TRAD|NG ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,, 61

BLUE HOSE ELECTRONICS,.,, . ..,.,, . , 8 NUMBEH ONE $YSTEtt,lS.. ....,..,..,...,. O2

crRKtT HoLD|NGS ,, 7 oMNt ELE6IH0N|CS,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 6g

cFrcKLEWooD ELESIRoNICS ,, 17,57 RACKZ PRoDUCIS,,,,,,,, ,.,, , ,,,,,,, ,,, 63

DtsPtAY ELE0IRoNtCS,,, , ,,,,,, , , , rBC REED E1ECIRoNtCS,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,, 17

GREENBANK ELECIRONICS. . .. . . ,. 44 STEWAHIS OF READING, ,...,,,.. .,,..,, 44

llAHTELECTRoN|C8,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,63 SUl\ilADES|GNS,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,44
HENRyS AUDt0 ,,,, ,, ,,,,,, , , , ,, , , ,,,, 41 TK ELECTRoNtCS,, ,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,, 25

J & N BULL ELECTRICAL 42 WILMSLOil 4U0I0.,.,,,..,,.,,.., ., ,.,....,. 41

LTGHTSoLoERTNG,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 61
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DE.HEAND!

* tilhtilirpedarr irFnad ouFI
lordalsy+halring.3 M cDrtds ad 6 Ed IH. $andard BNC
sock€ts. Beastti ligh trkast ss-n aod dfactive case with
carylm ledc PerE6 = a E or badoJo mrilor ard lor
aaffti us{nd C3tr.95 each rDr or 5 for E185tcl

key,boards ln stardad
h and'dicky'solld leel
yout and e sign- Green
82035 (B) 5/8t35 (D)

conec-t @nneclion to various CPU'S 0, Z-gO,
6800, 6502 and 6809 familtes ptus dat lorusei

. NEW 57a_ lnch frgm C29.951 uo filter drt-o Compete wilh 50
Masslve FxJrchases o, standad 51lr'ddves enables us to eandedg€co thedompulerand

lloralraction ricel 849.95 (C)

l{e\€
to be
trac*
tor....

cttoosE YouR s tNcHt
E150.m(E)
E195.m(B

hard or $tt secloe BBAND NEW E25O.@(E)
SPECIALOFFERSII

ytecapadty hous€d ln a smart case

only E499.00 1r1

fHls TIIOT{fH'S SPECIALI
Tl-ere has reer ben a ded fike llis orEl
BranO pr*ng nert & bored morilors
lrom Nrc. mrmafy s*rg daboutClzl0l
Thes€ are over-€n(ilEred lor ultra
relafity. S green screen conporite irprt
wifi dcfEd mn-glare screen dus *ttcl'F

Brand rew ard boxed Amdek
ADA-200 analog to dtgital and
dgltal lo analog converler pack-
ed lull ol featJr€s: interlaces to
most popular PC's; 2 channel
lnput & output by sottware selec-

cN_Lrcn tffi{4rfg 0H treHER auA,tI,nEst
T,,ribAl*7#A tard :H & boxed 1f amberflat scrEen
dn cdonel s7r ard Ell b€s€. Srrfi€x filter with dark tlnt.
SEn aETTL
'g# i fe
srdkC r
mEi+lr 24 6E comp+ete with operalions manual. An a.b-
sil_rE !r = EsA (D) 1OE5m (c). S:wiyeutfltbe-8435.
lqT l*Jf' realulidt, fully cased 14'gr€en or amber screen

I your PC porEr supdy is geiing hotl Srpdbd BBAND NEW

n perlect condition. q*y E:19 act a 2torg/5 (Dhrole H1(xXL1(x, 5 Uack & wtib ur@ ciads reas.rr-

Tdebox ST, and other audo ssud use=. E99lE) 3tz75(c)
H}DEEMNOil COLO{JR IolfTO FSi

20",22" and 26'AV SPECIALS
Stjperbly made UK milutactue. P[- d s.id sE€ 6lour
nonllors, complete #lh 6mp€b seo t sud iTuts. Attrac-
tle tear( stye case. Perfect fo{ SCE<is.ShG.t .s.o. Ctubs.
h EXCELLENT litu€ u=d mndtion *th',-rl 90 day guaErE€.
20"....8155 22".'.t170 26"....8185 (D

dher teatu 8' I dire spport.
Sedal and tutl 64X rdri and

F gze 7ah

@
Advuce 61211 7 ptn A3 dotter HpcL. N€
Trlo 0-1 8 vdc bench PSU. 30 amps. ilew

nd tull

I

U.
LEO

I.6RGE Oof,?{TrnEs OF OSCII"LOSCOPES 61{D TEST cEf,R

& vlDEo
TUNEN!

E E/5
c 7to
E%
c2mo
E 525
E 35i0
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